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THE

MODERN
Instruction Books

Piano Collections

TOUCH AND TECHNIC
FOR ARTISTIC PIANO-PLAYING

FOR. THE PIANOFORTE

FOR VARIOUS PVRP0SES

DR. WILLIAM MASON
PART I.—The Two-Finger Exercises (School of Touch).
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically Treated (School of
Brilliant Passages).
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated (Passage
School).
PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura Playing.
These volumes comprise the entire system of technic as
devised and used by the dean of American pianists and
teachers, Dr..- William Mason, and is the most important
contribution to the technic,of piano-playing ever made by an
American musician. In Four Books. Price, $1.00 each

The following works for beginners at the piano are
among the latest and best on the market. They are
widely used by our best teachers, are first of all,
modern, with crisp and fresh ideas. The authors
are all musicians of experience in elementary teach¬
ing.
A change of text-books broadens the teacher and
relieves the drudgery of routine teaching. If you
are wedded to other methods, break away once, if
only for a change.
All or any of these Methods will be sent “ On Sale”
to any of our patrons who may wish them.
^

SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES

First Steps in Pianoforte
Study

Modern Studies
SENT ON INSPECTION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

THEODORE PRESSER

THEODORE PR.ESSER
A Beginner’s Instruction Book
rk has had infinitely more care in its compilation tl

The proper practice of octave playing not only gives a
flexible wrist and forearm, but also strengthens the fingers to
a remarkable extent, so that good octave players are Sways
good executants, price, 75 cents

PREPARATORY TOUCH AND TECHNIC
C. E. SHIMER
This volume is intended as an introduction to Dr. Mason’s
great work “Touch and Technic,” and is especially adapted
r '
’
’
e tlie Mason System

STUDIES IN PHRASING, MEMORIZING
AND INTERPRETATION
Selected by W. S. B. AIATHEWS from the works of
the best masters, with principal reference to forming a good
canlabile style of playing. Beginning in the introduction,
with simple compositions by Schumann, Reinecke, Kullak,
etc.; in the other two books will be found the best works of
Heller, Schumann, Chopin, Mendelssohn, etc., each volume
being prefaced by a careful study of the playing principles
used in the different compositions. Introduction, Grades 2
and 3 ; Book I, Grades 3 and 4 ; Book II, Grades 4 and 5.
Price, $1.50 each

TWENTY-FOUR SELECTED^TUDES^
J. CONCONE
These piano etudes have the qualities which characterize
the composer’s well-known vocalises—melody, expression,
dramatic content. They are, therefore, besides being, well
fitted to the genius of the piano, especially adapted to
awaken in the pupil a feeling for melodic and expressive
playing.
Revised and Annotated by Calvin B. Cady. Price, $1.25

SIX MELODIC OCTAVE STUDIES
GEZA HORVATH
Octave studies of medium difficulty, pleasingly writ¬
ten, and with very good judgment of the demands of modem
music, will be welcomed by teachers and practised with
interest by pupils. The octaves are of different kinds—
broken, interlocking, and fast and light.
Op- 43. Two Books. Price, $1.25 each

WRIST STUDIES
A set of short melodious studies for the correct develop¬
ment of the true wrist touch. A feature of the work is the
introduction giving an explanation of the wrist touch and
how pupils can secure it, and its application under all cir¬
cumstances. No octaves are found in the book.
Compiled by Chas. W. Landon. (Grade II.) Price, 75 eta.

TEN MELODIOUS STUDIES

in

Large Discounls-Liberal Terms
Headquarters for Everything in the Line of
Music and Music Books

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher
-

Foundation Materials for
the Piano
CHARLES W. LANDON
The author's best efforts have gone Into this work, and we can
Piano Ntethoifhas
progress
rapidly; the pieces are short and melodious; special
pven to producing pM—. ill in sight reading.
—
Each
has a motto bearing 01
Price, $1.00

Twenty Lessons to a Be¬
ginner in Piano Playing
W. S. B. MATHEWS
An Epoch-making Work In tha Art of Teaching
.
Music
B
A Wide Departure from all Previous Methods
™
d,epaKUre from S* ordinary orthodox way of teachne the niano to a beginner. From the very first it involves earhnic according to Mason s system, and writing music
before reading it.

Philadelphia, Pa.

THE

FINEST

FIRST RECITAL PIECES
PRICE, 75 CTS.
A collection intended for recreation and for nilhl!„
performances, containing both DODular anaP b c
classical works. It is
g
begiin Wlth ‘he First Parlor Pieces and is a vS
that any pupil will appreciate and enjoy.
e

ALBUM OF INSTRUCTIVE PIECES
PRICE, $1.00
These pieces are intended to create a taste m the
pupil for better music, and have been most careful
chosen and arranged in progressive order. A work
invaluable to every student who has had one year’*
instruction.
__
*

PRICE, 75 CTS.
A collection that will be pleasing to everyone
The marches are some of the most popular, stirring
and attractive of the day, and are suitable for ex¬
hibitions, schools, and parlor use.

Easy Method for the
Pianoforte
A. ROMMEL, A. C. M.

best guides for a pupil of the piano in the first
st year
year of instruction.
_Price, $1.00

The Art of Pianoforte
Playing
HUGH A. CLARKE. Mus. Doc

Price, $i.5o
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO the profession

THEODORE PRESSER
[ |712 QlZtZt'sUeeU
Philadelphia, Pau

STRICH & ZEIDLER

THEMATIC SONG CATALOO SENT FREE
Orders by iqail solicited and promptly filled from
Boston House or either of our branches. Music sent
on selection.

PRICE, 75 CTS.
Containing 80 pages of dance music for the parior
or ball-room. Embraces nothing of greater difficulty
than the second grade.

FIRST STUDIES IN THE CLASSICS
By CHAS. W. LANDON
PRICE. 75 CTS.
A compilation of pieces ranging from the second
to the fourth grade in difficulty and represents the
works of the various composers from Bach to
Mendelssohn.

SIGHT READING ALBUMS
By CHAS. W. LANDON
TWO VOLUMES.
PRICE, $1.00 EACH
This work is the product of years of thought and
study.
Its introductory brings forth thoughts of
great value regarding the progress of the students
mind when learning to read at sight. The 120 selec¬
tions of easy, good music are progressively arranged
and contain that which is purest and best in the
music of the great composers.

SONATINA ALBUM

Piano Teachers
TWO WAYS TO USE A TEACHING PIECE
This is a strange statement but it is explained thus:
Words have been added to these pieces to engage
the attention of little players, and so, after they have
learned to play them they can also sing them. To
those who do not sing, the words will ensure interest
through their descriptiveness.
LITTLE SONGS AND LITTLE STORIES
By ADAM GEIBEL
(KITTY’S MUSIC BOX. F.
(THE LITTLE GREEN HOUSE. C.
I THE BRAVE SOLDIER. C
lTHE SUN’S TRICK. F.
(THE KETTLE SPRITE. F.
I THE WHISTLE STAYS INSIDE. C.
(GO TO SLEEP. C.
(SPIN, SPIN, SPIN. C.
Price, 30 cents each
Special Offer

IN I

Four and Six Hand Music

DARKIES’ MOONLIGHT DANCE. Am. and
m. Goerdeler.
DANCE. Ab. Chaminadr.
YELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johan.i
SIX HANDS
Second Grade
H^TCIHNG FAIRY, Polka. C. Keller .
BESTLESS GALOP. F. Meacham . . .
Third Orade
?}A£CH OF THE GNOMES. G. B hr
HfCEOF THE COSSACKS. Potter.ov
lELLOW JONQUILS, Gavotte. D. Johanning .75
uno'W PUPIL should have a concise and handy
™SICAL ACTIONARY. Send for “MUSICAL TERMS
DEFINED,” by B. M. Davison. Sample Copy, 15c.

M2 Chestnut Street, Philade^

Manufacturer* gf Artistic Grand »

Brook Avenue,

NEW YORK

Whitesmith Music Publishing Co.
42 **°ST0N
1 H Stanhope St.

NEW YORK
6 East 17th St.

Gavotte Bergerette.W. Aletler
At Full Tilt (four hands).. .A. von Raalte
Heart’s Springtime.Louis Ganne
Morning Song.Paul Rougnon
Little Sprites.R.E.DeReef
Story of a Linnet.
Paul Wachs
The Dream Fairy.W. C.E. Seeboeck
Romance, Opus 44, No. 1. A. Rubinstein
Absent.
. C.W. Cadrnan
Welcome, Merry Springtime !.B. Metzler
If Love Were What the Rose Is, Opus 299
W. F. Sudds

1
4
8
10
12
13
16
18
20
22
24

1MYAN7A AFRICAN TWO-STEP
50c.

CHICAGO
259 Wabash Ave.

An Afternoon of Music
with the Children

fil AnY’S DANCE caprice

Standard First and Second Grade Pieces
Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces
Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces

and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

July, 1905

BLrtU I GJ
h. ENGELMANN
Another novelty by this popular composer.
On? of h is best efforts.

FOR PUPILS’ RECITALS, ETC.
FOUR HANDS
r,,
First Grade
BABY’S LULLABY. C. Bugbee ....
_
Second tirade
DRESS PARADE MARCH. C. Keller .
R0SEM0NDE GAVOTTE. C. Macy . .

Theodore Presser

-

MUSIC

PRICE. $1.00
An invaluable collection of formative pieces. A
favorite with progressive teachers and pupils every¬
where, and indispensable for the formation aude ‘
tivation of the best musical taste. Compiled ny
Theo. Presser.
__

Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
EACH $1.00
,
These pieces are intended to accompany t e
brated and universally used Standard Graded
of Study. They have been culled and selected R
the best teaching material in all piano life at ^
popular, classical, and semi-classical, an1
ja|
only most pleasing, but formative of the best m
taste.
_
■ -;

-

A Study of Musical Conditions in the Southern
States... j_ W_ Jeudwine 271
Descriptive Interpretation in Music Teaching,
Prize Essay.E. E. Hipsher 273
Sir Edward Elgar.E. B. Hill 274
A Musician’s Musings. George Hahn 275
Pictures from the Past.275
The Practical Application of the Rudiments of
Harmony to the Study of the Piano
Silas G. Pratt 276
Limitations of Teaching .
.. F.E. Drake 277
The Teacher’s Influence...
-J. F. Cooke 277
Questions for Teachers.. ..
Edith Allison 278
An Evening in the Studio_..
M. Fairfield 278
Interpretation of Music Upon the Piano
W. S. B. Mathews 279
The Old and the New, II.Robert Goldbeck 280
Influence of the Music Teacher Upon the Pupil
J. M. Baldwin 280
The Unmusical Teacher
.(7. if. Congdon 280
A Music Teachers’ Association.
281
The Sense of Touch.E. D. Hale 281
Children’s Page.
Editorial Notes .
Vocal Department.
. H. W. Greene 2
Organ and Choir. ... E. K. Truette 2
. George Lehmann 290
Violin Department.
Reviews of New Publications.
Teachers’ Round Table.
Publisher’s Notes.
Home Notes.
Musical Items.
.
Questions and Answers. •"*....
Recital Programs
.

FIRST DANCE ALBUM

are noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; ResP
Workmanship!
siveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction,

134th Street and

Price 50 cents each
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CONTENTS
‘THE ETUDE”

Good-Bye, Sweet • Day. 3
keys.
Cradle Song. 3 keys.
Three Red Roses. 3 keys.
Over fhe Hills to Sunlight
Town. 3 keys.
'Tis Home Where the Heart
Is. 3 keys.
Parting. Low voice.
Never to Part. 2 keys.
Separation. Low voice.
There’s a Little Nook. High
voice.
The Singing in God's Acre.
Medium voice.
When Love is Told. 2 keys.
The Way I'd Go. Low
voice.
Bid Her Dream of Me. Low
voice.
Sweet Sixteen. 3 keys.
Sweet Honey Heart of Me.
2 keys.

EDITIONS

Price, $1.50

VELOCITY

ARNOLDO SARTORIO
Besides a variety of unusual musical effects, as. for
instance. No. I, which is founded upon Jensen’s Op. 32
No. 1, there are examples of tremolo (repeated notes) mid
other effects often omitted from studies of this grade.
_Op. 380. (Grade IV.) Price, $1.00

1712 Chestnut Street.

CHARLES W. LANDON
Hive;
ajgrac.—. __
is introduced in its simpler formsT"^Airdry. techi!ica!°exerc!s«
are discarded. Copious directions are given the teacher.
Price, $1.50

all the Best-known Songs by

KATE VANNAH

of Selected Compositions,—Revised
Edited, and Fingered; Containing
Both Popular and Classical of all Grades

PARLOR. AND SCHOOL MARCHES

40,000 SOLD

Method for the Piano

We Publish

ETUDE

pB.

A. reismain
Something entirety original, with a catchy
and taking melody.
Sample copies of the above
mailed upon receipt ol

BUSHS

&

| gm
106

SONS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EDUCATIONAL WORKS
Published for Ihe Musician. Teacher and Scholar
For •«'■***■*PrJ^Cpi1M h#d f0r . Be,i,,I,"S- #n
Modern Method of Technical Exer¬
cises ter Ihe Eqsalful« .1 the

“

„ ^^^

„

BachTreparatory Studies lor Plane

“ F. L Lavrevce

”• “

r.

Fm0pTlMRrSl S!“dl“- ‘°r PiJn*‘
Fioht Progressive Eludes for Ihe DeE !vltepmenl ofBhTlhm. Op. 62. No.l
Practical Exercises lor Piano Sin-

« A. Schytte
„

»-• Fern

»"

:
1.0
.

A Simple Method ol Modern Harmony “ Carl W. Grimm
l.f
A Pronouncins Pocket Dicllonarr o(
^^
,
3500 Terms.
USDAL DISCOUNT TO TEACHERS.
Mvstc Sent on Approval.
Send for Catalogcfs.

THE GEO. B. JENNINGS CO.
General Music Dealers

Cincinnali. Ohio

by the Piano Pupils of

MISS ARABELLA GOODYEAR

By the pupils in the second and third grades
Allegretto in A nvnor, Op.32, No. 1, EmilLiebling
Miss Susan Rigby
Greeting,
.... Otto Pfefferkom
Silver Fishes,
Henry Schoenefeld
Miss Frances Dwyer
Beatrice, (Air de Ballet),
- Otto Pfefferkorn
Miss Ethel Wynne
I The Blacksmith, John Mokrejs
Leapfrog,
IF. C. E. Seeboeck
Master George Bainbridge
By the Lake, -

- G. A. Grant-Schaefer
Miss Constance Hall

Marionette Parade,
Leo Oehmler
Master Johnny Hand
Petite Tarantelle, Louis Schehlmann
Miss Grace Darling
J From “Village S-enes,” by John Mokrejs.
The above are the publications of

Clayton F. Summy Company
220 Wabash Jtvenue,
Chicago, 111.

They will be sent for examination to all
responsible parties.
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THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING

IN MUSIC

Just Published

MUSIC SUPPLIES $1.00 Postpaid
BY MAIL TO

Teachers, Schools, Convents
and Conservatories of Music

We will send any of the music in
this list, or any of our other publi¬
cations, “On Selection.” Complete
catalogue mailed to any address
upon request.
.*
•

WE SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC

We grade all piano music from
1 (easy) to 7 (difficult).

PROMPTLY, ECONOMICALLY, and SATISFACTORILY

Queen Fairy Schottische..

Ol/'R SYSTEM OF DEALING

The melodic quality is immediately attractive to player
and hearer. which accounts for its large popularity.

We ask consideration of the following:

Floating and dreamy; full of interest when nlcelv
played.
ENQLEMANN, H.

Bride of Madrid, Valse Espagnole...3 ,(

A catalogue of our own, made up principally of works of educational value;
every piece receives the closest editing.

Splendid Spanish waltz replete with vivacity. Very
brilliant and showy, yet not difficult.

One of the largest and best-selected stocks of other publishers’ works.

Chimes of- Lover Intermezzo.3
r.tclngcomposit ion with charmingly varied themes.
io.«ty theme, which is followed by a full
it gradually fades into the original

The most liberal “ On Sale " plan obtainable, conducted by capable musicians.
(Send for special circular.)
Addressed postal card order blanks, thus prepaying your order to us.
Satisfaction is guaranteed.

KERN, Q. W.

By the Lake.

Correspondence is solicited on any subject in Music.

Op. 117, No. 1
composition th

PROMPTNESS—Every order is filled on the day it is received.
POLDINI, E.

Dancing Doll (Poupee Valsante)...

A large stock,—many efficient clerks,—a well organized
system, together with the largest discounts and best
terms,

equip

us to supply

all

WOOLER, A.

Coquette Minuet. . ......3

schools and teachers

in the country with everything they need in music
FOUR

Tide IDesfre |J)out TTtHbe, ,ar*e °r »«n*n. °r even a portion of it.
An On Sale package of our latest com¬
positions will be cheerfully sent, to be kept during the entire teaching season, at
our usual large discount given on sheet music of our own publication. This alone
will be a great convenience to any teacher.

HANDS

ENGLEMANN, H.

Little Boy Blue March..1 -5°
In response to frequent demands this wonderfully popu¬
lar composition has been prepared in duet form. As both
parts are quite easy. Its popularity is likely to increase.
GOERDELER, R.

Dream of the Shepherdess.3 -5°
In this attractive duet the interest and work is fairly
divided between the players, being about the third grade.

PUBLISHERS of many well-known and widely used works_
Standard Graded Course of Studies, by W. S. B. Mathews
Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Mason.

VOCAL
GUTTERSON, J. H.

Works on Harmony, Counterpoint, and Theory, by Dr. H. A. Clarke

Sleeptime in Darktown.F.c-e. -5°

Foundation Materials for the Piano, Reed Organ Method and Studies
by Chas. W. Landon.

Particularly happy combination of telling words and
pretty music. A most sympathetic lullaby, whose sim
plicity Is strongly appealing.

The Technic and Art of Singing, by P. W. Root.
First Steps in Piano Playing, by Theo. Presser.

qp

Send for any or all of the following catalogues, free for the asking •
Sheet Music by Authors. Sheet Music Descriptive. Bocks Descriptive
Metronomes, Satchels, etc*
Musicians. Violins, Bows, and Strings.

Modern

|

a

.

these most excellent com-

To Introduce p0Suions

School of Four-Hand Playing, by Theo. Presser.
Thomas Tapper, E. B. Perry, A. J. Goodrich. J. C. Fillmore, and many
other equally well-known educators are represented on our lists.

quickly, **

will fill all orders received prior to August
10th for the ENTIRE LIST (10 pieces)

s
uriraus or

THEO. PRESSER. Publisher, Dealer, and Importer
1712 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia., Pa.

A STUDY OF MUSICAL CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTHERN STATES
BY J. W. JEUDWINE

BLUM, O. R.

Eyes So Blue Waltz.3
quantity.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., JULY, 1905.

INSTRUMENTAL
BINET, F.

Is worthy the attention of every buyer of music supplies in

VOL. XXIII.

$1.00 Postpaid

Hatch Music Company
PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSIC

Eighth and Locust Streets,

Philadelphia

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SCHOOL AND TEACHER TRADE

The Field of Work.
[On account of Mr. Jeudwinc’s sudden illness, this
Readers of The Etude who may have in mind to
article, summing up the replies to letters sent out by
enter musical work in the Southern States will do
The Etude, was in part prepared by the Editor. We
well, first of all, to study the field which shows three
are much indebted to the friends who sent in so much
dearly-marked divisions, the large cities, the small
valuable information.—The Editor.]
towns and rural districts, and the numerous educa¬
Music is not a possession of any one section of the
tional
institutions, generally under denominational
world or country. The articles that appeared in re¬
control, most of which maintain music departments,
cent issues of The Etude, giving a statement of the
and calling for a goodly number of well-trained teachconditions connected with musical work in the large
cities and the towns of
the Middle West and on
‘ the Pacific Coast,
j showed that .the same
' ideas are found in one
I section as in another,
that there is the same
j variation in culture and
love for the best in mu¬
sic, about the same con¬
tentment with the
superficial. It was ap¬
parent that certain
cities give better oppor¬
tunities than others, be¬
cause business condi¬
tions are better. (Musi¬
cal enterprises cannot
succeed without money,
and teachers cannot get
high prices for lessons
in a city in which there
is not plenty of money
and rushing business
life. The young man or
young woman who se¬
lects a field without
considering what finan¬
cial return may" reason¬
ably be expected shows
little business sense and
«an hardly expect to
make a success. On the
other hand, teachers are
AUDTTORTCM OK CONVERSE COLLEGE, SPARTANBURG, S. <
often guided by other
oonsiderations than
money.
Some are
ers, both men and women. It is true that salaries
pleased to work among friends, in small towns,
are ”ot so high as the interested ones could wish;
for the sake of the simpler, healthier, quieter life.
but when one considers the fact that personal ex
A study of the replies given will serve to show the
nenses are usually small, and the opportunities for
wide variation on this side of the teacher’s work.
spending money carelessly are limited, it is
AT e know from personal observation and acquaintance
to count on saving a fair proportion of the salary.
that the larger cities and schools do not have a
In addition to this, some teachers find the atmosphere
monopoly of the • thorough; well-equipped, earnest
of a school more congenial than that of a city or a
teachers. Much good work is being done in the small
small town. These arc personal matters on which
towns and the rural communities of the Soiith; and
final decision is not easily rcach^l w.thou cxpencncc
,n the .end we are sure .this work- will tell. There is
in both directions. We are glad to say that the
a reciprocation also. The recruits drawn from the
standard of attainment on the part0 the musw
eountrysi.de to th.e great cities always carry with
teacher in a college is rising, and that, when judged
them a vigorous body, a fresh, enthusiastic spirit,- and
from the standpoint of general culture they measure
eager energy that must find an outlet. May, our
un well Good musical scholarship and liberal cultowns continue to feed our cities with good blood, solid
r^ions-as^by^^
rawn. and clear, practical sense. There is so much
need of work in the rural sections that we cannot but
°pe that this article may he helpful in that direction.

rt^he

NO. 7.
When considering the opportunities for professional
work in the cities, we must give due value to the fact
that many of these cities are growing, some of them
rapidly, and that there is room for new teachers, not
only for to-day*, but for the future, especially those
who are well prepared for the work, and no one
should, in these days, enter the musical profession
without proper training. The city teacher should
study the various possible lines of work, choral,
church, concert, festival, recital, club, lecture, kin¬
dergarten, public school, etc., so that he is prepared
to base his income on several lines, and not depend
exclusively on his teaching, or one branch of teaching,
lie needs to be a part of the life of the city, and not
shut himself up in his studio.
As to the rural districts, it may be said that much
of the Southern country is agricultural and not so
thickly settled as some
of the Northern and
Western States. Hence
the teacher may be re¬
quired to spread his
work over a wider field
than he would else¬
where, in order to se¬
cure the thirty to fifty
pupils he ought to have,
and the few singing or
choral classes he ought
to conduct. The country
teacher cannot afi'ord to
be a specialist any more
than can the country
physician. Both must
he general practitioners.
The teacher in the
country districts should
play and teach the
piano and organ and if
he can give instruction
on other instruments
also, so much the bet¬
ter. And he ought not
to neglect voeal music.
When the people sing
they will want instru¬
mental music also, and
it is possible to interest
bodies of people in vocal
work more easily than
in instrumental music
alone. As to this point
we need only suggest
the growth of the music
festival idea, a comparatively recent development.
The Festival Idea.
The South has not been slow in getting into line
in this branch of musical Wv. k, as the success of the
Atlanta Festival, both vocal and instrumental forces,
under the direction of Dr. J. Lewis Brownq, and the
Spartanburg Festival, organized by- Dr. Peters, and
since January last under the direction of Mr. Arthur
L. Manchester, attest. Washington shows renewed
life in this line, since Mr.. Sidney l.lovd Wrightsnn
has become a resident of that city. It is unfortunate
that the Washington OrehMxa,1 under Mr. DeKoven,
was forced to dislmnd, as this organization could have
been a source of strength to Festival Associations in
the South.
There is ih the mdsic festival idea possibilities of
great interest to the-musicians of the Southern States.
Every iiity or School that has a choral society or the

the
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nucleua of an organization of that kind should have,
for a special aim, the creating of a genuine and wide¬
spread interest in music. It is a narrow idea for
the officers and members to think that their part in
musical work has been looked after when music is
rehearsed and a concert given. That is just where
the real opportunity begins. The people of the com¬
munity must be made more musical, must become in¬
terested in music, and willing to support it. Public
appreciation can be increased only by public work.
A choral society meet and sing not for themselves,
but that they may create public sentiment in favor
of music. If a town or school feels too weak to sup¬
port a good festival, try the experiment of uniting
with a neighboring city or school, and hold the con¬
certs alternately, joining forces at concerts.
We
plead for organized musical work on a larger scale
than the private studio affords. Teachers can afford
to unite toward this end at least once a year.
Organized Musical Work.
An examination of the replies that have been re¬
ceived to the letters sent out by the Editor of The
Etude making inquiry as to the conditions attend¬
ing musical work in the Southern cities, towns, and
schools shows that the attitude of the public differs
but little from that displayed in other sections; the
great public is apathetic or mildly indifferent, the
small select circle of cultured people is much inter¬
ested in music and musical work. Rubinstein says
music is aristocratic, at its best it is not for the
masses. We must not forget that our duty is to do
all we can to develop an active interest. With but a
few exceptions, all the places represented in the re¬
plies have choral societies or organizations of that
character. Women's musical clubs arc reported, but
not so many as we had hojied to learn of, since this
class of organization can do much for the members
and for the select public by their own regular pro¬
grams anil the occasional artists’ recitals that they
support. Too frequently these clubs limit their work
to their own circle. C'an they not do more public
work? The consensus of opinion is that a slight gain
is appreciable in the quantity of public support of
concerts such ns are given in connection with some
entertainment course, by the Y. M. C. A. for example,
but piano and song recitals are not money makers
and arc but moderately attended. If tickets are to be
sold, pupils or others interested must do it by per¬
sonal solicitation. In the larger cities, prominent
artists draw fairly good houses, much depending
on local management. A few places report organiza¬
tions of amateur plnyers as well as singers.
Music in the Churches.
The question of music in the churches, organists’
salaries, singers, quartet anil chorus choirs, etc.,
seems to be as much of a problem in the South as
elsewhere. From Nashville comes the statement that
both quartet nnd chorus choirs are used; organists
receive from $500 a year down; singers from $400
down, tiie maximum being rare; one choir director
is said *o receive $1000 a year. In Richmond, Va„
the preference is for chorus choirs, although a few
non ritualistic churches use quartet choirs, the music
rendered being of a less solid character than that
used by the chorus choirs. Organists receive from
$300 to $1200 and $1500, the latter being exceptional;
$500 is considered a good salary. Singers’ salaries
vary from $100 to $600, only one singer in a genera¬
tion getting the latter figure. Good solo voices, espe¬
cially tenors, are scarce. In Mobile, the salaries
range from several hundred dollars to $500 nnd $750.
Singers’ salaries are not given. Fredericksburg, V*.,
a representative city of the class having less than
10.000 population, has one paid choir, the others
being volunteer choruses; organists’ salaries are low.
Waco. Tex., with a population of 30,000, reports no
paid singers, chorus choirs, and fairly well-paid or¬
ganists, no figures given. From Selma, Ala., we learn
that ^some of the large churches pay organists $15
per month, singers from $5 to $15, the average $10.
Mr. DcRoode, of Lexington, Ky„ reports a good class
of music used in his city, organists receiving from
$150 to $500 a year, a few salaried singers who re¬
ceive from $1 to $5 a Sunday. Both quartet and
chorus choirs are used. A report from Monroe, La.,
gives the preference to chorus choirs, the Episcopal
and Roman Catholic Churches having the best music;
the best salary to an organist is $150 a year. West
Durham, N. C., with a population of 20,000, has this
report: "Organ recitals are given in the churches oc¬
casionally. Through the united efforts of the choirs

of the different churches a joint choral service was
given in the First Presbyterian Church before Christ¬
mas. [A very good plan.—Editor.] Church singers
usually receive no salary.” From a number of other
places we have received reports that show that
churches appreciate the need of music but fail to ap¬
propriate money to pay for it. In the smaller towns
•■glory” is the only reward to organists and singers.

club; simple harmony and form, and musi^H’ glf*
are taught in the High School.
“,8tory
Mr C. W. Landon, of Dallas, Tex., sends a lend.,
report from which we quote very freely:
Music in the Southwest.

“I find teaehers and pupils of all grades of „
ficiency, but the greater number will eomnaro f P
Growing Regard for Better Music.
ably with those of the Middle and Eastern st?''
When we look into the question of the kind of
Towns of eight hundred inhabitants frequently
music in use we find that a large number of teachers
port teachers who have studied in the test l ^
make free use of the light, so-called popular music,
schools of music, and many of these are grit
largely as a concession to the demands of the public.
and do a superior quality of teaching. The
One element that contributes to this state of affairs
naries and other schools have good musical deZ
is the fact that except in the best schools and the
ments, for their patrons are able to pay for itZ
so demand the -best.
large cities the number of advanced pupils is small,
the majority of those who study music being content
“The great artists appear in the larger cities
with the work in the lower grades. The consensus
the Southwest under as good conditions as in Eastern
of opinion is that there is a growing regard for the
opera houses, and good artists are well sustained
better music.
The railroads often give specially low rates to the!
artist concerts which enable teachers and musical
The Musical Public.
people to attend from great distances.
The reports as to the number of teachers and their
“Music in the public schools is not so general as it
field of work are encouraging. In the large cities it is
should be, but it is a growing idea, and well-trained
impossible to get absolutely accurate figures as to
teachers in this branch of vocal music can secure
the number of teachers engaged; the ratio of teach¬
good positions, especially if they also teach the piano
ers to population is much the same as in other sec¬
“We have one peculiarity which is worthy of gen¬
tions, one teacher to 1000 or 1200 population, with
eral adoption. The public school trustees in the
from ten to thirty pupils per teacher. The number
smaller towns secure a good music teacher, one who
of persons studying music or otherwise known to be
can teach piano and voice, or piano and the stringed
interested forms but about five per cent, of the total
instruments, and give the teacher all the tuitions
population. In some of the smaller towns, partic¬
and use of a piano and studio free, either in the
ularly those containing schools and colleges, this
school building or near it, only asking that the
percentage is greater. We find that there is a ten¬
teacher shall furnish music for the pubkc functions
dency, not very strong yet, but perceptible, to special¬
of the school. They do this for the especial purpose
ize in musical work with children, kindergarten work of securing a really good ’teacher. Here let me say
opening additional possibilities in the way of class
that there is a very great demand for first-class teach¬
work with children. Only a few teachers are re¬
ers who can teach either vocal or violin, mandolin and
ported as giving a large share of their time to this
guitar, besides piano.
work, the field being new and the demand light; the
“In all the above there is no place for ragtime and
test policy seems to be for teaehers to prepare them¬
coon music, but only the test of the classics and
selves for this class of work and carry it on in con¬
standard music. However, there are communities
nection with their teaching of the older girls and
where the popular styles of music are universal, but
boys and adults.
this is being driven out by the better grades of com¬
positions for the musical departments of seminaries,
Prices for Lessons.
and the conservatories are sending out hundreds of
The prices paid for lessons vary from 25 and 40
well-qualified teachers every year and the standard
cents in the rural districts, as a minimum, to 75 cents
is surprisingly high, taken all in all.
as a maximum; in the larger towns and cities the
"In the larger towns, pipe organs are being put in
price for lessons reaches as much as §2.50 and $3.00
the churches rapidly'. But salaries for organ playing
Per le8son (varying from one-half to one hour in
are low, from fifty dollars a year up to five hundred,
length), with an average of $1.00 to $1.50 per halfwith very few at the latter figure, and almost none
hour lesson. The teaching season in the country dis¬
above that except where other duties are required in
tricts varies in length, usually about eight months in
a church school, or in working up a vested choir.
all; this is about the average, taking all the reports
Only a very few churches pay for singing.
together; some teaching is done in summer months
“There is a very much-needed caution to the teach¬
for the sake of children or of teachers who want to
ers who wish to come here from the older States.
brush up. Many of the latter persons seek the cooler
They have to prove their musicianship, teaching abil¬
Northern music centres.
ity, and character before they.can secure much pat¬
ronage, and, in fact, it is almost impossible to get a
General.
private class unless some well-known resident of
•Southern teachers seem to find recitals by their
musical influence will stand as sponsor and lend an
pupils an aid, and these gatherings are well attended
active hand in securing pupils for the teacher.
by patrons anil friends, one teacher adds ‘ probably
Lastly, there is almost no place where there is any
because they are free.” The success of lecture recitals
lack of good music teachers, and nearly every field i*
or any arrangement requiring paid admission is
already over-crowded.”
doubtful m a number of the places. The suggestion
is that this class of work should be looked upon as
Hans von Bulow, who was director of the court
missionary and put to the advertising account. This
theatre in Munich, and Josef Rheinberger, the com¬
may be a solution of the problem. Only a few clubs
poser, and director at the court church in the same
organized among music students are reported, but
city, were great friends, and were accustomed to j«*
the indications are that teachers .see the help that
at each other because of the personal peculiarities
ttemlr
T- Can * t0 Pl,Pils and a™ urging
they discovered. Von Billow would become annoye
T,re
°; the'r P,,pi'3- The Children’s Page of
because Rheinberger never laughed at the humorous,
1 he Etude is mentioned as a help in carrying on
club work among children.
' 8
ofttimes eccentric replies and remarks with which tm
former overflowed, while Rheinberger found it M*
The people of the South seem to prefer private
conceivable that von Biilow even in the jolliest com¬
he k"tL
conservatory plan, particularly when
pany would only drink two small glasses of beerrial,
k 7 a, “• Advanced Pupils, espe“Y’ou are the greatest sober sides I ever met among
ciallj those who are looking toward professional work
musician*” said von Billow to Rheinberger, one . •
ndThi ^
f°r th6ir in8trUCtion> Cincinnati
at the table. Rheinberger drank the health o
and Baltimore being preferred. There is no special
friend from a full beaker, and replied, “And you. ca ^
; rTKP,f' a Car<1 °f announeejHent to the
est BUlow, are—the least thirsty of all musician
a . th.e ^nnmg of the season and good pupils’
reeitals during the season being considered sufficient.
There is undoubted room for improvement in the
Charles Wagner has truly written: “Educa
imlteat ° ,mfU9,C ,n t,1P Public schools; the reports
is like most modern inventions, depending for »u
indicate that some attention is being given to* the
entirely upon the man back of it.” The
reach the top where there is always so much
'
in wme
th!.TipmCnt in book8 **"<1 methods and
demonstrate success by force of will, honesty o ^
proved* W ^
°f the teachers ca» be im¬
proved. Some towns, we are sorry to say renort no
pose, patient, eternal vigilance, and loyalty ®
work ,n this direction. From Mobile comes Utmost
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Descriptive Interpretation in Teaching
PRIZE ESSAY
-By EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER_

Edward Ellsworth Hipsher.
Edward Ellsworth HipsnER was born at Caledonia.
Ohio. March 28, 1871. At an early age he showed a
special aptitude for music, and. before having any reg¬
ular Instruction, was acting as assistant organist and
chorister in one of the village churches. Early in his
seventeenth year he graduated from the local High School
and entered the Conservatory of the Northern Indiana
■Normal School, at Valparaiso. Ind. After several years'
teaching In schools in Indiana. Illinois, and Iowa, he
entered the Royal Academy of Music of London, England.
0a returning from abroad, he took up private teaching
and later again entered the field of musical work in one
of the Southern colleges. In 1901, he opened the Marion
Conservatory of Music, Marion. Ohio, of which he Is now
Ihe owner and director. Mr. Hipsher’s success has been
due largely to his belief In a broad culture as the foun¬
dation of musical learning. He is a mathematician, a
linguist, nnd a devoted student of literature, and always
ha« insisted that his pupils master the theory, history,
and science of their art. in addition to his teaching he is
nrcanlat of Epwortb M. E. Church and devotes a share
of Ids time to composition, musical and literary JournalI’ictures. pictures, and the more pictures and the
greater variety of them that are thrown on the sen¬
sitive film of the brain, the more susceptible will it
become to their influences. There they are caught
and held in readiness to be developed and brought into
requisition at will. Pictures of nature, of the im¬
agination, of every conceivable atmosphere and tone,
are lying there subject to the command of the cus¬
todian of that magic storehouse.
Xo psychologic principle is demonstrated more
instantly than that we reason from the seen to the
unseen, from the known to the unknown. We place
before it a material, a tangible picture and from this
the mind proceeds at once to construct a bridge into
the .beautiful realms of fancy.
Thus it is that
descriptive interpretations become the foundation, the
abutments on which shall rest those delicate webs of
imagination that leap from fact to fantasy.
' bile the province of descriptive interpretation
be somewhat circumscribed, yet within those
■nutations it occupies a position at once of the
greatest strategic value and most subtle power in
awakening, nurturing, and developing the musical
"Pagination. Many a nice mood that lies alone
* in the realm of tones it were impracticable to
* ®mpt to woo through the mere elusive medium of
^°r '
fl|c way to these enchanted grounds may
smoothed and paved by word-pictures that produce
* Perspective on which the tonal portraiture is to
te spread.
thJr0m l*'e ^rand symphony that flows along with
^majestic sweep of a mighty river to the dainty
f
the lilting, aerial lightness of fairy
rider l' <fVer-V Piece of music that i8 to
con‘
lends *eri°U8,y kas some dominating quality that
mtv . ar* atni°sphere to the whole construction. It
fiDh h Inurmuri"g quiet of the woods, the mighty
love ofh ^UTy
’e,"lH'st 5 the peaceful, seraphic
meet hearts that throb and swell and commune in
0j __ soent-laden bowers, or the mightiest cataclysms
l,Jtnewh»" ***** rack and ruPt the human soul; but
vre 'n nature or the heart experience of man

will be found the key to the inspiration recorded in
tones; else from whence did the composer receive his
primal concept?
True, we must not attempt to be too literal, too
material in our requirements of interpretation, else
in the observance of the letter we shall do violence
to the spirit of the law. But, whatever external aid
may be brought into play to favor the calling up of
the composer’s mood, his ideal, the atmosphere in
which his production was conceived, all such are
within the pale of legitimate teaching materials.
Whatever will quicken the imagination, arouse sym¬
pathy toward the material in hand, in short, every¬
thing that will nurture a more perfect understanding
between the creator and the recreator of a work, is
of the greatest intrinsic worth, whether the inter¬
preter be the finished artist or the student on the
first rung of the ladder to Parnassus.
We hear Miss Embryo Genius vaunted by her dis¬
criminating (?) friends as playing with so much ex¬
pression. How often the advance-notice “expression”
resolves itself into a series of abrupt transitions from
pianissimo to fortissimo, while the composition that
was conceived in a spirit of classic repose is delivered
with all the fantastic changes of rhythm that would
do credit to the most capricious creation of a hyperromantic scion of the ultra-modern school. And yet
Miss Embryo Genius is not wholly to be condemned
in her efforts, glie is simply the victim of mis¬
directed energy. In her, if she have the mind to
work, to be guided, to study systematically, the ex¬
perienced teacher can see the promise of the first ele¬
ments that go to the making of a successful inter¬
preter. To reduce this incoherent effusion to an
intelligible language, to strip it of its barbaric
glamor, to bring it within the pale of legitimate art,
however, remain to be done.
How is this miracle to be wrought? We cannot
say to the “tyro”: “Be thou an artist,” and it shall
be so. No, there is yet to be performed the tedious
process that will try the skill of the guardian into
whose care the destiny of the tender plant has been
entrusted. Here it will be the lopping off of a useless
affectation, there the ingrafting of a bud that will
grow and blossom and tear the fruit of a somewhat
more sympathetic grasp of the innate meaning of
the work in hand for study.
Yet all this must be attempted with a heart full
of sympathy for tlie struggles of the one under our
care, with a tender solicitation for the appearance
of signs of an inner consciousness and appreciation,
on the part of the pupil, of the composer’s ideal.
We may lead the faithful to the El.vsian Fields of
sympathetic interpretation, but drive them, never.
And oh, how many wrecks are cumbering the paths
we have trodden, because betimes we have forgotten
this law. How much food for reflection we find and
how many pricks of conscience we arc doomed to feel
when, in retrospect, we review the fields of our
labors.
When the way is thorny, when the nerves ari¬
a-tingle and the flesh creeps at the persistence with
which John or Mary turns a beautiful tom- picture
into a ragtime frolic; then it is that the descriptive
interpretation lends its most welcome aid by helping
to bring the student into the proper frame of mind
for an effective reproduction of the composer’s message.
Will the reader permit a rehearsal from the writer’s
studio experience?
To a pupil of full average ability, and who under¬
stood quite well the rules for mechanical phrasing.
“Paris, Pastorale” by Bachmann was assigned, the
whole matter of interpretation being left unmentioned. The result was that she returned with the
piece very well mastered so far as notes go, but
rendered in a style that would have suited equally
well almost any other selection. In other words,
the piece was not a message that she felt called upon
to deliver. To begin with, her conception of a pas¬
torale was decidedly hazy; so the first thing to be
done was to explain its nature, import, character¬
istics, atmosphere, and mold. Now it is the present
writer’s feeling that, in order to study the piece in¬
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telligently, the ideal student would have informed
herself along these lines; but, so long as pupils are
human, it is quite probable that many of their short¬
comings will have to be made good by drafts on the
teacher's resources. Yes, and unless the teacher can
meet these demands; in fact, unless he has so com¬
pletely at his command the materials of composition
and the characteristics of all musical forms that he
can present them intelligently to his pupil, it were
better that he should not attempt to teach them till
he lias consumed his midnight oil in the mastering
of that which he is to try to impart.
But, to return to the "Pastorale.” Next the pupil
was shown how it opens with an idyllic melody whic.i
one can easily imagine coming from a young shep¬
herd as, far up the rocky hillside, he amuses himself
with his pipes while watching his flock. Through
his playing comes the faint, rhythmic ringing of a
distant bell, indicated by tlie sforzando E that ap¬
pears in the left hand, on the second beat of each
measure. At the seventeenth measure the player has
a happy thought and swings into a bright strain of
four measures of semi-staccato sixteenth notes. Then,
suddenly, we hear a melody from the lower register,
in the left hand, so sweet and clear that one at once
catches the sound from “horns of Elfland faintly
blowing,” and accompanied by light, dainty, broken
chords in the treble. A repetition of eight measures
of the opening theme, and again we hear the church
bell, this time wafted clear and strung on the breeze,
tuned to the fifth of F-sharp minor and accompanied
by after-beats of sweet-descending sixths, each cadence
of the ringing punctuated by a rippling figure from
the shepherd’s pipe. This, three times repeated, and
then come four measures of sustained harmony in
the left hand, as if the door of the neighboring
cathedral had swung open and allowed to escape the
majestic chords of tlie choir and organ; while over
this is heard the tinkling bells of the unquiet herd.
Again the deep-toned cathedral tell and the sliepherd’s pijie are heard until their sweet-recurring
cadences glide smoothly into the opening melody and
the piece is brought to a restful close, as the quiet of
the evening hour envelops nature.
When the pupil had grasped this picture, she went
from her lesson full of interest, for she no longer
had some pages of notes to play but a story-in-tones
to tell; which she did with considerable success at
the following lesson. What the present writer con¬
tends for is that it is through such literary inter¬
pretation that we are able most easily to reach the
minds and imagination of a great majority of our
pupils. When we have learned to lead them to "hold,
as it were, a mirror up to nature,” at least to grasp
something tangible to the understanding, then shall
we have started them on tlie highroad to success in
interpretation.
True, the pieces in which wc can discover so
beautiful a program of tone-pictures are compara¬
tively rare. A great mass of compositions are mental
and spiritual moods caught by the composer and
crystallized into gems of tone. Hope, love, passion,
grief, praise, adoration, prayer; all, in their kalei¬
doscopic shades of feeling, have lieen found worthy the
pens of masters of composition. Tiie almost desperate
yearning of the Adagio of the “Moonlight” Sonata,
the sweetly serene contentment of a Mozart andante,
the exuberant jubilance of a Liszt rhapsody, are but
moments from the lieart experiences of a great hu¬
manity, caught by an illuminated mind nnd flashed
before us through the medium of sounding wood and
brass nnd vibrant strings. Of these it will not be
so easy to lead the student to grasp the import and
convey it to the listening ear. No longer roust it be
so many measure* of quarters, eighths, and sixteenth*
to be executed; hut there must be some message from
tlie heart that will go forth to find a responsive chord
and nestle in the bosom of anotlier, else all this ex¬
penditure of time and energy lias teen in vain.
And now, a last few words. Find some selection
with a content that will appeal to the pupil through
something that he may have experienced or seen.
When more or less of success has been obtained in
the reproduction of this, select others gradually lead¬
ing the way to those that will make greater demands
upon the sympathies and imagination. At laat. reach
those mood-pictures that depict the great life of the
world, and when this is accomplished you will have
the pleasure of turning out not a mere player of tones
but somewhat of a musician.
Great spirits always create unrest In the world,
since they impress upon it with elemental power tbs
stamp of their spirit.
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EDWARD ELGAR.
BY EDWAED BUBLINGAME HILL.
At present, no English composer occupies a position
of such prominence as Edward Elgar. His works are
enthusiastically performed and received throughout
England; they have made their way into Germany,
France, Austria, and the United States. He has been
the subject of more fervid eloquence than any living
composer with the possible exception of Richard
Strauss. The present Elgar vogue is a striking con¬
tradiction of the proverb of the prophet, “not without
honor save in his own country.” Considering that he
is practically self-taught, his career is all the more
remarkable, and deserves an account in detail of its
progress to recognition and fame.
Boyhood.
Edward William Elgar was born at Broadheath,
near Worcester, June 2, 1857, of old English yeoman
stock. His father, who had been an assistant in a
London music-shop, settled at Worcester, in 1841.
He was intensely musical in his tastes, an excellent
violinist, and organist of the Roman Catholic Church
of St. George, a position which he held for thirtyseven years. He also established a music-shop with
his brother. At an early age Edward Elgar was sent
to a ladies’ school, where he took his first lessons on
the piano. Somewhat later he learned some of the
simple facts of violin technic from a violinist named
Frederick Spray. However, the most impressionable
years of his early life passed without his coming into
contact with any remarkable personality. He was
one of seven children, and as he gave no evidence of
extraordinary talent, he was not singled out for
especial attention. At an early age, therefore, in the
matter of musical instruction he became exceedingly
self-reliant, a quality to which he owes his present
eminence more than to anything else. As a boy, he
was an omnivorous reader, and cared little for sport;
but he was eager to master the secrets of musical
technic. Accordingly, he taught himself the violin,
viola, violoncello, piano, organ, and even the bassoon.
Later he went to a boys’ school, called Littleton
House. About this time he came across some old
works on theory, such as Catel’s “Treatise on Har¬
mony,” Mozart’s “Succinct Thorough-bass,” and
Cherubini’s “Counterpoint.” These he eagerly de¬
voured. Later he profited by Sir John Stainer’s “Har¬
mony,” and Sir Hubert Parry’s articles on matters of
technic in Grove’s “Dictionary of Music.” “The worst
of the older text-books,” says Elgar, in commenting
upon his early studies, “is that they taught building
but not architecture.”
Musical Career.
When he was about fifteen, Elgar left school with
the intention of becoming a solicitor, but a year’s ex¬
perience in a lawyer’s office convinced him that his
tastes did not lie in that direction. It was in 1873,
therefore, that he returned to Worcester with the
idea of “making himself useful” about the music-shop
and the church. He sat with his father at the organ,
and was occasionally permitted to extemporize volun¬
taries, and later even accompanied sen-ices. He waded
through the organ-schools of Rinck and Best, he con¬
tinued the study of theory, and even began to learn
German with the hope of going to Leipzig, but lack
of funds compelled him to give this up. At this
period he became acquainted with the early piano
music of Kotzeluch, Schobert, and Emanuel Bach.
He also joined a quintet of wind instruments, consist¬
ing of two flutes, an oboe, a clarinet, and a bassoon,
for which he wrote ar great deal of music. Elgar had
kept up his practice of the violin, and in due course
of time he became a member of the Worcester Phil¬
harmonic Orchestra, as well as other orchestras in
the neighborhood. He also derived much benefit at
this time from the weekly concerts of the Worcester
Glee Club, at which all the best old English glees
and madrigals were performed. The Club also gave
monthly “evenings” of instrumental music, in which
Corelli’s works, the overtures of Handel, and Haydn’s
symphonies were given, Elgar playing among the
violins for several years. From the age of fifteen
Elgar supported himself. In 1877. with the idea of
becoming a solo violinist, he went to London and took
five lessons of a violinist named Pollitzer. He taught
him the scales as fingered by Baillot, before the more
modern system of Schradieck. In 1879, Elgar became
pianist and conductor of the Worcester Glee Club,
and in the same year he was appointed leader of the
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Worcester County Lunatic Asylum Band (composed
of attendants). He even wrote quadrilles for an illassorted combination of instruments, at $1.25 a set,
and he was glad to arrange the accompaniments of
minstrel songs, at 35 cents a song. In 1882, lie went
to Leipzig for a three weeks’ musical holiday. In
1885, he succeeded his father as organist of St.
George’s Church. Nevertheless, lie played in orches¬
tras whenever the opportunity presented itself; prac¬
ticed, gave lessons and pegged away unaided, save by
his own ambition and energy, at his studies in com¬
position. As early as 1878, he wrote a symphony
with the same number of bars and combination of
instruments as Mozart’s G minor symphony, following
the form and undulations as closely as possible. This
exercise he considered invaluable, although the in¬
trinsic value of the music was slight. In 1889, Elgar
married the daughter of Major-General Sir Henry G.
Roberts, K.C.B. Shortly after his marriage, Elgar
went to London in order to hear good, music, and with
the hope of getting his compositions accepted. He
gained much from contact with the musical life in
London, but neither publishers nor conductors would
accept his compositions. In 1891 he went to Malvern,
near Worcester, where he has lived ever since. He
devotes himself entirely to composition, with the ex¬
ception of his duties as conductor of the Worcester
Philharmonic Society, and occasional trips to lead
performances of his own works. He has recently been
made professor of music in Birmingham University.
Appreciation of His Work.
If Elgar’s attempts to conquer musical London
were fruitless, he had the satisfaction of an

Edward Elgar.
increasing success in the “provinces.” As early as
1883, Mr. Stockley’s Birmingham Orchestra played
an “Intermezzo Mauresque” (possibly the Serenade
Mauresque, Op. 10).
Later this same orchestra
played a Romance by Elgar, and also a Sevillafia Op
7, dedicated to Mr. Stockley. After this Elgar’s com¬
positions gradually began tp lie accepted, as the fol¬
lowing series of productions will show. In 1890 an
overture “Froissart” at a Worcester Musical Festival •
in 1893, a cantata “The Black Knight”- jn I89G an
oratorio “The Light of Life” at a concert of the
Worcester Choral Society; a cantata “King Olaf” at a
North Staffordshire Festival at Hanley; and the choral
suite From the Bavarian Highlands”; i„ 1897
a Te Deum and Benedictus for chorus, organ, and or¬
chestra at a Hereford Festival; a cantata “The Ban¬
ner of St. George,” and the “Imperial March” for the
Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria. 189!) saw the
first performances of a cantata “Caractacus” at Leeds
the songs for contralto and orchestra “8ea Pictures”
and the “Enigma” variations for orchestra at a
Richter concert in London. In 1900 Elgar’s masterpiece, The Dream of Gerontius,” for solos, chorus,
and orchestra the poem by Cardinal Newman, was
produced at Birmingham. From this time Elear’s
recognition has been all that he could desire, and
Fnlfireamt M Gero“t,Us” has been given all over
®°”laK’ 'lotab,-v at Westminster Abbey in 1903 at
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and elsewhere ’ In
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this year also Elgar was given the honorarv
Doctor of Music by Cambridge University7 if?"!
his overture “Cockaigne” was brought out ht !
London Philharmonic Society. In 1903 two JL *
his oratorio “The Apostles,” a subject which h j!
considered for many years, were given at a Ri,™ham Festival. In 1904, Elgar was knighted by S'
of his unusual ability and prominence among Enel f
composers. His latest works are an “Introduction
Allegro” for string quartet and string orchestra
an overture “In the South.” During the present
son he has conducted a program of his own comnod
tions at a London Philharmonic Society concert.
Style.
From the foregoing record of performances, it will
be seen that Elgar’s career has been that of the selfmade man, who has gained his notable facility in
technic and power of expression through patient
study, assiduous self-criticism, and unceasing toil.
Everything that he knows he has acquired at an immense cost of mental effort and strength of character
but the extra labor has brought him abundant com¬
pensation in the self-reliance and independence so
characteristic of men who have fought their way to
the front. Elgar’s orchestral style is conspicuous,
even in these days of brilliant orchestration, for its
admirable sonority, solidity, and skilful contrasts,
yet he asserts that he has never had a lesson in or¬
chestration in his life. His command of orchestral
resources, including his unusual knowledge of the
capacities of the individual instruments is due to his
careful observation and retentive memory during his
long service in different orchestras, to his practical
work as a conductor, his diligent study of scores, and
tireless experiment on his own account. He has also
acquired an excellent knowledge of vocal effect in the
same manner.
Elgar’s course of study in composition displays the
same pertinacity for self-improvement. His early
attempts at church music, his compositions for windquintet, the quadrilles for the Lunatic Asylum Band,
the symphony patterned on Mozart, show the lengths
that he was willing to go for the sake of gaining
facility and experience. His actual development is
no less remarkable than his willingness for hard
work. His early pieces. Op. 10, (with the exception
of the Gavotte, which suggests the later Elgar to sueh
an extent that one must suspect that it was "Titten
long after the other two) are correct and melodious,
but commonplace enough. The overture “Froissart”
shows an advance both in flexibility of composition
and in the treatment of the orchestra. But the
“Enigma” variations and the “Cockaigne” overture
are so far superior to his early works, that it would
indeed be difficult to account for the change, were it
not for the long series of cantatas and oratorios with
orchestral accompaniment in which Elgar was msturing his orchestral style. In the same way “Th®
Dream of Gerontius” forms the climax to his studies
in choral writing. Elgar had been meditating on this
poem for many years, and in it he breaks away from
the conventional Mendelssohnian oratorio, which had
shackled English composers for so long, and has pro¬
duced a work that is dramatic without being theatri¬
cal. His latest orchestral work, the overture “In the
South,” shows still further progress in orchestral
effect; its brilliance and sonority are prodigiousWorks.
Elgar’s chief works are the cantatas and oratorios“The Black Knight,” Op. 25; “From the Bavaria"
Highlands,” Op. 27; “The Light of Life,” Op.
“King Olaf,” Op. 30; “Caractacus,” Op. 35;
Dream of Gerontius,” Op. 38; “Coronation Ode. P44; “The Apostles,” Op. 49; for orchestra,
lafia,” Op. 7;
“Mazurka, Serenade Mauresqu®.
“Gavotte,” Op. 10; “Salut d’Amour,” Op. 12;
enade for Strings,” Op. 20; “Imperial March,” Op.
“Enigma Variations,” Op. 36; “Military Ma
’
Op. 39; overture “Cockaigne,” Op. 40; >
music for Yeats’ play “Urania and Diarnud, OP- '
“Sketches for Small Orchestra,” “Dream Chi
Op. 43; “Introduction and Allegro for String Qu ^
and String Orchestra,” Op. 47; overture
South,” Op. 50. In addition there are severs P ^
for violin with orchestral or piano accompany ^
songs. Op. 5, 16, 31, and 41; the popular
tures” for contralto and orchestra, Op. 8*1 c
a0
with orchestra, part-songs, organ voluntari . ^
organ sonata and other works of less iropo ^
Among the unpublished works are an overture
^
stall',” another overture, an unnamed pen

„„ .ai£fne,” showing the gloomy and poverty-stricken
3 ii (“Cockaigne" is supposed to deal with the
^youT’and cheerful side) and a string quartet.
A Critique.
the face of the excessive adulation and indis¬
criminate praise which greet Elgar on every hand, it
• a matter of no little difficulty to give a correct
estimate of his talent. There can be no doubt as to
the completeness and brilliancy of his technical att inments, but the significance of his creative ability
.amore open to question. His technical virtues are
“deed extraordinary, his part-writing is masterly,
his sense of form is coherent and logical, his skill in
adapting the dramatic procedure of leading motives
to the old oratorio form, as shown in his latest choral
work “The Apostles” (as well as in “The Dream of
Gerontius”) is skilful in the extreme, but his claim
to great originality is not strikingly evident. Even in
his master-work “The Dream of Gerontius,” dealing
as it does with the terrors of death and the tre¬
mendous moment of judgment of the departed soul,
it is impossible to feel that the music soars to the
sublime heights suggested by the poem. As Mr.
Philip Hale has said with great critical penetration:
“Elgar has the gift of orchestral gab.” Everything he
writes for orchestra sounds well, and produces effects
that border on the extraordinary, but for the most
part it is not illumined by the fire of creative genius.
Take away the brilliant and resourceful orchestra,
and the musical residue is frequently deficient in dis¬
tinction. Every possible tribute of credit and respect
is due to Elgar for his long fight for mastery of the
materials of his art, the results of which are a lasting
honor to British music, but it seems as yet rather pre¬
mature to award him the supreme laurels which
should only be bestowed upon true genius.

A MUSICIAN’S MUSINGS.
BY GEORGE HAHN.
Think much, talk little, play mueh.
If you ever must fall, fall near the top.
Let your standard of excellence be your best.
Some persons have better fingers than brains.
Never be indebted to your imagination for ideas.
It is better to achieve greatness than to be bom
great.
It is easier to play or sing well than to be modest
It requires knowledge to perceive how ignorant we
once were.
A day is a day, and those in a man’s life can easily
be counted.
Many a man lias unlearned that which he has strug¬
gled to acquire.
The hand that never tires is the implement of the
mind that conceives.
Never speak of yourself; if there is something to
say, some one else will tell it.
The love of display is a human weakness, and he
shows strength who conquers it.
Don’t get into the habit of complaining. Cheer¬
fulness is the mother of success.
The old gentleman with the scythe and the hour¬
glass does not indulge in favors.
If we take great pains to do a thing well, we will
nave untold pleasure at the finish.
To sonic players, a few easy baTs in a difficult colnPoaition are like a„ oasis in a desert.
Imagine your piano to be your orchestra, and try
get more out of it than mere sound,
tli °°Se ^l0se Pleasures that you love best, and not
nose that cause you to wish you were somewhere
Hard work is the portion of every serious student,
an intelligent effort invariably repays itself in a
thousand ways.
T*1®’’6 “ not much difference between the retrograde
‘
the stationary teacher. Both are out of place
°» this busy sphere.
usic is as fathomless as the oceans, but unlike
lts greatest beauties do not lie hidden below
'“Penetrated depths.
are nJ?I101 "
,K‘ quickly noted, and when errors
„,a , nt jour playing is invariablv compared with
7 of/ better player.
grade liIOUS atteml)ts to surmount a problem will
easi(.Ua ‘V ma*ce >t appear one hundred per cent.
r- Concentrated energy always wins.
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To be musically famished is next to impossible in
our day, but a musical connoisseur has difficulty in
finding nourishment in that which is praised by* the
“public.”
Ignorance prefers the crude in everything, but it is
not well to play above a listener’s understanding.
Be tactful, and he will be pleased to have heard you,
while the contrary is possible otherwise.
Sheets of music are friends. They are ever ready
at any moment of the day, or even night, to give us
the best that is in them, and always the best. We
cannot inconvenience them, neither can they annoy us.
They do not scowl at us if we slight, neglect, or
eventually throw them aside; when we take them,
gently or otherwise, and place them upon the music
rack they are still the same dear, old friends as be¬
fore.
PICTURES FROM THE PAST.
BY VIRGINIA C. CASTLEMAN.

In the Old Dominion.
Transport yourself in imagination to a lovely
green valley, where the Massanutton rears its stately
head against a soft blue sky, forming part of that
Blue Ridge famed in history, a valley far removed
from city sights and sounds, and dotted here and
there with farmhouses, meadowlands, and stretches
of “forests primeval.”
Straight through the heart of the county town,
miles away, extends the turnpike, the valley’s pride,
a white line crossed and re-crossed by dirt roads
marking the varying hues of the soil. Along the
turnpike, one meets at intervals men and women of
the Dunkard clan, wending their quiet way to and
from the thrifty farmhouses, the clear complexions
of the women enhanced in fairness by the simple
Shaker garb; they represent the Dutch element per¬
vading a certain section of the mountainous part of
the Old Dominion. Or again, one sees the Virginian
of Anglo-Saxon blood pure and simple, less sturdy,
perhaps, but characterized by the culture of genera¬
tions. In this beautiful, remote country, men and
women live out their span of life simply in the main,
yet not without some cravings for the more artistic
social surroundings, but occasionally realized.
Perhaps oftener than any other traveler, one meets
the doctor on the highway, the white turnpike thread¬
ing the countryside. The doctor’s house fronts the
turnpike, and is the central dwelling of a straggling
village on the forest’s edge. It is a pretentious frame
building, two-storied, with many windows and wide
verandas; within, there is the homelike atmosphere
common to the community where hospitality abounds.
The sweet-faced mother and her three young daughters
are alike brown-eyed, brown-haired, and fair of com¬
plexion, their cheeks mountain-tinged to a wild rose
color, and alike they look up to the doctor as the
ruling spirit of the home and of the community, which
in truth he was, being a leader among men. It was
the doctor’s ambition that sent him outside of county
limits for the culture he desired for his children.
So it came to pass that a fast flyer from the great
national metroi>oIis carried among its passengers one
destined to play her part in the doctor’s household.
The one-horse chaise familiar to the community
awaited patiently the coming of the train, one brac¬
ing October afternoon, and presently they drove away
together, the physician and the young stranger, into
the glow of an early autumn sunset among the moun¬
tains.
From city turmoil and city pleasures, from the
rush of the multitude of men, the stranger—product
of a refined civilization—came bravely to meet the
quiet, the loneliness of the country, and the gaze- of
the yet unknown. Yet did the strong mountains and
the silvery streams sjionk softly to her: “Welcome
to nature’s heart, and listen to her harmonies; more
lieautiful, (icrchance, to the poetic ear the song of the
brook, or of the woodland thrush, and the cooing of
the dove, than all the orchestral strains of the music
111 And the rosy-cheeked, brown-eyed children, softly
smiling as thev gazed ui>on this being who was said
to know so much, yet looked so young and tender
and friendless—the children’s warm hearts glowed
with the desire to do the stranger some simple ser¬
vice to prove their fealty in advance, thus winning
her swift smile of recognition. They were to learn
many things, the doctor told them; but most of all,
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the musician’s skill. So tliey led the stranger at once
to the grand piano, and said: “Play.” When she
touched the keys, the stranger could have wept for
joy to find in this out-of-the-way corner of the world
an instrument worthy of her love and responsive to
her touch; for every piano has its own voice, and
some how rich and sweet! This, too, was the doctor’s
gift to his children in return for their devotion to
him and to the mysterious music-to-be. So the
stranger played on and on, playing herself, as it were,
into those earnest young hearts, responsive to all
melody of song.
It was not long before even the youngest grasped
something of the meaning of that charm which music
bestows upon her beloved ones; the enthusiasm of
the stranger was not without its sure reward. But
it was the eldest, Mary, the doctor’s pride and joy,
who learned by intuition the teacher’s desires musicward; it was Mary who hovered near, listening to
snatches of the great composers’ dreams when the
other children were at their sports elsewhere; and
it was she who lingered oftenest in the twilight hear¬
ing stories of the masters whose strains she loved to
hear, her quick breath betokening her emotion. De¬
spite her extreme youth and a certain proud reserve
of her own, the girl possessed a poetic temperament
and a rare comprehension that responded to the
moulding influence at hand. Of all the masters’ mu¬
sic,- Mary fancied most Beethoven’s “Farewell to the
Piano”; and she asked in tremulous tones the mean¬
ing of its pathos. By the open firelight, on a winter’s
evening, she first heard the story of that tender com¬
position, of the master’s continuous labor of love for
that noble music which never again might he hear
with mortal ears, though the generations to come
would thrill to the mighty music of his creating.
Tears stood in Mary’s large dark eyes, and the
crimson deepened in her cheeks as she murmured:
“I shall always remember him, the master, and his
great affliction.”
“Remember, too, his immortal genius soaring abovi
all human grief,” the stranger replied.
Next day, coming to the little music room un¬
awares, the stranger paused, one hand upon the door¬
knob; then she silently withdrew, recognizing the
plaintive strains of “The Fnrewell,” and reverencing
Mary’s mood; for to the girl, through the music of
the ages, had come her life’s awakening, the stranger
The years pass, bringing changes and development
to Mary, ns to the stranger; for the latter was as
one who must ever follow the ideal, and the moulding
process was but just begun when the day came for
parting from the doctor’s household. For Mary, too,
there was the ladder of knowledge to climb, and many
of the rounds, though difficult of ascent, vibrated
with melodies that thrilled her eager soul to great
achievement. After years of student life at one of
the great conservatories of our country—in the very
music hall where once the poet-musician, Lanier,
found life inspiration—Mary came into her own.
The violin was her specialty, her crowning joy of
possession, a priceless Strad.
It was one Friday concert that the doctor’s daughter
made her dtffiut, that hour to which all previous mo¬
ments seemed to tend. When the encore came, the
young musician had courage to gaze calmly upon that
audience of musicians, before but a blurred mass of
humanity to her unseeing eyes. As her gaze swept
the house, it rested briefly upon the slight figure of a
woman seated near the centre aisle, the sensitive
face uplifted to the young performer. There was a
flash of .recognition, even as Mary turned to speak a
word to her accompanist. The hush upon the waiting
throng was broken by the sweet, clear notes of the
violin, its throbbing tones like those of a human
heart triumphant over pain. Just the simplest of
strains with soft accompaniment; but the work of a
master brain interpreted by a woman’s heart and
band. It was Mary’s first love, born anew in the
familiar “Farewell,” played for the stranger’s sym¬
pathetic ear, and touching the depths of many other
hearts with its sublime simplicity and pathos.
If in a less fortunate time than ours, when the
resources of mind and body were less varied and
plentiful than they are now, men and women took de¬
light in life, warmed both hands at its fire, and filled
their hearts with joy and gladness, may we not con¬
clude that they were happy simply because they lived,
as we might, in the right way, and put to their right
uses that which was provided for them? —Christian
Register.
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THE PEACTICAL APPLICATION OF
EUDIMENTS OF HAEMONY TO
STUDY OF THE PIANO.

In “Narcissus,” by Nevin, eight measures con, •
ing the second part, are written on the two
Dominant seventh and Tonic. These are ren k”
half-step higher each time. When the pupil
,l,„ „ chords,
.ho,™,. „
play them from memory with ease and aecnmT

BY SILAS 0. PRATT.
After having acquired, by slow and careful prac¬
tice, a command over some difficult piece, and when
a rapid performance has been attained by many
repetitions and patient reiteration of the difficult
parts, teachers frequently find that when they attempt
to play the piece, especially for others, the fingers
suddenly refuse their office, the mind becoming con¬
fused, and, as it were, a stranger to the music ap¬
parently learned.
In such a case, the player must stop and begin
the phrase again to learn that sometimes, by not
thinking of the music at all, the digits will go on
and perform their part with apparent ease.
This was the present writer’s experience frequently
when studying with Theodor Kullak (the elder).
Only by going back and taking passages so slowly that
each separate note could be recognized, would the
mind absolutely know what the fingers were doing.
This experience, so common to the majority of play¬
ers, results from the fact that the mind is trained
only to know the notes as they are printed separately
—as though one were spelling out the letters of each
word one reads—instead of comprehending them col¬
lectively, as a chord or scale passage, as one recog¬
nizes a number of letters as a word.
In training a child to read, one teaches the letters
first; then these are applied to spell single syllable
words, and these are immediately applied to a little
story (usually a picture goes with it). If the teacher
should go on compelling a child to do nothing but
spell words with his alphabet and never make them
tell anything or represent an idea, he would be con¬
sidered something of an idiot; yet how many teach¬
ers of the piano do practically that same thing?
The study of piano music presents so many difficul¬
ties that these should be miminized as much as pos¬
sible; the mind should be trained as well as the
fingers; mental study should precede muscular effort
so that actual knowledge should lead not follow
physical exertion.
Briefly to illustrate my idea, I would say that the
scale represents in music what the alphabet does in
written language; the common chord or triad, the
simple words. Since all music is made up of scales
and chords it is reasonable that the player should
become familiar with these—not merely theoretically,
but in practice (exercises and pieces). A simple il¬
lustration familiar to all teachers may be taken from
Czerny’s “Velocity Studies,” Book I, No. 3. If the

broken chord is taught as the simple triad of C
major containing but three letters, viz.: C, E, and G,
and the pupil is taught to think each group of four
notes as a unit, striking them together as a chord,
thus:

he will quickly acquire the habit of thinking each
group rapidly and the fingers will willingly perform
them. Again, by thinking the entire six groups of
notes as one chord in its three positions, the mind
grasps- them as one phrase, and thus at a glance the
entire passage is understood, the fingers performing
it with certainty and precision.
The entire exercise should be studied and played
first as chords, then practiced as written. The last
passage, written on the chord of C, thus:

should be studied according to the positions of the
hand from the thumb to the little finger, as indicated
by the bracket, because one can think that position
as a unit and the mind is not confused by the chang¬
ing of position in every group, as it is if one begins
to finger from the first of each group commencing
with the 5th finger and ending with the 4th finger.
Another familiar exercise in Kohler's Velocity,
Book I, No. 5, as follows.
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shows that the common chord of G can be made quite
brilliant by introducing a passing note (indicated
thus ( ) ). The first and last note of each triplet
belong to the chord of G. The next two measures
show the chord of A minor, etc.
A very interesting example of brilliant and difficult
music based upon two simple chords is found in
Chopin’s favorite waltz. Op. 70 (posthumous) in
G-flat. The four measures here given on the Dom¬
inant D-flat 7th chord, and the Tonic, (G-flat), being
repeated, constitute the first strain.

thus”0)6) DOt belODging t0 the chords are indicated

^rst: Learn the left-hand notes as F sharp, D
sharp, B sharp, in reversed order.
Secondly: Learn the right hand, leaving out the
passing note, each group separately, thus:

If the student would play it in the following man.
ner he would play all the notes of the phrase. Bv
placing the hand on the next key above and repeating
it, just a half-step higher, the entire part is per
formed.

The student should learn these two chords in
the bass first. Then the melody in the right hand
will be found composed of the same tones (widely
extended, to be sure) with a passing note in each
measure, marked thus ( ). The entire difficulty
(technically) of this strain will be found in the wide
reaches in the second, third, and fourth measures.
These should, therefore, he picked out and studied
with the chords underneath. When these three skips
can be made with ease, the entire sixteen measures
can be executed without difficulty.
The next strain of sixteen measures written in
D-flat major is composed on the same two chords,
viz.: Dominant ar.d Tonic, the very widely-extended
use of the arpeggios in the right hand first on the
chord of A-flat ascending, then on D-flat descending,
making an exceedingly brilliant effect. The diffi¬
culty in this strain, like that of the preceding, lies
in the quick movement for the long reach from E to
A-flat and D-flat to A-flat. The reaches or long skips
in the last two measures should be practiced alone,
thus:

Litolff’s familiar “Spinnerlied” furnishes an easilv
understood example of broken chords with a passing
note, and I would suggest that the student go through
the entire piece, writing the name of the chord under
each run. A few measures are here given; the
passing note being indicated thus: ( )

The I hord^J

Everv note of the entire passage is comprised in
, chord*of the Diminished seventh, indicated in
brackets t) , with the exception of one note in each
group marked ( ) •
.
,
B For the student who does not recognize the con¬
struction I would advise the following method of

In Beethoven’s “Sonata,” Op. 2, No. 3, occurs the
following passage, (part of a Cadenza), near the
close of the first movement:

Tf
" *r
The down stems indicate the notes forming the chord of C
upon which the passage is written.

'Em

rflfS

It is formed on the triad of C major, the first ana
last note of each group comprising the three letters
of the chord C, E, and G. Commencing on G, the
fifth of the triad, the composer uses one note below
and one note above each letter of the chord, the result
being a very brilliant passage. This is the run that
Von Weber afterwards used and elaborated with great
effect in his celebrated “Concertstuek’* at the com¬
mencement of the piano solo of the march movement.
He makes an entire page out of it on the chord of C,
then D, then F, and G. The student whose mind is
trained to think his music will recognize the entire
passage as a unit. For one who is unused to this
mental process, I would advise the following method
of practicing the above and similar passages: Play
the first group and rest upon the last note, the thumb;
then the second group and rest upon the last note, the
thumb; then the third group and rest upon the last
note, the thumb. These three groups written on G>
C, and E are then repeated higher up; so that when
these three groups are learned, the entire passage is
acquired. It is accomplished in two or three minutes.
In Raff’s popular “La Fileuse,” the need of study¬
ing from the chord construction becomes at once ap¬
parent, the very first being composed of broken
chords. At the eighth measure occurs the following
brilliant passage, the difficulty of performing whiei
is practically eliminated by analyzing it so as to e
the mind comprehend its construction:

striking the two keys together forming the notes of
the chord.
Thirdly: Put the left-hand note with these and
they will complete the chord.
Bv this time the student has learned to think all
the notes of the group, (except the one passing note
( )) as a unit, and may now practice it as it is
written and, I presume, think each group as one;
and, in fact, the entire passage as a chord in four
positions.
As one proceeds from the simpler to the more
difficult compositions, the necessity of applying the
rudiments of harmony to their accomplishment be¬
comes more and more apparent. While the present
writer considers it just as essential to the beginner
to commence the habit of thinking in groups (as
chords and scales or parts of scales) it must be
plain that for the more advanced student, it is ab¬
solutely indispensable to an intelligent mastery and
a reposeful performance.
By using the mind, a large part (fully one-half, if
not more) of the time and muscular effort is saved.
The endless repetition of passages (with the mind
wandering off on entirely different subjects) is
avoided, and the slow, mechanical acquirement of
unconscious finger knowledge (which is certainly un¬
reliable) is replaced by absolute knowledge, con¬
fidence, and repose. Again, that terrible nervous
strain and the ruinous habit of hurrying through
difficult passages (to avoid thinking them) is escaped,
the mind saving the muscles, the sense saving the
physical effort.
It must, I think, be apparent to any thoughtful
teacher that not only a command of harmony as an
abstract study is essential, but its practical applica¬
tion. Should not a teacher be able to explain the
harmonic construction of a passage to a pupil, and
tell what key he is performing in? One expects
every teacher in the public schools to explain the sig¬
nificance of any combination of letters into words,
and words into sentences. Should not the music
teacher know as much about the notes?

THE TEACHEE’S indieect woek.
by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE.
One frequently hears of the enormous sums re¬
ceived by grand opera artists for a single perfor¬
mance. “DeReszke receives $1000.00 for one even¬
ly8 ,W0.rk” runs the headline in a daily paper, and
? business man reader puts down the journal,
raises his spectacles, shakes his head, and speculates
“Pon the time it would take him to earn $1500.00.
e rarely takes into consideration the years of prepr» ion through which the singer has passed before
® was ahie to command such a fee. Spurred by
osity, the business man goes to the opera house
J1 ls acc°rdingly amazed nt the easy and delightful
^anner with which the singer earns his salary. He
Of8 a°thing '’at two hours of pleasant occupation.
6" mt *l!ls gone on for days previous behind the
res"!* *'e bnows little or nothing. He sees only the
th U * °P -''ears
the most intense mental effort,
8 most exhausting plivsicnl labor, and the most
*** nervous strain.
'
A fee 'f01^
bhe music teacher is similarly judged,
bitant k t'1|ee dollars per lesson is considered exorby the very people who gladly part with from
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$2 to $5 to a physician or lawyer for a few moments’
consultation. The average musician of high standing
who is prepared to teach properly, and who makes
teaching his life-work spends without question fully
double the number of years in direct preparation for
his work that the average doctor is obliged to spend.
The many ..ours a day spent in acquiring technical
skill, together with the theoretical work, often is
double that of the daily time given by medical stu¬
dents to their work. The average number of years
whieh the student spends in the medical college is
from three to four. This is perhaps supplemented
with a few years as an intern in a hospital, or at¬
tending clinics. For this latter instruction he usually
pays nothing. Twelve years of preparation is not
considered unusual for the musician to devote to his
art. This preparation grows more expensive as it
advances. The actual cost is often four or five times
that whieh a physician or lawyer must spend. To¬
gether with what is usually spent for concert and
opera tickets, foreign study and travel, purchasing
an instrument, and securing a library, this ratio is
made even greater.
Furthermore, few persons have any conception of
the indirect work a teacher is obliged to do even
after he is established. Every progressive teacher
feels that it is to his interests to examine the new
compositions that appear. He has a natural desire to
enliven his pupils’ work with some new and gen¬
uinely meritorious composition which has not been
played for years by piano students everywhere. A
few years ago when Sinding’s “Friihlingsrauschen”
was first published, teachers found in it a composi¬
tion that would stimulate a backward pupil far more
than some standard classic whieh the pupil knew full
well would provoke a comparison with some previous
performance by a more advanced pianist. The music
stores are filled with just such things as Sinding’s
work, and the enterprising teacher realizes this. It
is a very ordinary custom for many musicians to
spend several hours a week in examining new music.
With many musicians new music is a necessity, as the
monotony of spending hours with the pupil on music
to which they have previously devoted hours of study
is often so nerve-racking that few can stand the
strain.
The teacher’s other indirect work is the considera¬
tion of each individual pupil’s particular course of
study (a matter which many unfortunately neglect)
—the examination and correction of theory papers—
the extensive correspondence which is always one of
the bugbears of indifferent teachers—the matter of
advertising in various ways—the preparation of pro¬
grams for pupils’ recitals and a hundred other things
done outside of the time usually devoted to direct
tuition. The uninstructed parent never considers
these happenings behind the scenes. His mind is
frequently filled with the sole fact that he is paying
just so much for so many minutes. He buys the
teacher’s time much as speculators do sealed pack¬
ages at Custom House seizure auctions, knowing little
or nothing of the real contents.
Fortunately, the advancement of learning in
America, which so far as music is concerned is almost
as remarkable in America to-day as was the advance¬
ment of learning in the Middle Ages, has already given
evidences of a marked increase in the appreciation
of the art-workers’ sen-ices. The sociological and
even political importance of culture was never more
favorably looked upon than to-day. Certain pessi¬
mistic observations have tended to discourage many
sincere music workers. However, the time is not far
distant when the American parent will see in music
something more than a means for social advance¬
ment, something more than a mere jingling entertain¬
ment. Our chief danger is the introduction of trashy
music in various homes w-here the better class of
music would meet with equal favor if properly in¬
troduced. Every American teacher should make the
battle against this enemy one of the chief parts of
his indirect work.
LIMITATIONS OF TEACHING.
BY FRANK E. DRAKE.
A GREAT teacheT is a rarity, quite as much so as
a great man in any other vocation or profession. It
is doubtful, however, if even the great teacher can
take all pupils to the point he would like, unless
he secures those who are responsive, willing to fol¬
low all his suggestions and directions, down to the
smallest detail, and jiossessed of the love of the art,
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coupled with patience, perseverance, and tempera¬
ment. For the student must work with the idea that
no detail, however small, should be overlooked. This
means, on the pupil’s part, qualities such as keen per¬
ception, a strong love of his art, and great pains¬
taking.
Many pupils say they are willing to practice; the
fault lies in the kind of practice. They repeat pas¬
sages often enough to master them, but in many cases
this is only idle repetition without sufficient concen¬
tration; in other words, pupils mean well, but do
not really know what they are about. Accidentals
are overlooked, fingering is uncertain, or there is lack
of continuity, or loss in some way of rhythmic value.
Now, unless the pupil sees these things, and feels
them for himself or herself, much practicing may be
done and the result is disappointing. Cases of this
kind show how much must depend upon the individual
pupil after he leaves the teacher and sits practicing
by himself; and they also show how necessary is the
habit of perception of detail. Of course, many per¬
sons have tills perceptive faculty naturally, and they
form the class of pupils usually described as talented.
They seem to see the notes aright, accidentals, etc.,
stick to the right fingering, and while not always able
to work at the proper speed, are well on the way to
accomplish it, as they are at least working correctly
and establishing the habits necessary.
In our public schools, in classes of forty pupils or
more, some hover always about the head of the class;
others about the foot. Now all these pupils have the
same general advantages: teacher, text books, etc.;
the difference between the pupils at the head and
those at the foot is a difference in the pupils them¬
selves; natural insight and studious habits carry
one to the head, the lack of these habits leaves the
other at the foot.
The aim of a teacher is not merely to develop tech¬
nic so much as to develop these habits of study, per¬
ception, detail, etc., already mentioned. This will
gradually make the pupil able to take care of himself
and able to learn new pieces by himself as confidently
as if a teacher sat beside him. Aside from mere be¬
ginners, pupils do not fail in reaching their ends so
much through lack of technic as through lack of these
habits noted.
Lange’s little march, “In Rank and File,” is a
sample of a simple little piece in which technic is
sufficient, and knowledge as well; but these do not
save errors in the perceptive side. For instance, the
theme which employs dotted eighths and sixteenths
will be converted by thoughtless pupils into a succes¬
sion of eighth notes—seemingly a trifling matter, yet
the sharp, decisive character of the theme is entirely
lost. The passage is based upon a five-key position,
and the technic of a child should cover it. Ask him
what kind of notes are used, and you will usually
get the correct answer. Here is skill and knowledge,
but there is a lack of sensitiveness to the detail.
Teachers who pass matters of this kind are allowing
pupils to form a careless habit.
Beethoven’s Sonata Pathfetique, second movement,
has a passage beginning with a sixteenth note often
played as an eighth. Question the pupil as to the
first note, and you will get the proper answer in most
cases. Then why does he play wrong, except that
sensitiveness to detail is lacking? These matters
seem trivial, and the teacher may be voted fussy for
calling attention to them; but we must not forget
that a master writer is an artist entitled to the credit
of his thought in all its detail; every time a passage
is altered the effect desired by the composer is
changed. After a teacher has gone over a piece care¬
fully, and drawn a pupil’s attention to points of de¬
tail, it belongs to the pupil, when by himself, to
watch and know just how and what he is doing.
Pupils, study yourselves. As much, if not more,
depends upon yourselves than upon the teacher. He
labors and wants you to piny well, but you must do
much for yourselves. When you learn the habits
which should belong to every artistic student, results
will be accomplished which will surprise you. You
can thank your teacher for suggesting them, but you
can also thank yourself if you succeed in developing
them. For it must be by your own efforts that the
final result will be accomplished.
Through light and dark, through rain and sun¬
shine, the carrier-pigeon holds its course straight
homeward. So life’s true aim may lie won whatever
of failure checks our business or whatever of sorrow
mars our happiness. Even the last enemy, death,
may not stay our course.—R. F. Johonnot.
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THE
QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS.

BY EDITH ALLISON.

How much have we done, during the season just
closed, to develop, to deepen, and to render more acute
our pupils’ sense of the beautiful in the world of
tone? We have doubtless given them lessons with
conscientious care; we have selected for their use
what we have considered the requisite technical ex¬
ercises; we have impressed various items of musical
history
upon their
minds;
we have chosen
. ,
,
.
- for
— their
study pieces whose musical appeal to their personalities
was, or
or was
w'as not
les was.
no. •>always,
wovs perhaps,
*" of the
strongest, whose influence in draw'ing them along the
upward path of beauty was, or was not, perhaps, as
compelling as it might have been. We have insisted,
as rigorously as might be, on a definite daily amount
of practice as the only means of attainment and have,
in brief, kept them as closely to the necessary routine
of work as it has been possible for us to do.
But, while we have been doing this, what have we
done to quicken their listening faculties, to awaken
their consciousness of the beauty of musical tone,
as such, to quicken their perception, or, if necessary,
to wake them up to the truth that they possess the
fCTLs r?Ptl0\0f
,COlor in a11 its varicd
snaaings, its fascinating blends and combinations of
tints? What have we done to familiarize them with
the many exquisite stories and poems written in the
language of the tone-world, which are quite within
the range of their powers of enjoyment, to teach them,
by illustration, from the very first lessons that in
music there is something that they love, a rhythmic
heartbeat, an attractiveness of melody, which will
appeal to them, and will find in them response, be-

very first lessons
lesson period.

Rv „i..+ ~f,
,. ,
By playing to the child at every

arelDab^
^ ^
^listen
are able rrbUCd
to read thh°°,Sf
them for themselves,
children
to stories read by the teacher, stories which tell of
the sweetness, the joy, the nobility of life; to little
stories in rhyme which draw their attention to the
things to love and to enjoy in the nature world.
Through the pleasure which these stories give, the
germs of genuine taste are daily tended and are given
something necessary to life and growth. Shall the
private teacher of the things of the tone-world have
less care for the true development of her pupils than
has the State for every little pupil of its schools?
But the cry is, the busy teacher has no time for
the practice required to keep a repertory of pieces
in playing order; business is business, and if the
JIT?, £*? *
to personal practice. It is quite“true that the teacher
of a large class has not the time for personal study
necessary to get and keep in order a repertory of con¬
cert or recital pieces, works of the standard of dif¬
ficulty usual to such programs; but concert and re¬
cital programs are not now under discussion. Out of
the existing
abundance
easy, and, at
,,
.
. , of
, technically
--v —v>
the same time, wmnmgly lovely musical compositions,
the teacher with genuine enthusiasm for his work,
the teacher who knows that his own and his pupils’
best interests are inseparably bound together, will
select those best fitted for his use, and, if necessary,
will make the time requisite to enable him to inter¬
pret these stories in tone to his pupils.
If we wish the child to learn to appreciate the
brilliance and beauty of changeful color effects, we
shall hardly set
set him
him down
down before
before an assortment of
the causes vhich _
_^ ___
go to the making
of those exquisitely varied tints,
him¬
tints, and
and bid
bid him
him make
make them
them for
for Zself ; E
we will rather point him *?.*?.
to the perfected
color,
Sfi
Perfected color,
draw his attention to its warmth, its individuality,
its richness of tint, and, if he is a student, see that
he is gradually taught so to mix his materials that
he may attain the desired result for himself.
And are the conditions in the tone-world, are the
rules which govern the development of the aural
sense so very different from conditions in the colorworld, from the rules which govern the development
of the visual sense? Most emphatically—no. We
can no more expect the child to appreciate the subtle
richness and individuality of the different tonal tints
without abundant illustration and example, than we
can expect him to appreciate the wide range of the
color tints without having abundant illustration and
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example. Nor can we expect him to realize even a
thousandth part of the fascination of the story-telling
power of these tone and color tints unless we familiar¬
ize him with concrete illustrations of this power, in
the pictures which he sees and in the music which
he hears. Then let us see to it that he has oppor¬
tunity, for at least a few minutes in every' lesson
period, to hear music, which he will love because
of its appeal to his rhythmic and melodic sense, and
which will at the same time lay the foundations of
genuine musical taste.
There is an abundance of music of this sort among
the works of all the masters of composition, classic
and modem.
musical
uiuuera. As
ah a well-known
weu-Kiiown lecturer on mus
subjects recently said: ’’The day of the extreme
ploitation of technic, of worship of technic (by the
people) as an end, and not a means to an end,
passing, and the day of devotion to teaching the
appreciation of music is fast dawning. Shall we not
give our influence to the hastening of its approach
by seeing to it that every child who corned under
our care shall be trained to appreciate the beauty
of tone, shall have opportunity to learn the charm
of at least some of the small things in the world
of music, through hearing from his teacher at every
1CBa
lesson some bit of music which is genuinely worthy
the ... „„„ ,a a[ tllc
at the same time essentially attractive to the child-nature

AN EVENING IN A STUDIO.

u

BY AGNES M. FAIRFIELD.
"A MUSIC teacher has certain experiences.
not put these into writing?
v
’
- ■ *» Mr .vou- i.
i. I"3
Etude suggested. I bring a recent explence
gladly pass it on. Four or five lines in The C
suggested the plan, which brought some eighty nTf
to my studio on February 13th, St. Valentine-f?
The little notice I had seen referred to Halloive’w!
I transferred the idea to St. Valentine’s eve
^
First. The Etude was searched, as that was tk
storehouse where several numbers must be found I
carry out the plan, and the search was rewarded
With other material already in the hands of the
pupils, "A Love Story” was planned, as follows:
“Loved and Adored.” Engelmann; “A Maid of
Japan” (song), Gottschalk:
“Cupid’s Arrows”
Sudds; “Whisperings of Love,” Kinkel; “The First
Kiss” (piano duett. Lamothe; “How Can I Leave
Thee?” (song), “Love’s Dreams,” Brown; “&hu
bert’s Serenade,” Heller; Mendelssohn’s “Weddins
March.”

who listen to its measures. The teacher who is able
to develop the best interpreters is the teacher who
*- — —-11

MARRING TEXT-BOOKS.
. ANNIE PATTERSON.

The habit of annotating text-books is condemned by
some and advocated by others. It is a matter of
lelloolToTnalk imno^rnf6™"8 tHink
8P°iIs
rSen^s onTernarX^‘ntfpassa^8- or Jot down
*>r the purpose. ^hftrouS
books are not always handy for speedy reference, s
the eve of an examination. The judicious pencil
mark, if lightly and neatly affixed, assuredly helps
the eye ,n rapid re-reading. Of course, indiscriminate
or untidy marking is a slovenly habit, and may make
the books repulsive to subsequent readers. There is
a
artistic plan
a certain
annotation which every
student
should cultivate
jNever mnrk unnecessarily. That is to say, any
point the memory is likely to carry will not need
chaUretbrei
enCe'
U recall
iS th°Se
68Sential
chain that we
cannot
as a'
whole iflinks ^ a
its parts that need some special plan of memorizing.

Z

when
n "T T alTange facts lmder headings,
""7™ cIaS8lf.V events, or go, by degrees, from
±Ll?.”°^r“t
of consecutive
thomd ,e.drawing
is T. V'n "P °f 8Ucb themes
schemes
no doubt that
a f . 1. ' T8 helpful. There is
menta l
matters 0r 8tate‘
??££%£
**
scholastic authors have' Income "a waXof th! X
dent’s habit of “focusing” his facts
*
,StU’
side-spacing, chapterndexhl at ™
™haVe
in lartr
‘ paraSraPh headingS~TA\
tyPe’ etc” Concessions *that
generally followed in all books of an educational
nature. So long as books
Lleavea m the
treated
frienik should be—considerately and lovingly—there

JZZ.T±

But

"°t T',,airtS l0dged a«ainst the fnnotator

upon a llol of
f° rUth'-eSSly d0g'0a,s or Abides
h °f rcfercnt>e 18 "«> better than the idle
and destructive person who revels in scratching inane
or profane remarks upon railway carriage windows
and other portions of buildings appropriated to the
public use and benefit.-JJusical wZlk fLondonJ

m INTERPRETATION OF MUSIC UPON THE PIANO ^

T

By W. S. B. MATHEWS

1

That business is business,
, but we also say
that the best interests of the pupil are of necessity
also the best interests of the teacher, and that the
pupil who is taught from his earliest lessons to love
and to appreciate music through these concrete illus¬
trations of its power, will make the best interpreter
when he comes to the time for that absorbing pleasure.
He will be no machine, but, if he has been carefully
guided, will have learned so to use his technic that
what he plays does not degenerate into mere notes,

L
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This comprised Part II of the pregram, Part *
being of a general order. This seemed to bring ort
the idea of the evening more strikingly than if the
entire program had been spent on “Love.”
The programs were on folded double hearts. Pad
I on the inside of one half; Part II on the inside «(
the other. On the outside was written the date, and s
quotation about “Love.” Violets had been ordered
from a near-by city, and one of these was attached to
each program. As all nature was draped in a robe oi
white, and the thermometer was sub-zero, this littfe
suggestion of spring put the audience in just ®
right key to harmonize with the evening’s program
<<A Shovver of Hearts,” presumably by the teacher,
created s°me feeling of expectancy. As the time can*
for this dosing number, and the audience was
showered with tiny candy hearts, there was no doubt
left in tlieir minds.
A large arch-way with a double-door was hung wi
hearts of all sizes, with touches of smilax here ana
there; valentines of other years decorated the walsAfter the program was over, the question arose:
“Did it pay?” A good deal of time had been spen
in the preparation, and the tired, relaxed feelms
began to come. You, teachers, have all met tms
same question, and I say to you, as I said to myse1 ■
“Go on! ” We will be surprised “after many year^
to have some one speak of the memory of that effo

Tv the article in The Etude for June, I pointed out
the first two elements of successful interpretation in
asic as being a suitable rate of speed and a suitable
Cal scheme of power. The third element in awaken■ mood is that of relative emphasis, and this we
now take up, along with some subsidiary principles
and suggestions.
Music is not music until it is interpreted; that is,
nlaved in its proper spirit for awakening the mood
which the composer intended. Always and every¬
where music has two aims: to be music, grateful to
hear noble and rewardful to study, of lasting charm
as music by reason of the fortunate originality in
tonal combinations, such as melody, rhythm, and har¬
mony; and secondly, part of the other, its very soul,
in fact, to create a mood, and in this to illustrate
some of the deeper movings of the human soul. When
music does the first of these things well, it becomes
classic and appeals to all who know musical work¬
manship and love it; when it also does the latter, it
then becomes classic and appeals to every man who
has a surging and striving soul within him, to be
reached by the “concord of sweet sounds.” Evidently,
Shakespeare had not yet arisen to a comprehension of
the fact that in music, no more than in cooking, is
the element of “sweetness” a measure of values. A
well-placed dissonance is as grateful as a bit of Wor¬
cestershire in an artistic sauce.
Let us begin this study now with some smaller
selections, because the principles are quite the same
in these as in the largest, only the landscape is on a
smaller scale, taking less paint, less canvas, and less
drawing. I will mention a few of the striking moods
briefly illustrated in my “Book of Phrasing,” Book I.
For instance, the opening piece in C major, the sub¬
ject of Haydn’s Sonata in C,-No. 5, in the Edition
Peters. Unfortunately, no indication is given of the
tempo. It should have been “Allegro con brio,” and
the rate of speed should have been about 96 for half
notes, the tempo mark in the Schirmer Edition hav¬
ing the vertical mark down through the G for com¬
mon time. Now, the minute we take this sprightly
subject at such a tempo and take the staccato marks
into account, together with the absence of detail in
the accompaniments, we have a picture of a very
childlike and naive mood. The addition of triplets in
the repetition does not materially impair this effect,
although they give an air of still greater speed. In
the third idea, the animation still continues in the
melody, but the alto voice has a consistent melody
of its own; and here we come upon an element of
emphasis. If we continue to give the soprano voice
the entire interest of the passage, we will utterly
fail of the modification into a more serious mood,
which this charming little alto idea gives it.
Or take the next piece, the Heller Study in C, Op.
47> No. 19. This lovely little tone-poem can be
played in such a way as to sound absolutely empty,
or very dry, according as it is handled. First, the
rate, which I have marked at 92 for quarters. This
h* full fast. Secondly7, the general rate of power,
which must be piano, and very sustained and melo¬
dious. Now we come to the question of emphasis.
Granted that we have our melody worked out into a
full, pervading, yet not loud singing quality, as
*egato as the piano can do it under skilful fingers;
how now shall we treat the eighth notes in the lefthand part? What are they after? Is it rhythmic
detail or is it harmonic filling? Both, I answer. The
®otion of eighths must be felt, because this motion
>s meant to make the melody seem more reposeful,
“y showing that during the time of each song-tone
here is time for the accompaniment to put in a
father
wiggle, or alternation of harmonic tones;
| eh we add for blending, the pedal with each melody
,£ne’ an(l it is possible to get the mood. Again in
e second period of the same we have some chords
juarked with staccato dots. What did Heller mean
hy these? Was he after an interval of silence after
7b cb°rd, or simply an emphasis and individuality
« chords? I am sure that the latter was his object.
erefore, while the chords are played a little stac¬

cato upon the keys, the pedal makes them about as
close as they can be; not quite, but nearly. Later,
at the mark forte, we give these chords quite a
trumpet effect. But let us return to the question of
emphasis. In the second period the right hand always
plays two tones, a soprano and an alto. If we look
at the movement of these voices we discover that the
alto has particular business of its own, over and
above filling out a harmony for the soprano, especially
in the second measure, where its very7 strong dis¬
sonance, E-flat, is resolved into D at the third beat.
Here we come to emphasis; for unless this little
detail is discreetly handled, it is lost. The alto is
here very much the real thing, and must be clearly
heard with its accentuation and gentle resolution of
the dissonance. So in the first period, when it comes
back later on, it is permissible to bring out the alto
melody in the left-hand part, preparatory to the
soprano setting things back again with its own
octaves, as who should say: “Go to, this is my mel¬
ody! ”
Or take the third piece, the Heller Study in G, Op.
47, No. 4. This beautiful “Even song” with choral
interlude or answer, is a gem in its way. Here we
have the tempo marked 108 for quarters, which is
too fast, according to my present idea; I should say
84 will be better. Then there is the question of about
how many grains of salt to take with the indication
forte for the opening soprano phrase and piano for
the answering choral passage. Certainly, Heller did
not intend the opening phrase to be actually louder
than the answer. What he meant, I think, was to
give the effect of a solo voice, clear, quiet but
authoritative; and an answer, also clear, mellow,
sympathetic. If we go farther it is plain that the
indication piano for the accompaniment in the 4th
and 5th measures must be a different kind of effect
from the piano of these answering voices in measure
two. The chorus is doing business, each voice having
a movement of its own; in the later accompaniment,
there is less doing in the chords and more in the
soprano; accordingly the piano here is more piano.
Take again the seventh measure, where the chords
in the accompaniment have chromatic quality. Here
it is a question of emphasis. Unless these chords are
played clearly, especially clear upon the unexpected
chromatics, they will sound like finger mistakes.
Emphasis saves the day for them, and at the same
time makes them count for an added element. Again,
the third period has a stronger average of power,
as well as a quicker movement. If the basal tempo
is to be 84, this will come up to 96 or 100; and the
power will be increased in nearly the same ratio.
Thus the mood becomes stronger, more excited, only
to quiet down later on. It is for relief.
Then what is to be done about emphasis when the
first idea comes back? Do we play it the same?
Certainly not. If in the first choral response the so¬
prano voice has had a little more prominence than
the others, here we give the bass voice or the alto
the lead; thus the color changes and variety is pro¬
Or take the Mozart “Adagio,” which is from the
Sonata in G, No. 14, in the Mozart volume. This
stands in ♦/. measure; it is played more like an V,
measure: the tempo is about 104 for eighths. It fa
better to count the *A at, say, half this, o2 for
quarters, because the tendency of the larger count is
to keep the melody in better rhythmic grasp than
when one thinks of four-eighths twice repeated m
each measure; then the build of power, which is
upon a basis of piano. Pedal to blend the sixteenths
in the chords. In the staccatos in the second period,
the breaks in continuity are not to be so long as the
appearance of the notes would indicate, but very much
diminished by means of the pedal. In a sustained
melody of this kind a very short interruption of toneflow is enough for most purposes, while long silences
waiting “for a pin to drop” are foreign to the case,
'belonging only to dramatic music, where the mo¬
ments when there is no tone are nearly as effective
as those containing tone. This happens only where

there is suspense, which does not exist to any im¬
portant degree in this case. In the third period the
tempo is slightly accelerated, say to 112 for eighths.
II.
Let us now take a glance backwards to find out
where we have arrived. What is called “interpreta¬
tion” is simply to play the music in a musical way,
according to its fairly inferable intentions, and with
such consistency as to establish the mood which the
music was meant to establish, and in doing this not
to lose any of the musical interest. This is the
problem.
The elements of interpretation are three: Rate of
Speed, General Degree of Power, and Discriminative
Emphasis. Whenever the notes of the music are mu¬
sically played, and include these three elements, in¬
terpretation almost necessarily results, provided the
player does in reality feel the mood. The strategic
point is to get the mood yourself as player, not only
get its elements but play it over and over until the
music “strikes-in” with you, so that you cannot play
the piece without feeling it. Then you have to get
where you feel it strong enough to make it the main
thing, so that you do not lose it in thinking that you
are playing before some one else: also so that you
do not lose it in technical difficulties or wrong finger¬
ing or other accidents. If you mean mood to be the
main thing with the hearer, mood must be the main
thing with you. And it is a very nice question how
far imperfection of detail can enter in and yet not
spoil the mood. It used to be said that people would
rather hear Rubinstein play for an entire evening
with frequent wrong notes than Billow with no wrong
notes at all. Were the wrong notes more musical
than the true ones? Certainly not; but Rubinstein
was before all a musical and a temperamental player,
who always got the main thing and at his best got
pretty nearly all the others.
The same thing happens in our times. Godowsky
was heard in some hundreds of concerts in this
country, playing always with a technic practically
infallible anil equal to the greatest tasks, and also
with wonderful musical feeling and authority; yet
he was generally admired for correctness and under¬
estimated as to his musical qualities. In Germany,
where they also overvalue the mood of the music and
tolerate a lot of imperfection if emotionality is
strong enough, they at the first hearing crowned him
as master, because those who wrote were musical and
recognized that behind his seemingly technical infal¬
libility, there was always musical sensitiveness and
a great emotional undercurrent.
III.
There are mannerisms of interpretation.
Some
players work upon the principle that a melody in
the soprano is bound to attract attention anyway;
therefore they make all they can of the other voices.
Sometimes they carry this top far, I think. I am
myself still not advanced beyond the point where I
admire the soprano holding the centre of the stage.
One of the most unaccountable mannerisms of play¬
ing is what I call “cross-eyed” playing; that is, the
left hand anticipating and always coming in before
the beat. This is the most unaccountable happening
I know of in piano playing, and I have no idea whenc
it arises. Observe, it is always the weak and slow
left hand which comes in first; you are thinking o.
the other hand and its melody, and it is the quick
and handy hand. Why then should the blundering
left hand “butt-in” ahead of the beat? Yet we all
do it. I have heard Bfilow play the Schumann “Ro¬
mance” in F sharp, and play the two melody tone<
with the two thumbs, the left hand always ahead of
the right, like two baritones singing a Bellini duet,
the low baritone always a little ahead. How would
it sound in the orchestra? It is absurd, yet almost
everybody when trying to be expressive falls into
this detestable habit. Is it contagious? Is there a
microbe of anticipation? The remedy is available: it
is to require the player to reverse the order and play
his right hand first until he learns to hear it, for
they rarely are able to hear themselves do this
curious act.
Interpretation begins the moment a student has
eight measures to play. There is the point to begin.
Play it as it was meant to go. Music and sense are
what we are after.
Believe me, the talent of success is nothing more
than doing what you can do well, and doing well
whatever you do.—H. IF. Longfellow.
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THE OLD AND THE NEW.

brought in at the climax point. The difference of
pupil, even outside the lesson-hour he will no, ,
composition in the works of Bach and Haydn could,
an opportunity to benefit his pupil
Ev “
loi*
BY DB. BOBEBT GOLDBECK.
however, hardly be greater.
pupil has ceased studving with him he
a"f'r a
In Bach we find the scientific but perfectly free
interest by still giving assistance. The teZ? ^
n.
and highly dramatic working out of shorter fugue
is interested, painstaking, and generous i!* ^
Even to the superficial observer it must be clear
subjects, while in Haydn we recognize the longer
success, other things being equal.
'
ure of
that the most advanced music of the day, reveling
melody in which character and feeling are concen¬
The teacher cannot hope or exneet
.
in the sharpest dissonance, the most eccentric melody,
trated, enabling the composer to give full expression
or
study to suit each pupil. Teachers shoTlT
the boldest modulation and the freest form, is, never
to the word (as in his oratorios) unaided, and we
their pupils; become acquainted with them ^ 7
theless, the result of gradual growth from the roots
may even say unobstructed by counter-melodies. A
teacher should become a student of in,™
E er.r
of ancient primitive scales. They began to appear
truly wonderful revelation!
4000 years ago and at subsequent periods in Egypt,
Haydn, therefore, is the first great representative
not
guarantee success as a teacher h„+
™
Greece, India, China, and other countries; later, in
of the modern homophonic style in which a single in¬
judge pupils to study their needs, and the power L°
the East, after the life of Christ, as modified church
dependent melody, supported by an harmonious accom¬
select music for their best advancement are a few J
tones, from thence adopted in the Western Roman
paniment, plays by far the greatest part. Quite
the many things which should not be lost sight of „
/
Empire, until finally the modern scale of seven transnaturally such a style could only have been the crea¬
the success of pupils.
011D
posable tones has seemed to be permanently estab¬
tion of a genius not educated in early youth in the
The pupil who deserves and is determined
„ ,
lished, from the 17th century on.
strict style of the Fugue. The enormous and lasting
the most of himself will not be slow to recognizS
Upon this uniform scale, identical in all its twelve
success of this homophonic style is easily understood
interest shown. Iiis suggestions and requestfSlt
or more transpositions, are based the Fugue, the
from the fact that a deep impression is more readily
Sonata, the Symphony, and all other vocal and in¬
produced by a beautiful melody than by a combina¬
S hiSSidS’ “p"‘ *ought “d
strumental compositions of the old masters, as well
tion of several melodic phrases.
The pupil must be loyal to the teacher, always
as of our modern composers. Strict contrapuntal
The Sonata and Symphony, largely homophonic
ready to praise and defend his musical skill indS
rules prevailed at first in musical composition,
and much simpler in construction than the Fugue,
lty, always eager to hear of his success at recitals
strictest before Bach, but becoming less severe with
offered to Haydn the most appropriate field. The
or public appearance.
the advent of that master, and freer with every sucsons of Bach and other contemporary composers had
If the teacher and pupil are not thus brought to.
ceeding generation; but it has never happened in the
previously introduced the Sonata style, but its further
gether they are only spending valuable time for a
history of music that achievements in any style or
development, in a modern sense, was the work of
limited degree of success.
by any master were totally thrown down or dis¬
Haydn. He had attained his Goth year before he
carded, as. for instance, it was thought by many, that
attempted the composition of his two great oratorios
Y\ agner, Liszt, or Strauss had done in regard to
“The Creation” and the “Seasons.” In these the
classical music.
composer’s melodious and dramatic style afforded a
The compositions of Bach—the greatest master of
THE UNMUSICAL TEACHER.
convincing reason of the power and beauty of the
counterpoint and the fugal art—bear evidence of his
homophonic style, which, however, was supported
endeavor to shake off the fetters of mechanical rule,
and varied in appropriate places by choral fugues.
BY C. H. CONGDON.
aiming at and attaining, in the limits of the difficult
But in these a freely developed melody was also suit¬
fugue style, freedom of thought, musical develop¬
ably unfolded to give musical expression to the under¬
ment, and originality of harmony, far exceeding the
Many persons count themselves unmusical because
lying melody.
efforts of any subsequent composer. This freedom
they have never received any musical training, when,
Mozart, the next great and epoch-making com¬
of composition in the strict style of the Fugue con¬
as a matter of fact, they may possess the music sense
poser, partly followed in the footsteps of Haydn,
stitutes Bach’s epoch-making force, making further
in a high degree. Because a person has a poor singing
partly in those of Bach, enlarging and deepening the
progress by other equally gifted composers possible.
voice, and has never learned to read music or to play
Symphony and the Sonata, strengthening his works
In the same manner, the appearance of great com¬
a musical instrument, is no reason why he is un¬
by the Fugue, as, for instance, in his “Requiem,”
posers is invariably signalized by some new develop¬
musical. The music sense is possessed to some extent
giving proof of his wonderful power to make the
ment of thought (melody), treatment, and style
by the great majority of persons. If the teachers in
bugue subserve free dramatic and musical expression.
sometimes so far ahead of their time that their con¬
the public schools would study the simple rudiments
Mozart’s genius, however, shone brightest in the
temporaries criticise and, if they could, would reject
of music as thoroughly as they study language or
opera, his “Marriage of Figaro” (1785), “Don
what seems to them dangerous or at least uncalledarithmetic they could .succeed in teaching it as well.
Giovanni”
(1787), and several others, remaining on
for innovation.
So much is said about the unmusical teacher that
the stage a hundred and twenty years, the music
The greater freedom which animated Bach (to the
we are often led to believe that the teachers’ short
keeping its freshness and unexcelled dramatic force
present day censured by ultra-conservative theorists)
comings are all centred in the subject of music. We
to the present day.
is simply the characteristic trait of all great com¬
forget that there are few elocutionists, mathemati¬
(Another paper of this series will appear in The
posers. each and all feeling the necessity of cutting
cians, authors, artists, historians, or expert penmen
Etude for August.)
loose from the conventionalities of the time and rules
among the teaching fraternity, and yet, reading,
inconsistent with the progress of music.
mathematics, language, drawing, history’ and writing
Exact rules are in reality impossible in any art
are taught in public schools. Teachers are not ex¬
INFLUENCE OF THE MUSIC TEACHER
but they are clung to, in spite of the impossible, by
pected to be experts in any particular branch. If a
UPON THE PUPIL.
the pedantic mind lacking in creative power
To
teacher has teaching ability she can direct her pupils
some extent music is a science, but not a mathemat¬
successfully in the rudimentary study of all the sub¬
ical science. As an art, music constantly requires
BY J. M. BALDWIN.
jects she is required to teach, without being an expert
new unfoldings, new evolutions, impossible where unin any of them. Occasionally we find those who are
bending rules prevail. The fact that music is not an
color blind or tone deaf. Of course, ft color-blind
The relationship which should exist between
exact science makes its teaching very difficult, and the
person cannot teach anything that involves coloi
lS a subiect "'Inch deserves no
book of harmony which can accomplish this easily
work;
neither can a tone-deaf person teach music
•small amount of attention. A pupil selects a teacher
and thoroughly, is yet to be written.
But scarcely one person in fifty is color blind or tone
engages lessons, practices the lesson given, and after-’
The musical people at large, capable of receiving
deaf. Investigation will prove that at least ninety
impressions, but ignorant of genuine or the fancied
ilHF
, Pre.pared lesson t0 the teacher, pay¬
per cent, of the teachers in the public schools could,
ing the regular price for the lessons. Thft teacher
necessities of artistic detail, are really more ready
with a reasonable amount of training, conduct the
and better prepared to recognize new merit than the gives the amount of time agreed upon and receives
singing lesson successfully.
profession, when it is conservative and critical. Were
eenTvs'e‘V “ agreed’ “ return‘ The PUP!I feels that
In arranging a plan of musical instruction for the
he
pays
a
good
price
for
his
lessons,
and
the
teacher
it not for the public, who support what they hear by
public schools we do not, therefore, take into account
considers that he has given full value for the sum
paying for it, the progress of music would be re¬
the teachers who are unable to recognize tones (the
received.
tarded by even more bitter warfare than it now is
tone deaf). It would be just as reasonable to make
twIfaTff* th« flaiI entline of relationship beWhen some new style has finally been accepted, it
a system of drawing and leave out the color work
r,a,teaC Pr and a Pupi1- It often happens that
gradually tends to become conventional by the uni¬
because one teacher in fifty was color blind. Strange
the relationship never gets beyond this outline and
versal imitation of lesser composers and the path is
to say, there are music systems made on this plan.
the
success of the teacher as well as the progress of
thus paved for another writer of genius.
The tone color is left out’ and scarcely anything but
the pupil is exceedingly small.
g
The first epoch-making master after Bach was
the dry bones of technicalities is presented. Of
+.°”e, teacher ma7 ;cla™ that he gives one hour of his
Haydn, closely followed in turn by Mozart and Bee¬
course, this would not be recognized by teachers who
time to the pupil for a certain sum; that the nunil
thoven. Of the three last named Mozart was un¬
are musically color blind.
doubtedly the most gifted in the fugal style, closely
satisfied T
** he °r
ought K
In public school work we have to deal with teachers
following Bach in this respect, writing with equal
nav for ihJ10 PUPl1 S“yS: “J praetice faithfully and who, in the main, are either well prepared in music
facility a perfectly natural fugue, yet with much less
do mutest . r, reCe’7
1 am a,wa>'* on time and or are susceptible of musical training. Teachers, as
,,
t1 has not occurred to either of them
depth of harmony, offset, however, by a more fluent
that success as teacher and pupil will be within a well as children, should study living melody in order
modern melody. But Mozart had other aims.
to raise the standard of their musical appreciation.
veit> narrow relationship.
Haydn, from lack of more serious early training,
One cannot become well versed in literature by study¬
If the teacher considers that the pupil j9 a musica|
for which opportunity failed him, was the first to
ing about literature. Tins applies to music with
compose in a style which had rather the plainer fourwent that 7 '"** .Plrd 1,1 his ,mnds for develop¬
equal force. Lifeless tunes, made for the purpose
ment, that the musical welfare of that pupil larirefv
part writing as its foundation than that of the much
of note reading and nothing else, defeat even the ob¬
depends upon his efforts, and the success or c ,
more complicated Fugue.
He nevertheless strove
ject for which they are intended. Nothing but pm*
largely reflects upon his own sLe^ Zm
most earnestly to master the latter much more dif¬
melody appeals to the music sense. Thus we see it
ficult style, and in his greater works we find some
is a waste of time for even unmusical teachers ti
excellent and spirited specimens of the fugue, usually
study music that is lifeless, dull, and uninteresting.weakness and put every effort forward to assist his
Journal of Education.
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A MUSIC TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION.
(The Etude is indebted to a member of the Water¬
loo Music Teachers’ Association for the following ar¬
ticle descriptive of its workings. The plan proposed
• an admirable one and can be followed or adapted
to the great advantage of teachers in other cities and
towns. The articles that appeared in The Etude,
describing conditions of musical work in the West
and on the Pacific Coast, and in the South (in this
issue of The Etude) will show how great is the need
for organization among teachers.]
The Waterloo (Iowa) Music Teachers’ Association,
though in its infancy, gives promise of doing effective
work for the musical advancement of the community;
and it is the hope of the organizers that the publica¬
tion of their plans, purposes, and results may en¬
courage musicians in other cities to take up a simi¬
lar line of work for the popularization of good music
in America.
Waterloo is a city of a little over 18,000 inhabi¬
tants, and is a prosperous commercial centre. There
are about thirty-five music teachers here, the churches
supporting music in the usual way. There has been
nothing in the way of an artists’ recital here for sev¬
eral years, as the last attempt at a course of mu¬
sical entertainments, undertaken by a prominent
teacher, resulted in such financial loss as to discour¬
age further effort. The Y. M. C. A. include two
musical numbers on their annual lecture course.
There is, of course, an occasional concert in connec¬
tion with some church or society, and this tends to
create some interest in music; but on the whole it
cannot be said that there is any real musical inter¬
est in the city, nor has there been any systematic
course of work undertaken to create musical interest.
The idea of improving the musical conditions of
the community, by means of organized efforts on the
part of the teachers, first occurred to Mr. Scott B.
Prowell (later elected president of the Association),
who formed plans for the organization, and then made
them known to other teachers, all of whom showed
lively interest. A meeting was called and all music
teachers, whose names could be learned, were invited.
When the search began for teachers, no one had ac¬
quaintance with more than nine or ten teachers, but
each list contained at least one or two names not on
the other lists, and those present at the first meeting
were surprised to find that the list had grown to
eighteen, and, later as high as thirty-four. The fact
developed that each teacher was known to just his
or her own circle of friends, and that no person had
a circle large enough to do large musical work.
The reader will probably say at once that this is
only a natural condition, and that every city has
obscure teachers who earn spending-money by giving
music lessons. It was not the plan or purpose of
the Association to draw distinctions between teachers.
We wanted to include them all; for three reasons:
First, for the reason that if some person is being
taught, and not well taught, it is our purpose to try
to bring such influences to bear on the teacher as to
inspire him to do better work, or if need be, to make
such preparation as to be able to do better work;
secondly, we want to represent, so far as is possible,
the entire student body of the city; and, thirdly, we
want the support of the entire musical population in
the various branches of our work.
The basis of the discussion before organization
was, that the society must be useful if it was to be
successful. It was decided that this organization
“nght, with the combined strength of all the teach¬
ers, do much more to raise the standard of musical
tsste, and do it in much less time than could possibly
ne done with each teacher following a course of his
°wn; that we could inspire a more thorough course
of study on the part of the average pupil, and that
We eonld do much to set aside the popular style of
®usic that fills the store window's and is not worthy
of the time that pupils spend on it; that the teachsrs might be harmoniously united for mutual benes; and that our programs and discussions would
a great inspiration and incentive for self-improvement and a constant raising of the standard of our
J. : * hat in our Association we might he able to
wcuss and arrive at the solution of difficulties
P*. ar to our own surroundings, that we might
0,lts*de artists to our city for recitals and
®"«res. and assist our own teachers in giving suc, nl recitals; and lftst, but not. least, give a
egular series of pupils’ recitals for the benefit of
°ttr pupils.
1
fa r' °* t*les€
were discussed w'ith much satisc Jon and enthusiasm, and a renewed spirit of life

and enthusiasm seemed to be created among the
teachers.
At the following meeting a constitution was
adopted, officers elected and the work of the society
begun. A part of the constitution reads as follows:
The aim of this Association shall be:
1. To
promote interest in, and encourage the support
of the best in musical art. 2. To secure the har¬
monious co-operation of the teachers of music. 3. To
stimulate interest in the study of good music ftfld
theoretical branches. 4. To promote a higher stand¬
ard of musical instruction.
The first undertaking of the Association was to
bring Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, for a recital.
The recital was preceded by one of Mr. Liebling’s
“Afternoon Talks” to teachers and pupils, a very
interesting and instructive hour. The recital was a
success in every particular, the house was crowded
and the audience delighted. A reception after the
concept was a pleasant feature. Tickets were adver¬
tised at fifty cents, if bought of the teachers before a
certain date; after that, all admissions w'ere seventyfive cents. This helped the advance sale, because the
people appreciated the opportunity given them to
secure their tickets through the teachers. The public
greatly appreciates the work of the Association, and
has exhibited generous sympathy and support. It is
understood that whatever money is made on our con¬
certs is to be used for musical work of public char¬
acter.
We are sending out about one thousand invitations
to musicians of the State to meet with us during our
Chautauqua, the management of which has been in¬
duced to establish a Musical Institute, a great op¬
portunity for musicians and teachers desiring to
combine education with pleasure and recreation.
Another feature is a reception we are giving to our
pupils and their parents for the purpose of stimu¬
lating interest, on the part of the pupils, for better
work. Addresses will be made by several of fthe
teachers, and a program of music will be given.
The writer hopes that this article may give en¬
couragement to musicians in other towns where sim¬
ilar work is needed, and believes that work of this
kind, attempted in an entirely unselfish spirit, as has
been the case with our organization, is certain of
success. Surely if we expect to derive our support
from the teaching of music, anything that is for the
general advancement of musical art is worthy of
most serious consideration.
In many places the
apathy of the public is largely due to conditions that
can be removed by the careful and harmonious co¬
operation of the teachers.
THE SENSE OF TOUCH.
BY EDWARD HALE, A.M.
Not long since I went to the Blind Asylum in
South Boston to observe the treatment of music study
in operation there. The chief object of my visit was
to discover whether the substitution of the sense of
touch for eyesight, and the consequent refinement of
it, had any effect upon playing. I was surprised and
disappointed to be told that no effect such as I
anticipated had been observed. I cannot help think¬
ing that this is but an additional illustration of our
common failure to perceive the significance and
potentiality of what is going on under our very eyes.
At any rate, I want to bring the matter before the
readers of The Etude to see whether there may not
be corroboration of my view, such as, in this case,
I have been unable to find.
We all know what the clinging touch is—a sen
sitive. caressing, soulful (some imaginative folk
would say) pressure, “cling,” felt in the finger-tip.
Mr. Carl Baermann said to me one day that “every
note plaved on the piano should have that quality
imparted to it. No note, however insignificant or
staccato, should be struck but with pressure, cling."
A greater authority still (in fact there is none
greater, touching the problems of piano playing I,
Chopin, said to me, through one of his pupils who
became my teacher, that “the sgnse of touch was that
in which’the thought, feeling, imagination of the
player terminated, through which he compelled the
piano to expression.”
Now. as I have said, we know something about this,
•nid those of us who believe in imaginative playing
are conscious of a lively activity, of the sense o!
touch when we are really playing well. We feel
the glow in the finger-tips, caused, actually, by in

creased flow of blood to that' point where the sense
is in action. It seems as if we had the keyboard in
a warm grasp and that with delicious, masterly ease
we could compel whatever we wanted from it. Now,
for my part, I have found that the more closely I
have associated all this with the sense of touch, the
better were the results of CvCry description. In fact,
I have an idea that had I known of it soon enough,
1 might have spoiled a bad writer in a good player!
At least I am firmly convinced that on the seizure
and application of even so simple a principle may
depend 'the whole development of a technic.
For it means artistry from the very beginning. Not
perfection by any means at first—the modern peda¬
gogy has taught ns better than to expect that—but
the right thing in the making—which is certainly the
highest pedagogy.
We need nothing more than to rule out of students’
practice the undiscriminating business, the uniform
forte and legato with which everything'without excep¬
tion has been at first played. For that kills the
finger, it makes as lifeless a tool as ever the ancient
mariner’s sea-mates wielded. But what we want at
the piano is warm, living, quasi-intelligent fingers—
to be referred to not as “it,” said Chopin, but “he”—
or, if you please, “she”. I believe, as Chopin did,
that the sense of touch contains the true secret of
this, and that, therefore, it ought to be set before our
pupils’ minds with their earliest experience.
Now, the Blind Asylum, contrary to my expecta¬
tions, did not corroborate my theory—for which I
have given what I believe to be the true explanation.
In fact, I found that the thought was wholly a new
one to them, which, of course, explains its never
having been exploited. I have the promise that it
will be and the results reported to me. But meantime,
has no reader any further light from his experience
as player, or teacher, or observer, to throw upon it?

ON THE ESSENCE OF THE EEAUTIFUL IN
PIANO-PLAYING.
Nowadays, when nearly everything is technic and
pace, the true artist is soon recognized. I shall in¬
stance, without trying to be exhaustive, a few dif¬
ferent styles of piano-playing. First: There is play¬
ing with technic and nothing else; merely the playing
of certain notes as quickly as possible with certain
accents. Let us rid ourselves of this method at once.
Secondly: There is playing with technic and certain
musicianly accomplishments and with taste. This
is very acceptable for a student affecting the so-called
Classic School. But is this enough? Should not
the emotional side of music predominate? Thirdly:
There is playing not only with musicianly accomplish¬
ments, taste, and technic; but with passion, sorrow,
and joy that thrill one through and through, and
carry one far away into the fairyland of light and
shade, the roaring of mighty waters, the land of the
glowing East, and to nature itself where all is truth
and perfection. Is not this what we are seeking?
True art at its greatest. Let us prize it as we
should.
Probably we have often said to ourselves after
hearing some one’s performance: “Yes, it was very
nice and clear, perhaps brilliant, but there w’as some¬
thing wrong, it didn’t appeal to me.” There’s the
rub! Music must appeal to us, to our higher in¬
stincts. It must make us think, must make us grasp
its meaning as though we were listening to some
one talking or acting. It is here that the humbler
performers and even some of the so-called great
artists can find an opportunity for attaining the
highest standard of their art.
The most perfect thing we can copy is nature.
Why is it so beautiful? Solely because color, shade,
warmth and gladness, birds in song, flowers with
their sweet scent, all, sympathetically unite in one
harmonious effect. Let us then strive for effect.
The rigid critic will sneer and say “Effect! Oh, no;
not in true art.” Ask him to study one of Greuze’s
heads and imagine if one cheek were white and the
other pink—how it would look. We must have it all.
Half-a-rose, a shooting star, a tear-drop, may be
exquisite in themselves, but we want the whole. Life,
love, enthusiasm, all working for one great end—Per¬
fection.—Musical Standard.
The teacher must have some clear notions of what
education is. He must have ideals. Beside every
pupil he must see another child, a larger, a more
perfect, a cultured being, toward which the pupil is
to be drawn.—John W. Cook.
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She looked quickly and earnestly at the wort u
fore us and then exclaimed: “Now I’ll see if r
brighten up! ”
1 0811
There was no further trouble. Her lesson
promptly and correctly recited; she had found’fT
secret of the great power of concentration and aW
ness How much better work we might all do i t
would only "brighten up.”—Mrs. Charles L. Lombard

THE ORIGIN
OF THE POLKA,

The polka originated >Im
1830, through a little peal
who was at service in ata
of Elbeteinitz, a town of Bo

Of all things in the earth children are nearest and dearest to me.—Goethe.

Cecils Cilaminade as a Gikl.

to it, and danced it in costume for the entertainment
of her friends. Also, hearing this opera inspired her
to write a most tragic march on the surrender of
Metz.
Sometimes “grown-ups” used to patronize her. act¬
ing upon the principle that being older they must also
be lower about music than she was. One day a very
large and conceited lady offered condescendingly to
play a duet with this small Cecile. The little girl
meekly complied, and while her fat partner waded
heavily through her part, Cecile took it into her head
to go back four measures, thus causing the most hor¬
rible discords, of which her friend was sublimely un¬
conscious. Then near the end she skipped four mea¬
sures so that they came out together, and the lady
i-ose from the stool quite unaware of the trick, or
that the listeners were choking with suppressed
laughter, but really believing that she had done the
child a favor to play with her.
Chile’s real friends were her dolls, her cat. and her
dog, whom she called “Kitou, the good girl,” and
whose memoirs she wrote. These friends never pat¬
ronized her, seemed always to understand, and al¬
ways listened respectfully when she talked to them
about music.
Her uncle had for a friend M. Georges Bizet who
wrote that beautiful opera called “Carmen.” He told
this great composer about his very gifted little niece,
and M. Bizet listened in the unbelieving, rather bored
way that men are apt to listen to stories about re¬
markable children. But when he came to visit at
Chile’s home, when Cecile played for him, took down
a musical dictation for him, and talked to him of her
compositions and her plans, then he became verv
much in earnest indeed, and said to her papa and
mamma that she was very gifted, beautifully gifted,
and that there would be no need to force her at her
work becau.se Inspiration alone would guide her
And he prophesied aright, “for her works, chiselled
like a goldsmith’s gems, came later to radiate the
entire world. —From the French by Helena 1/
Maguire.

One Sunday, this young person found her kitchen
more stupid than usual. The polished casseroles were
smiling like full moons; the tiles shone like Carrara
marble, and there was still an hour to spare before
beginning to cook the dinner. It was in Novemberthe weather suggested melancholy thoughts, and the
thick fog was not inviting for a walk. The poor
lonely soul could not read or write; how could she
pass the time? She sat down, put her elbows on the
table, and decided to take a nap and forget her
dullness.
But she could not go to sleep—very luckily! Cer¬
tainly it is lucky that sleep did not answer imme¬
diately, for instead, the refrain of a song of her
people flitted through her mind. Sweet recollection!
She smiled at the song which so gaily came to bear
her company, and catching up the corners of her
apron she began to dance, in the midst of her shin¬
ing pans. The tune was in four beats—the little
maid took two steps to the right, two to the left,
singing her light refrain.
But the kitchen door was open and the merchant
with his wife and children had seen all without be¬
ing seen themselves. Instead of reproving her, they
made her repeat the dance that very night in the
salon, where the musician Joseph Neruda took down
the air and the steps.
Some time later this new dance was given at a
ball. In 1835, the fashionable world of Prague took
it up, and because of the half-step in it gave it the
name pulka, which in the Czech language means
“half.”

Among the cascades
and sweetbrier roses of
Perigord-Noir,
France,
The Symphony, now ac“a
truly
pictureMEMORY CORNER:
cepted as referring to an orcountry,” perfumed with lavender and rosemary,
THE SYMPHONY.
chestral work of large dimen¬
there lived once upon a time, and not so very long
sions, was originally applied
a time ago either, a gay. golden-haired littie girl
to any music played by instruments alone, whether
who had been bom in St. George Street, in Paris.
only a few measures as a prelude or interlude to a
She was a dear, odd little child. It was written of
song, or as an overture to an opera. Since in the
her that “she had a soul sparkling with adorable
earlier days of the opera and oratorio, the first half
caprices,” and that her patron saint, St. Cecilia, loved
of the 17th century, instruments did little else than
her particularly well. Whether she had intercourse
accompany the voice, these so-called symphonies had
with the saints and heard angel whispers we do not
very little character of their own; they were prac¬
know for certain, because she made her very home¬
tically vocal parts transferred to instruments with¬
liest dolly her dearest confidant, telling her* all her
BRirPTFV iTTJi
Isabel is seven years
out regard to any especial capabilities of the latter
thoughts and secrets, and this dolly never repeated
RIGHTEN HP.
old and she has been taking
anything that CScile told her.
in respect to compass, timbre, facility of execution,
.
pianoforte lessons onlv a short
etc., all of which play an important part in the music
Her father and mother were both excellent musi¬
time. During the lesson hour we always‘look over
of to-day.
cians, and played the violin and piano together beau¬
her new lesson together, noticing all the signs and
tifully. One evening they played together a duet,
These preludes, interludes, and overtures were soon
rests and reading the notes aloud. Sometimes she
which was a sonata for the two instruments, by
found to add spirit and contrast of effect; they began
would hesitate several seconds before a ns wring J
Beethoven. After they had finished playing, little
to gain an independence of style and to assume larger
questions of mine which I was sure she could alsteV
Cficile, who was then just eighteen months old,
proportions. This was particularly the case with the
hummed the melody of the Andante movement right
Sinfonia avanti I’Opera (Symphony before the Opera).
ihen1na$Vsaii-'Vaited
through!
To avoid the monotony o2 a long, uninterrupted
She began to play on the piano at three; but she
pro‘^V*dear! Why d0n,t y0U — - -ore
stretch of instrumental music, Lulli (1633-1687) de¬
also continued to play under it and to hide under it
vised what is known as the French Overture. This
when she heard folks talking about its being time
consisted of a slow introductory movement followed
for “Baby” to go to bed.
by an allegro, the whole concluding with another
At four years she began to compose selections for
slow movement. A more important form soon sup¬
the piano, making them quite difficult, for the laws
planted this—a form from which the modern ay®'
of harmony came easily to her, and she used them
phony was directly developed: the so-called Italia®
with quaint intelligence.
Overture. It is not known who originated it. The
Her great musical talent attracted a deal of at¬
arrangement of the movements was reversed; there
tention, so much indeed that she was called upon to
were still three, but the first and last were allegros
compose a song for a church festival to be sung by
and the middle movement only was slow. The two
little girls her own age. The song was a success,
allegros also differed in style: the first was generally
but after the festival someone remarked that it was
solid and dignified in character, the second gay a™
much more simple than the music that she had been
light, while the slow movement supplied the elemen
composing of late. “But, don’t you see,” explained
of deep expression.
the child, “that I had to place it within the reacli
It will be seen that such a scheme has a psychO"
of these little girls ? ”
logic basis. A rapid tempo is suggestive of hope an
She was not afraid, however, to attempt the most
cheerfulness, a slow tempo of melancholy and re
difficult things when not limited by the thought of
ttectiveness. A cycle of feeling from gay to grave an<*
those for whom she was writing. For instance, she
back to gaiety again is more healthful and inspiring
heard the opera called “The Huguenots,” and, being
than one which takes the opposite direction. Bene*
delighted with the Bohemian dance in it, she at once
the outcry when Tchaikovsky went counter to tradi¬
went to work and elaborated a ballet, wrote the music
tion and ended his Symphonic PathUique with an
Cecile Teaching Her Little Dumb Friends.
Adagio of the wildest and most despairing natureLITTLE
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went so far as to find it a confession of conhopelessness and pessimism; that it justified
the suspicion of the composer’s suicide, since be
ld a short time after it was produced.
The symphony soon became independent of the
... the form was developed by various com¬
ers' for the concert room, where it was received
!dth great favor. It was Haydn who finally gave it
hane and proportion. His symphonies are^iaturally
‘much shorter and slighter in texture than those of
modern composers—he wrote no less than one hun¬
dred and twenty-five—but, since the symphony is
strictly speaking an enlarged sonata written for the
orchestra, in them we find the same balance of keys,
the working-out of the subjects and their repetition
demanded by the sonata form as explained in a pre¬
vious paper' on the sonata. They also show the be¬
ginnings of modern instrumentation; that is, instead
of considering the different classes of orchestral in¬
struments—string, wood, brass—merely as means of
producing increased volume, they are grouped accord¬
ing to their characteristic timbre and those of the
same group are at times subdivided by having inde¬
pendent parts written for them.
Mozart in his forty-nine symphonies and Beethoven
in his immortal nine carried the symphony to far
greater heights of technical and emotional possibilities—indeed, as we now know it, it may be said to
be the creation of these three masters, as they also
stand for the perfection of the Sonata in form and
content. It still retains the three characteristic di¬
visions-of the Italian Overture of the 17th century,
but the first allegro is often preceded by a short in¬
troductory adagio, and the slow movement is fre¬
quently followed by a minuet or a scherzo.
Since Beethoven, the most noted symphonic com¬
posers have been Mendelssohn, who wrote four; Schu¬
bert, nine; Schumann, four; Brahms, four; Tchai¬
kovski-, six.—Frederic S. Law.
A few days after
this adventure,1
Madame Mozart,
weeping quietly, pre¬
pared everything
that was necessary for the departure of her husband
and her son to Vienna.
“Do not weep so, wife,” said Mozart, “since the
bounty of the good God has shown itself already for
our dear son. We go to the court of the Empress
Maria Theresa, a queen as wise and great as she is
good and beautiful. We go there, invited by her
august husband himself—Francis the First.”
“But at six years old to commence a life of work—
he is so young,” said the poor mother, stifling her
sobs.
“I will work for you, dear mamma, and it will be a
life of pleasure,” cried Wolfgang, throwing his arms
around his mother’s neck, and kissing her lovingly.
A few hours later, the music teacher and his little
son were on their way to Vienna. On their arrival,
the emperor sent them word that he would receive
them the next day. In the meantime, he gave orders
to arrange a concert, to which all the ladies and
gentlemen of the court were invited to hear this
wonderful child.
The next day, Mozart went out to visit some
friends, and when he returned, found his son cutting
capers in his room.
“I have said my prayers, I have practiced on the
piano, and now I am resting,” he said, in answer to
his father’s look of astonishment.
“Pretty rest! ” said his father, laughing.
In the evening, Wolfgang was taken by his father
to the royal palace. The music teacher was dressed in
black; his son wore the court costume—a little coat
of lilac cloth, with a vest of watered silk of the same
wlor, breeches of rose-colored silk, white silk stocktngs, and shoes with silver buckles. He was as pretty
as a prince in a picture.
When they went into the concert hall, there was no
°ne there. The first thing that Wolfgang saw was a
superb piano, before which he quickly seated himselfHis father passed into the balcony, which gave a
superb view of the palace gardens. Wolfgang, left
alone in the royal salon, lighted as for a fete, began
, P*ay> his little fingers ran up and down the keys
marvelous rapidity, when suddenly a child’s
VD‘ce near him
Oh! how well you play! Are you not the little
Mozart, who they say plays so wonderfully? ”
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Wolfgang turned. There stood a little girl, about
seven years old, richly dressed, and of surpassing
beauty.
"How beautiful you are! ” involuntarily exclaimed
the little Bohemian.
"Answer me,” said the child, imperiously. “Are
you not Wolfgang Mozart?”
“Yes, mademoiselle.”
“And who taught you to play on the piano? It is
tiresome to learn—you must have studied very hard
to he able to play so well.”
“Yes, mademoiselle, I was often very tired; but
then I would pray to the great St. Jean Nepomucene
to give me courage and cheerfulness, and he would
grant my request.”
“Who is the Saint Jean Nepomucene ? ”
"He is the Saint of Bohemia.”
“And why is he called the Saint of Bohemia ? ”
“Because his statue is on the bridge at Prague,
over the Moldau river.”
"That is no reason,” said the little girl, impatiently.
“I know his story,” said Wolfgang shyly, “and will
tell it to you, if you care to listen.”
“Yes, yes, tell it to me—I would like to hear it,”
cried the little girl eagerly.
"Listen, then. A long time ago, a very long time,
there lived at Nepomucene a vicar of the Archbishop
of Prague, who was very good, and who gave so
much to charity that he had hardly anything left for
himself. Indeed, he often went supperless to bed, be¬
cause he had given his food to the poor. His name
was Jean Welfin, and he was a very holy man. Now
it happened, one day, that the archbishop confessed
to his vicar. The next day, Wenceslaw, who was the
king, sent a message to the vicar.
“ ‘I order you to reveal to me the confession of your
archbishop.’
“ ‘I cannot, sire,’ replied the vicar, very humbly.
‘“You must,’ replied the king.
“ ‘Sire, I cannot,’ said the vicar again.
“Then the king fell into a great rage, and threat¬
ened the vicar with a violent death, if he did not tell
him what he wished to know.
“ ‘Neither gold nor jewels, neither threats nor tor¬
tures can make me speak,’ replied Jean Welfin. ‘The
confessional is a sacred thing.’
“When the king found that he would tell him
nothing, he ordered him to be killed. So one night,
one very dark night, poor Jean Welfin was thrown
off the bridge, into the Moldau, which was very deep
at that spot. They never found his body, because,
instead of sinking to the bottom of the river, it was
carried away by an angel to Paradise, where he is
seated by the good God; and Jean Welfin, a poor
man on earth, is to-day the patron Saint of Bohemia.”
As Wolfgang finished his tale, there was a great
rustling of silken robes, satin slippers, the waving
of plumes, and perfume of flowers. He looked around
him in astonishment; the grand salon was now filled
with beautiful ladies and handsome gentlemen. He
crimsoned, and looked confused.
“Do you not know me ? ” demanded a gentleman,
coming up to him.
“You are the emperor,” said Wolfgang, looking
at him shyly.
“And behold the Empress Maria Theresa, replied
the emperor, and led the little Mozart up to a lady
of about forty-five, but stiU of brilliant beauty, who
received the child most graciously.
At her request, Wolfgang seated himself at the
piano, and then, smiling at the people around him,
and especially at the pretty little girl, who was not
far away, he began to play. He played with such
ease that his little fingers seemed merely trifling with
the keys, passing from a lively and difficult measure
to one slower and more melodious. His audience
could not suppress a cry of delight, so astonished
were they at his talent.
“Wolfgang knows his keyboard very well, and
would be able to play with his eyes shut,” remarked
his father.
“Cover my eyes, and you shall see.” quoth
Master Wolfgang. In fact, he played with
srreat self-possession, even though a cloth
covered his eyes.
When he stopped ex¬
hausted. out of breath, his poor little fore¬
head covered with perspiration, the empress
made a sign to bring him to her
Wolfgang rose to comply with her bidding,
but being unaccustomed to waxed floors, his
foot slipped and he fell. The little girl gave
a cry, and before anyone could stop her,
rushed forward to raise him.

“Are you hurt, little one ? ” she asked, in such a
sweet voice, so full of sympathy, that Wolfgang
answered naively: “You are even more beautiful than
you were a short time ago; will you marry me ? ’’
The little girl laughed, and walked away. “Nay—
that-can never be,” she said, smiling.
“Why not? We are about the same age,” replied
Wolfgang.
“You are only a poor little musician.”
“But I mean to become famous.”
•‘And I am Marie Antoinette, Archduchess of Aus¬
tria.”
“Well, that makes no difference to me; I will
marry you just the same,” replied Wolfgang, to the
great amusement of the assembled courtiers, who were
not accustomed to such naive language.
Alas! this little girl, whom the child Mozart had
chosen for his wife with such adorable simplicity,
was not to be so happy as the little musician. In
after years, on the day when Mozart, the great com¬
poser, was publicly crowned and saluted with cheers
by the people of Vienna—on that same day, this little
girl, who had become the wife of Louis XVI and
Queen of France, was publicly insulted by the people
of Paris. Two years later, she was led to the guillo¬
tine. A strange and mysterious destiny, which God
had hidden from human eyes.—From the French of
Mme. Euginie Foa, by Lucia Berrien Starnes.
Some weeks ago I
read of someone’s re¬
ceiving a thousand
dollars for every word he wrote. The story runs:
A railroad company went to a lawyer, asking him
to prepare the wording for a sign to be placed at all
crossings; they would give him three thousand dol¬
lars for this sign.
For weeks he worked and thought. His first word
was “Stop!” What on earth should the next be—
“Look!! ” And one day the happy thought came—
“Listen!!! ” He took it to the company and was
paid the three thousand dollars. At the end of a
year an officer of the company said that the sign had
saved them over ten thousand dollars.
Readers of the Childben’s Page, your teacher is
going away for the summer and- you are left to cross
the railroad of three months without her help. There
are dangers in the way; there is the train loaded
with Carelessness. Stop! you are going too fast.
To-morrow at the crossing you will hear the train
of Wrong Notes. You think: “Well, I can cross in
a hurry.” But no; that wrong note caught you, and
the day’s work is ended and nothing gained.
Again you take up your task of crossing. If you
will only Listen, you will hear the sound of a deep
piano when it should have been a dainty, sweet one;
here is a dim. just dropped down on when you should
have played more and more softly.
Listen!!! there was a ff played with no more force
than your last f.
Listen!!! Over the hill comes the train of Poor
Time. Hold in that Allegro and let that Largo do a
little more work; now, whip up that measure of
thirds; it is too slow. Pull in that easy run and
give those chords a little more help. Thus you may
make the crossing and avoid a collision.
Reader, take those three words—Stop! Look!!
Listen!!! Let this crossing of three months without
the guidance of your teacher be one to count, one
which like the railroad company will be worth gold to
STOP! LOOK!! LISTEN!!!

You are in the cart of Opportunity; and it rests
with you to cross the railroad of Time with—loss or
gain on the other side. Can we not make it gain?
Yes, if we Stop! Look!! Listen!! '.—Katherine Mor-

What greater or better present can we give to the
State than to instruct and to educate the young?—
Cicero.
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She looked quickly and earnestly at the work be
fore us and then exclaimed: “Now I’ll see if I ca
brighten up! ”
There was no further trouble. Her lesson wa
promptly and correctly recited; she had found th*
secret of the great power of concentration and alert'
ness. How much better work we might all do if We
would only “brighten up.’’—Mrs. Charles L. Lombard
The polka originated about
1830, through a little peasant
who was at service in a family
of Elbeteinitz, a town of Bo¬
hemia.
One Sunday, this young person found her kitchen
more stupid than usual. The polished casseroles were
smiling like full moons; the tiles shone like Carrara
marble, and there was still an hour to spare before
beginning to cook the dinner. It was in Novemberthe weather suggested melancholy thoughts, and the
thick fog was not inviting for a walk. The poor
lonely soul could not read or write; how could she
pass the time? She sat down, put her elbows on the
table, and decided to take a nap and forget her
dullness.
But she could not go to sleep—very luckily! Cer¬
tainly it is lucky that sleep did not answer imme¬
diately, for instead, the refrain of a song of her
people flitted through her mind. Sweet recollection!
She smiled at the song which so gaily came to bear
her company, and catching up the corners of her
apron she began to dance, in the midst of her shin¬
ing pans. The time was in four beats—the little
maid took two steps to the right, two to the left,
singing her light refrain.
But the kitchen door was open and the merchant
with his wife and children had seen all without be¬
ing seen themselves. Instead of reproving her, they
made her repeat the dance that very night in the
salon, where the musician Joseph NCruda took down
the air and the steps.
Some time later this new dance was given at a
ball. In 1835, the fashionable world of Prague took
it up, and because of the half-step in it gave it the
name pulka, which in the Czech language means
“half.”
THE ORIGIN
OF THE POLKA.

Of all things in the earth children are nearest and dearest to me.—Goethe.

Cecile Chaminade as a Girl.

Among the cascades
and sweetbrier roses of
Perigord-Noir,
France,
“a
truly
picturecountry,” perfumed with lavender and rosemary,
there lived once u]K)ii a time, and not so very long
a time ago cither, a gay. golden-haired little girl
who had been bom in .St. George Street, in Paris.
She was a dear, odd little child. It was written of
her that ‘‘she had a ‘soul sparkling with adorable
caprices.” and that her patron saint, St. Cecilia, loved
her particularly well. Whether she had intercourse
with the saints and heard angel whispers we do not
know for certain, because she made her very home¬
liest dolly her dearest confidant, telling her all her
thoughts and secrets, and this dolly never repeated
anything that CCcile told her.
Her father and mother were both excellent musi¬
cians, and played the violin and piano together beau¬
tifully. One evening they played together a duet,
which was a sonata for the two instruments, by
Beethoven. After they had finished playing, little
CScile, who was then just eighteen months old,
hummed the melody of the Andante movement right
through!
She began to play on the piano at three; but she
also continued to play under it and to hide under it
when she heard folks talking about its being time
for “Baby” to go to bed.
At four years she began to compose selections for
the piano, making them quite difficult, for the laws
of harmony came easily to her, and she used them
with quaint intelligence.
Her great musical talent attracted a deal of at¬
tention, so much indeed that she was called upon to
compose a song for a church festival to be sung by
little girls her own age. The song was a success,
but after the festival someone remarked that it was
much more simple than the music that she had been
composing of late. “But, don’t you see,” explained
the child, “that I had to place it within the reach
of these little girls?”
She was not afraid, however, to attempt the most
difficult things when not limited by the thought of
those for whom she was writing. For instance, she
heard the opera called “The Huguenots,” and, being
delighted with the Bohemian dance in it, she at once
went to work and elaborated a ballet, wrote the music
LITTLE
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to it, and danced it in costume for the entertainment
of her friends. Also, hearing this opera inspired her
to write a most tragic march on the surrender of
Metz.
Sometimes “grown-ups” used to patronize her, act¬
ing upon the principle that being older they must also
be wiser about music than she was. One day a very
large and conceited lady offered condescendingly to
play a duet with this small CScile. The little girl
meekly complied, and while her fat partner waded
heavily through her part, C&cile took it into her head
to go back four measures, thus causing the most hor¬
rible discords, of which her friend was sublimely un¬
conscious. Then near the end she skipped four mea¬
sures so that they came out together, and the lady
'rose from the stool quite unaware of the trick, or
that the listeners were choking with suppressed
laughter, but really believing that she had done the
child a favor to play with her.
Chile’s real friends were her dolls, her cat, and her
dog, whom she called “Kitou, the good girl,” and
whose memoirs she wrote. These friends never pat¬
ronized her, seemed always to understand, and al¬
ways listened respectfully when she talked to them
about music.
Her uncle had for a friend M. Georges Bizet who
wrote that beautiful opera called “Carmen.” He told
this great composer about his very gifted little niece,
and M. Bizet listened in the unbelieving, rather bored
way that men are apt to listen to stories about re¬
markable children. But when he came to visit at
Chcile’s home, when Cecile played for him, took down
a musical dictation for him, and talked to him of her
compositions and her plans, then he became very
much in earnest indeed, and said to her papa and
mamma that she was very gifted, beautifully gifted,
and that there would be no need to force her at her
work because Inspiration alone would guide her.
And he prophesied aright, “for her works, chiselled
like a goldsmith’s gems, came later to radiate the
entire world.” — From the French by Helena M.
Maguire.
Little Isabel is seven years
old and she has been taking
pianoforte lessons only a short
time. During the lesson hour we always look over
her new lesson together, noticing all the signs and
rests and reading the notes aloud. Sometimes she
would hesitate several seconds before answering any
questions of mine which I was sure she could answpr
immediately. I waited very patiently one day and
then finally said:
“Isabel, dear! why don’t you answer me more
promptly ? ”
BRIGHTEN UP!

Cecile Teaching Her Little Dumb Friends.

The Symphony, now aceepted as referring to an orchestral work of large dimen¬
sions, was originally applied
to any music played by instruments alone, whether
only a few measures as a prelude or interlude to a
song, or as an overture to an opera. Since in the
earlier days of the opera and oratorio, the first half
of the 17th century, instruments did little else than
accompany the voice, these so-called symphonies had
very little character of their own; they were prac¬
tically vocal parts transferred to instruments with¬
out regard to any especial capabilities of the latter
in respect to compass, timbre, facility of execution,
etc., all of which play an important part in the music
of to-day.
These preludes, interludes, and overtures were soon
found to add spirit and contrast of effect; they began
to gain an independence of style and to assume larger
proportions. This was particularly the case with the
Sinfonia avanti I’Opera (Symphony before the Opera).
To avoid the monotony o 1 a long, uninterrupted
stretch of instrumental music, Lulli (1633-1687) de¬
vised what is known as the French Overture. Tina
consisted of a slow introductory movement followed
by an allegro, the whole concluding with another
slow movement. A more important form soon sup¬
planted this—a form from which the modern sym¬
phony was directly developed: the so-called, RaheD
Overture. It is not known who originated it. The
arrangement of the movements was reversed; there
were still three, but the first and last were allegro*
and the middle movement only was slow. The two
allegros also differed in style: the first was generally
solid and dignified in character, the second gay an
light, while the slow movement supplied the elemen
of deep expression.
,
It -will be seen that such a scheme has a psycnoj
logic basis. A rapid tempo is suggestive of hope an
cheerfulness, a slow tempo of melancholy and r*j
flectiveness. A cycle of feeling from gay to grave an
back to gaiety again is more healthful and inspiring
than one which takes the opposite direction.
.
the outcry when Tchaikovsky went counter
tion and ended his Symphonic Pathbtique with »
Adagio of the wildest and most despairing na u
MEMORY CORNER:
THE SYMPHONY.

went so far as to find it a confession of conh0pelessness and pessimism; that it justified
mTsuspicion of the composer’s suicide, since he
T, short time after it was produced.
The symphony soon became independent of the
*
the form was developed by various comfor the concert room, where it was received
Ku Weat favor. It was Haydn who finally gave it
h ne and proportion. His symphonies are^naturally
Inch shorter and slighter in texture than those of
modern composers-he wrote no less than one hun,l‘d and twenty-five—but, since the symphony is
strictly speaking an enlarged sonata written for the
rchestra in them we find the same balance of keys,
the working-out of the subjects and their repetition
demanded by the sonata form as explained in a pre¬
vious paper' on the sonata. They also show the be¬
ginnings of modern instrumentation; that is, instead
of considering the different classes of orchestral in¬
struments—string, wood, brass—merely as means of
producing increased volume, they are grouped accord¬
ing to their characteristic timbre and those of the
same group are at times subdivided by having inde¬
pendent parts written for them.
Mozart in his forty-nine symphonies and Beethoven
in his immortal nine carried the symphony to far
greater heights of technical and emotional possibil¬
ities—indeed, as we now know it, it may be said to
be the creation of these three masters, as they also
stand for the perfection of the Sonata in form and
content. It still retains the three characteristic di¬
visions-of the Italian Overture of the 17 th century,
but the first allegro is often preceded by a short in¬
troductory adagio, and the slow movement is fre¬
quently followed by a minuet or a scherzo.
Since Beethoven, the most noted symphonic com¬
posers have been Mendelssohn, who wrote four; Schu¬
bert, nine; Schumann, four; Brahms, four; Tchai¬
kovski-, six.—Frederic S. Law.
A tew days after
this adventure,1
Madame Mozart,
weeping quietly, pre¬
pared everything
that was necessary for the departure of her husband
and her son to Vienna.
“Do not weep so, wife,” said Mozart, “since the
bounty of the good God has shown itself already for
our dear son. We go to the court of the Empress
Maria Theresa, a queen as wise and great as she is
good and beautiful. We go there, invited by her
august husband himself—Francis the First.”
“But at six years old to commence a life of work—
he is so young,” said the poor mother, stifling her
sobs.
“I will work for you, dear mamma, and it will be a
life of pleasure,” cried Wolfgang, throwing his arms
around his mother’s neck, and kissing her lovingly.
A few hours later, the music teacher and his little
son were on their way to Vienna. On their arrival,
the emperor sent them word that he would receive
them the next day. In the meantime, he gave orders
to arrange a concert, to which all the ladies and
gentlemen of the court were invited to hear this
wonderful child.
The next day, Mozart went out to visit some
friends, and when he returned, found his son cutting
^pers in his room.
“I have said my prayers, I have practiced on the
piano, and now I am resting,” he said, in answer to
his father’s look of astonishment.
‘Pretty rest! ” said his father, laughing.
In the evening, Wolfgang was taken by his father
to the royal palace. The music teacher was dressed in
black; his son wore the court costume—a little coat
of lilac cloth, with a vest of watered silk of the same
oolor, breeches of rose-colored silk, white silk stocklags. and shoes with silver buckles. He was as pretty
33 a prince in a picture.
When they went into the concert hall, there was no
one there. The first thing that Wolfgang saw was a
snperb piano, before which he quickly seated himselfHis father passed into the balcony, which gave a
s0perb v'ew of the palace gardens. Wolfgang, left
«°ne in the royal salon, lighted as for a fete, began
P'sy; his little fingers ran up and down the keys
"ith marvelous rapidity, when suddenly a child’s
v«ice near him said:
Oh! how well you play! Are you not the little
ozart, who they say plays so wonderfully ? ”
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Wolfgang turned. There stood a little girl, about
seven years old, richly dressed, and of surpassing
beauty.
"Hoiv beautiful you are! ” involuntarily exclaimed
the little Bohemian.
“Answer me,” said the child, imperiously. “Are
you not Wolfgang Mozart?”
“Yes, mademoiselle.”
“And who taught you to play on the piano? It is
tiresome to learn—you must have studied very hard
to be able to play so well.”
“Yes, mademoiselle, I was often very tired; but
then I would pray to the great St. Jean Nepomucene
to give me courage and cheerfulness, and he would
grant my request.”
“Who is the Saint Jean Nepomucene ? ”
“He is the Saint of Bohemia.”
“And why is he called the Saint of Bohemia ? ”
“Because his statue is on the bridge at Prague,
over the Moldau river.”
“That is no reason,” said the little girl, impatiently.
“I know his story,” said Wolfgang shyly, “and will
tell it to you, if you care to listen.”
“Yes, yes, tell it to me—I would like to hear it,”
cried the little girl eagerly.
“Listen, then. A long time ago, a very long time,
there lived at Nepomucene a vicar of the Archbishop
of Prague, who was very good, and who gave so
much to charity that he had hardly anything left for
himself. Indeed, he often went supperless to bed, be¬
cause he had given his food to the poor. His name
was Jean Welfin, and he was a very holy man. Now
it happened, one day, that the archbishop confessed
to his vicar. The next day, Wenceslaw, who was the
king, sent a message to the vicar.
“ ‘I order you to reveal to me the confession of your
archbishop.’
“ ‘I cannot, sire,’ replied the vicar, very humbly.
‘“You must,’ replied the king.
‘Sire, I cannot,’ said the vicar again.
“Then the king fell into a great rage, and threat¬
ened the vicar with a violent death, if he did not tell
him what he wished to know.
«‘Neither gold nor jewels, neither threats nor tor¬
tures can make me speak,’ replied Jean Welfin. ‘The
confessional is a sacred thing.’
“When the king found that he would tell him
nothing, he ordered him to be killed. So one night,
one very dark night, poor Jean Welfin was thrown
off the bridge, into the Moldau, which was very deep
at that spot. They never found his body, because,
instead of sinking to the bottom of the river, it was
carried away by an angel to Paradise, where he is
seated by the good God; and Jean Welfin, a poor
man on earth, is to-day the patron Saint of Bohemia.”
As Wolfgang finished his tale, there was a great
rustling of silken robes, satin slippers, the waving
of plumes, and perfume of flowers. He looked around
him in astonishment; the grand salon was now filled
with beautiful ladies and handsome gentlemen. He
crimsoned, and looked confused.
“Do you not know me?” demanded a gentleman,
coming up to him.
“You are the emperor,” said W’olfgang, looking
at him shyly.
„
...
“And behold the Empress Maria Theresa, replied
the emperor, and led the little Mozart up to a lady
of about forty-five, but still of brilliant beauty, who
received the child most graciously.
At her request, Wolfgang seated himself at the
piano, and then, smiling at the people around him,
and especially at the pretty little girl, who was not
far away, he began to play. He played with such
ease that his little fingers seemed merely trifling with
the keys, passing from a lively and difficult measure
to one slower and more melodious. His audience
could not suppress a cry of delight, so astonished
were they at his talent.
“Wolfgang knows his keyboard very well. _and
shut.” remarked
would be able to play with his
his father.
.
“Cover mv eyes, and you shall see. quoth
Master Wolfgang. In fact, he played with
great self-possession, even though a cloth
covered his eyes.
When he stopped, ex¬
hausted. out of breath, his poor little fore¬
head covered with perspiration, the empress
made a sign to bring him to her.
Wolfgang rose to comply with her bidding,
but being unaccustomed to waxed floors, lus
tSt rilled end he fell. The little girl gave
a cry, and before anyone could stop her,
rushed forward to raise him.
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“Are you hurt, little one ? ” she asked, in such a
sweet voice, so full of sympathy, that Wolfgang
answered naively: “You are even more beautiful than
you were a short time ago; will you marry me!”
The little girl laughed, and walked away. “Nay—
that- can never be,” she said, smiling.
“Why not? We are about the same age,” replied
Wolfgang.
“You are only a poor little musician.”
"But I mean to become famous.”
“And I am Marie Antoinette, Archduchess of Aus¬
tria.”
“Well, that makes no difference to me; I will
marry you just the same,” replied Wolfgang, to the
great amusement of the assembled courtiers, who were
not accustomed to such naive language.
.Alas! this little girl, whom the child Mozart had
chosen for his wife with such adorable simplicity,
was not to be so happy as the little musician. In
after years, 011 the day when Mozart, the great com¬
poser, was publicly crowned and saluted with cheers
by the people of Vienna—on that same day, this little
girl, who had become the wife of Louis XVI and
Queen of France, was publicly insulted by the people
of Paris. Two years later, she was led to the guillo¬
tine. A strange and mysterious destiny, which God
had hidden from human eyes.—From the French of
Mme. Eugdnie Foa, by Lucia Berrieu Starnes.
Some weeks ago I
read of someone’s re¬
ceiving a thousand
dollars for every word he wrote. The story runs:
A railroad company went to a lawyer, asking him
to prepare the wording for a sign to be placed at all
crossings; they would give him three thousand dol¬
lars for this sign.
For weeks he worked and thought. His first word
was “Stop!” What on earth should the next be—
“Look!! ” And one day the happy thought came—
“Listen!! 1 ” He took it to the company and was
paid the three thousand dollars. At the end of a
year an officer of the company said that the sign had
saved them over ten thousand dollars.
Readers of the Children’s Page, your teacher is
going away for the summer and- you are left to cross
the railroad of three months without her help. There
are dangers in the way; there i3 the train loaded
with Carelessness. Stop! you are going too fast.
To-morrow at the crossing you will hear the train
of Wrong Notes. You think: “Well, I can cross in
a hurry.” But no; that wrong note caught you, and
the day’s work is ended and nothing gained.
Again you take up your task of crossing. If you
will only Listen, you will hear the sound of a deep
piano when it should have been a dainty, sweet one;
here is a dim. just dropped down on when you should
have played more and more softly.
Listen!!! there was a ff played with no more force
than your last f.
Listen!!! Over the hill comes the train of Poor
Time. Hold in that Allegro and let that Largo do a
little more work; now, whip up that measure of
thirds; it is too slow. Pull in that easy run and
give those chords a little more help. Thus you may
make the crossing and avoid a collision.
Reader, take those three words—Stop! Look!!
Listen!!! Let this crossing of three months without
the guidance of your teacher be one to oount, one
which like the railroad company will be worth gold to
STOP! LOOK!! LISTEN!!!

You are in the cart of Opportunity; and it rests
with you to cross the railroad of Time with—foes or
gain on the other side. Can we not make it gain?
Yes, if we Stop! Look!! Listen!!!—Katherine Mor¬
gan.
What greater or better present can we give to the
State than to instruct and to educate the young?—
Cicero.
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To watch, to guide, to keep a firm hand—such
is the function of the educator. He should ap¬
pear to the child not like a barrier of whims,
which, if need be, one may clear, provided the
leap be proportionate to the height of the ob¬
stacle, but like a transparent wall through which
may be seen unchanging realities, laws, limits,
and truths against which no action is possible.
Thus arises respect, which is the faculty of con¬
ceiving something greater than ourselves—re¬
spect, which broadens us and frees us by making
us more modest. This is the law of education
for simplicity.—Charles Wagner.
The offer of a prize to American composers re¬
cently'made by Mr. Josef Hofmann has likely set a
number of men and women to work. The prizes are
very liberal and should be an inducement to those
who are willing to enter a contest. The Etude is
much interested in this competition, and is hopeful
that out of it will come some works that will show
the possibilities of Americans in the field of com¬
position.
We could make so much more out of our efforts
if we would but realize that other people are like
ourselves. Our lack of understanding, our failure to
interpret others, is the cause of many of our own
weaknesses. There must lie a unity and co-operation
before we can amount to much. We are so necessary
to each other— and we are so like each other. We
sometimes value others too much and depreciate our¬
selves in the same ratio.
In time of peace, prepare for war. In time of rest
and quiet, prepare for the work to come. Teachers of
music can easily carry their business affairs in their
heads; it is not a matter of difficulty to make a
survey of last season's work; it is not burdensome
to pick out details and plan to improve them. The
quiet hours of some summer day. perhaps some cool,
invigorating morning, can be used to advantage in
reflecting upon future work and plans for work.
Abe you going away for the summer to some place
where people will know that you arc musical? Will
you play or sing when asked to do so? If you feel
disposed to respond to such requests you will eer
tainly appreciate the value of having a repertoire
of pieces at hand that you can play or sing without
bungling. It is often embarrassing to be obliged to
take refuge in the statement: “I have no music
here.” Music ought not to be considered as a record
only on paper; it is more properly a record on the
mind. And that is what having a repertoire means.
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The singer is also embarrassed when he must say:
“I have no accompanist.” How much better it is to
learn to play at least the simpler accompaniments
for oneself. Music can be made so much more useful
to other persons when singers and players are ready
to respond to invitations without being obliged to
depend upon other persons or the printed page.
Recently a school teacher in North Carolina pub¬
lished the statement that a man in his neighborhood
is paid a larger salary to train puppies to hunt quail
for sportsmen than any school teacher in the section
is receiving for educating the children. In Indiana,
last year, out of the 16,000 school teachers of the
State, 12,000 were paid less than $500 a year—and
Indiana lias an excellent school system and her teach¬
ers are probably as well educated and as well paid
as in Iter neighboring States.
Perhaps the teacher of music may find comfort in
these figures. That teacher who has an income
averaging $15 a week throughout the year is better
off than the large majority of school teachers. The
musician may have some income in the summer but
the school teacher has none from her teaching. The
general employment of the school teacher “in the
good old summertime” is to spend what has been laid
away during the rest of the year.
■The reason the income of the school teacher is so
low is found in the average low grade of preparation.
The young woman who cannot think of anything else
to do—and who is fitted to do nothing else—makes a
bee-line for the school house. Unfortunately, the
penny-wise school directors are happy to save money
by getting a cheap teacher.
Music teachers must, in the nature of the case,
have a higher grade of efficiency, but the average is
all too low. The onus of raising the standard is
laid on the shoulders of the eager and earnest and
well-grounded members of the profession.
Their
slogan should be “higher education and higher
prices.”
Summer music! How often we hear the phrase,
as if there is a music specially suited to the summer
season. Whether this be true or not, the fact remains
that during the summer months there is a great
amount of music-making all over the land, the prin¬
cipal centres being the great pleasure resorts, city
parks, picnic grounds, hotels, restaurants, etc. We
shall not discuss the musical value of the pabulum
set forth for the delectation of the public by bands,
orchestras, mandolin and guitar combinations, glee
clubs, solo singers, opera companies, and the other
parties who arc the purveyors to the summer public.
Some of it is bad, undoubtedly, much of it is mediocre,
and some of it is standard and interesting to the
trained music lover.
The principal object of this note is to urge teachers
who, during the busy months of the musical season,
may get out of touch with the great public, to study
the questions connected with summer music, which
means the kind of music that attracts popular atten¬
tion during the idle hours, the days of merry-making.
Doubtless the teacher may learn something of value
bv these investigations. What are the elements in the
bright popular music that attract the ear of the
average public audience? Can music having such
qualities be used legitimately in the work of the
studio? If not, is it possible to find music of a some¬
what higher grade that has these same qualities?
How far should the teacher yield in matters of this
kind? Should he yield, now and then, to demands for
light music? There is room for a close and inter¬
esting study. Let the teacher who goes to the great
seaside resorts, the city pleasure grounds, and other
places where the public hears music, keep his ears
and judgment alert.
The composer may find profit in a study of success¬
ful composition. Can he, for educational use, write
music that shall have attractive features? Is it not
worth the study and the attempt?
The editor has received a number of letters since
the publication of Mr. Henderson’s article on the
“Study of Musical History,” asking for advice and
for a list of books to use in a course of private read¬
ing. It is a good sign when teachers and students
show their desire to post themselves thus in a matter
so vital to the musician. It is only by study of the
past that we gain a clear idea of*the value of the
work of the present and an insight into the possibil¬
ities of the future. For all great men, particularly
those who have largely been architects of their own

fortunes, have been indebted to their historical read'
and study for the ideas and inspiration which brourt?
success to them. Napoleon studied the art of wa7'
the light of the great battles of the conquerors wh!
had preceded him: their victories and defeats (J
him data upon which to base his campaio-ng S *
The musician who wishes to have a fair v
v of the
music of the great masters must give thorough study
to the periods to which they belonged, he must under
stand exactly their place in the development of the
art which they represented. The player who is plan
ning a historical recital needs more than a few dateshe needs to know the spirit of the times to which
the composers belonged, the kind of instruments for
which the music was composed, and the ideas of
music entertained by the people of the period. The
pupil who is studying the music of the masters needs
to know about these men, since they must not be
mere names, “classical” composers, and naught' else
They were living, breathing men, with passions, am¬
bitions, and feelings the same as those that fill us,
and their music has this life in it; but the student
needs some education along historical lines before he
can bring his intelligence to bear upon the music of
the masters.
Now that the summer is here, we trust our readers
will take up the matter seriously and resolve to give
some time every day, during the coming season, to
historical, biographical, and critical reading and
study in music.
Interest along these lines once
awakened, the student is likely to take a more serious
view of musical work, to his own great advantage.
The editor takes this opportunity to call atten¬
tion to the announcement of a new History of Music
for the use of classes and private students, which
will be issued by the publisher of The Etude early in
the fall. This book will have a number of features
that will make it particularly useful to those who
are studying the subject.
How apt we are, in our moments of reflection, to
think over the events of our lives, often to contrast
them with what has come to some other person, and
wish that opportunity equal to his, had come to us.
The whole question of success and what it is can be
found in that course of thought. Can a man be a
success who enjoys only a local reputation, whose
income may barely reach four figures, whose face and
bearing begin to show the burden of years?
So great is the diversity in men and in their lives
that we must expect there shall be diversity in re¬
wards. If it be true that a man’s-success is due to
opportunity, it is also true that we know not when
the psychologic moment for us may come. What,
therefore, is the duty of the man who wishes to fill
a place in life? Only one thing, to do as carefully
and as thoroughly what is asked of him, day after
day. It is this unconscious training in the small, the
routine affairs of daily life, that prepares a man for
the greater opportunity that may come to-day, to¬
morrow, or next year.
In considering this matter, it is well to keep in
mind that one man may recognize his opportunity,
another may not know it when it is ready to hand.
We need alertness of mind as well as strength of
body; we need the faculty of going below the sur¬
face of things, of valuing the relations of things to
each other, of judging the ultimate outcome of pos¬
sibilities. But it is the man who does something each
day involving questions of judgment, for to-day a*
well as for the future, who is most reasonably certain
to know the measure of opportunity as it comes to
hint. Only the man who comes into executive respon¬
sibility knows how to value the training in stpal
things which comes from daily work taken care of.
Some reader may feel dissatisfied with his worK
the past season; he may feel that his location
hampers him, that the people of the community are
unappreciative and unsympathetic; he may feel tha
his labors deserve better pay. In such case, he mas
blame only himself if he stays where he is. ®u
if he should remain, then it is up to him to improve
himself and his field. Perhaps the wisest plan »
begin improving himself. Such is the verdict of m*11?
successful men.
The teacher knows the conditions that affect '
field of work; these conditions can lie studied a
valued. The next step is to increase the value, P
fessionally and financially, of these conditions. L*
is a matter of adjusting ourselves to our enuro
ment. Shall the music teacher control his adjustme
or shall he drift without thought from one day, 0
year to another?
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If everyone who wishes to become a singer were
in a perfectly normal condition and instinctively
made a correctly combined muscular effort when
producing sound, doubtless teachers would have little
difficulty in developing voices; hut unfortunately,
such is not the case. With very rare exceptions,
persons having good voices are either not in a normal
condition, have acquired some wrong habit of use,
or have very little idea of the effort necessary to pro¬
duce the singing tone. Some of the muscles may be
weak and need strengthening; others may be more or
less inert and need stirring up to bring them into a
state of activity, and in many, habits of contracting
muscles so as to interfere with the vibrating condi¬
tion may have been acquired; the breathing muscles
also may act at cross purposes, or they may fail to
the
co-operate properly with the vocal muscles. For in¬
stance: The muscle which pulls the tongue forward
to the chin may be weak; in consequence the voice
-By R. THOMAS STEELE
will frequently be shut off on certain notes, or it may
PRIZE ESSAY
be found impossible to produce the highest tones.
In breathing, the up-pulling muscles of the ribs may
be so weak that a proper inhalation is impossible;
ThP following article on the “Foundation of Singing” falls easily within the classification of tachconsequently the exhaling effort will be imperfect and
• w which as a rule we are not disposed to give space in The Etude, preferring articles of a pedathe vocal muscles will lack support. The face mus¬
‘fjS. The Vocal Editor concurs, however, with the Committee on Prise Awards m its estimate
cles may be naturally strong, but have never been
ff^he value of this particular article, and urges vocal students to give it a careful readmg.
brought into active operation with the other voice
muscles; the same may he true of the diaphragm.
then, that if the voice is to he made beautiful, means
A common habit is to contract strongly the muscle
must be adopted to bring it into a condition capable
connecting the chin and tongue bone; this is a seri¬
of developing the seven harmonic overtones.
ous interference with tone, as it pulls the larynx
The unphilosophical manner of treating the subject
away from the spine and encourages compression of
which has prevailed for centuries has provided no
the tongue muscles. When inhaling, singers will
definite information regarding the nature and actions
sometimes raise the upper part of the chest, and
of the vocal organs, and it is generally complained
perhaps also the collar bone, at tlie same time they
of and admitted that very few singers ever acquire a
will contract the diaphragm; this movement involves
correct use of the voice, that the majority are always
the greatest effort for the least result, and precludes
laboring under some disability, and that many, after
a co-ordinate action between the vocal and breathing
years of study, find their voices ruined. Conse¬
muscles. In addition to these and other defects of
quently we need hardly look for any light from those
condition and habits of use, wrongly combined move¬
employing empirical methods. If we are to deal in¬
ments are taught by those who do not understand
telligently with the subject we must know the facts,
the nature of the vocal instrument, and fine voices,
not guess at them.
originally in a normal condition, are distorted and
The voice is physical; therefore we must know its
spoiled. One or two examples will suffice.
physiology. Sound is what the voice produces; there¬
A favorite notion is, that of open throat; to effect
fore we must know its acoustics. Singing is a con¬
this the pupil will generally do several wrong things.
tinuously flowing and beautiful tone made by a skil¬
The soft palate will be drawn up until a cup-sliaped
ful combination of muscular movements; therefore
depression may be seen just above the uvula at the
we must know the functions and actions of the vari¬
same time that the larynx is lowered in the throat
ous parts involved in these movements. Within com¬
nnd the tongue pulled down at the back. Any one
paratively recent years scientific investigations have
of these movements is wrong, the three combined are
revealed many important facts, among which are:
simply distortion, because the raising of the soft
That the diaphragm, although it is to a certain
palate shortens the up-pulling muscles, lowering the
extent an inspiring muscle when exerted alone, and
larynx shortens its down-pulling muscles, and the
is used as such in ordinary breathing, becomes a
muscles connecting the larynx with the palate and the
powerful expiring muscle when coupled with the ab¬
up-pulling muscles of the larynx are stretched; the
dominal muscles.
up-pulling and down-pulling muscles of the tongue
That the vibrations of the vocal chords impart to
are affected in a similar way; consequently the
R. Thomas Steele.
the larynx and to all the vocal parts connected with
power of all these muscles is diminished, in addition
the larvnx consonating vibrations, which combination
Mr. Steele was born in Brockville, Eastern Ontario,
to which the shield cartilage of the larynx and the
lie was intended for the law, but wh£n the time came for
of vibrations is the cause of power, quality, and to
tongue bone are separated slightly in place of being
Independent action, took up music instead. As a boy ne
some extent the compass of the voice. That muscles
sang in the parish choir; at fourteen, temporarily sup¬
drawn together.
plied the organist’s place, and as he grew older gave at¬
will contract two or three times as powerfully (and
In regard to breathing, the accepted idea is, to
tention to the organization and drilling of glee clubs
without
conscious
effort)
to
retain
a
bodily
part
m
and singing societies. His musical education, the vocal
inhale by contracting the diaphragm; it is called
line particularly, was gained at intervals from teachers
its normal position as they will or can contract to
deep breathing, diaphragmatic or sometimes abdom¬
of the old school, whom he was able to meet. His great¬
move that part to a new position; in other words,
est opportunity was that of studying with the late Mme.
inal breathing. When this effort is made the abdomen
Seiler, of Philadelphia. In later years, Mr. Steele gave
muscles act most powerfully at the;ir normal length
is distended and the muscles round the waist line
study to the claims of scientific method as put forth by
if they are either shortened or stretched they lose
the late John Howard, of New York City. For the past
bulge outwards; an effort, conscious or unconscious,
twenty years he has been living in Hamilton, Ont., ana
more or less of their power. The discovery of the
is also put forth to raise the ribs. By this mode of
in addition to his teaching has been choir-master in some
last-mentioned fact is roost important and has led
of the principal churches and director of choral societies
breathing the use of the diaphragm in exhaling is
to the conclusion that the condition of the lai^mx.
there and in Woodstock. He has also given attention to
lost, a check is put upon the free expansion of the
the production of light comic operas by amateurs, acting
tongue,
soft
palate,
and
face
most
favorable
to
vibra¬
as director, coach, and stage manager as well, xoi
ribs, and a feeling of oppression is experienced in
tion is caused bv the simultaneous and equal con¬
several years he was connected with the Toronto Conser¬
the region of the waist as if too much breath had
vatory of Music and still has a studio in that city.
traction of opposing muscles so that
been taken: as a matter of fact, the muscles are
highlv tensed without displacing any of the parts.
acting at cross purposes, not co-operating.
It has been truthfully stated that “a beautiful
Besides these facts, the functions and actions of all
When the correct singing effort is made, the ribs
tone of voice must be considered the foundation and
the muscles of the body used in producing sound
are drawn upwards and expanded, the upper chest
first requisite of fine singing, it being just as im¬
have been elucidated, and the science o acoustics, as
very slightly raised, the down-pulling muscles, the
portant in music as perfect form in the creations of
applicable to the voice, has been largely augmented,
abdominal, side and back muscles, and the diaphragm,
the sculptor.”
*
soPthat now we possess an accumulation of accurate
are all relaxed; there must not be the slightest sug¬
What, then, constitutes beauty of tone, and how is
information on the subject never bcfore availablo.
gestion of outward movement in the abdomen or
if to be produced by the human voice?
Much time and attention have been given to working
around the waist line. This gives the greatest air
Helmholtz has demonstrated that the fullest, roundout the various details, and every possible mode of
capacity in the lungs, and the breath may be held
^t, and most agreeable tone possible is that pro¬
research has been well-nigh exhausted, with the result
ready for use any reasonable length of time without
duced when the fundamental tone is accompanied by
that at length we know how it is that the great sing¬
inconvenience or discomfort. At the instant of mak¬
he seven harmonic overtones of the major scale, with
ed have been able to produce tones of such wonder¬
ing tone, the vocal chords, the up- and down-pulling
fne flat seventh in the third octave, gradually de¬
ful power and beauty.
.. ...
muscles of the lavvnx and soft palate, the muscles of
creasing in intensity as they increase in the rate of
It is the perfectly co ordinated action of all the dif¬
the tongue, pharynx, and face become tense, the
vibration, the seventh overtone being almost at the
ferent parts of the breathing and vocal apparatus the
larynx is drawn firmly against the spine, the tone
vanishing point. It has also been shown that the
pKyeill condition being normal, which produces tones
bone is drawn down to the larynx, the palate remains
infinite variety in the quality of tones is caused by
having the
in the low position, the tip of the tongue is slightly
the number and relative intensity of the overtones,
drawn away from the front teeth, the tongue itself
®na that some instruments, particularly the violin
and until now, has
remains rounded, soft and spongy and ready for any
arnily, the piano and the human voice, can develop
never been thoroughly understood.
e ^11 number of harmonic overtones. It follows,
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movement required of it, while the abdominal, side,
and back muscles, together with the diaphragm, con¬
tract, and the up-pulling muscles of the ribs relax
sufficiently to allow the ribs to descend as required.
To execute this beautifully combined movement re¬
quires the utmost skill, every part must perform the
office it was designed for, every false movement and
defect must be corrected, and every detail must be
worked out until every movement can be definitely and
accurately made, and absolute certainty and facility
of action be established. The prevailing idea that
conscious, direct control of any muscle leads to
rigidity is erroneous; so long as there is a wrong
or defective action of any part, just so long will there
be an obstacle in the way of freedom of action, and
in some cases it is only by getting a conscious con¬
trol of an individual muscle that a stubborn inter¬
ference can be remedied; this has been proven in
actual practice beyond all question.
It is now possible to form a clear mental picture of
the vocal instrument and its actions, to diagnose
with certainty the conditions which present them¬
selves in each person instead of guessing at them as
heretofore and to deal with all the wonderful pos¬
sibilities of the voice in an intelligent manner so
that all its beautiful qualities may be developed
without risk of injury.
The confidence and freedom which the student re¬
alizes when the spontaneous, co-ordinate action is ac¬
quired is one of the most delightful and exhilarating
sensations imaginable, and is entirely outside of the
experience of those who have not accomplished it.
When the fundamental tone and the seven harmonic
overtones are produced by the voice, it will be found
that the true natural quality or clang of the human
voice is revealed, clear, resonant, and mellow; but
while that character pervades every voice correctly
used, the infinite variety of quality which is due to
the structure of the individual asserts itself and be¬
comes more and more noticeable with the increasing
skill and maturity of the singer. This is a most
interesting and beautiful fact, and furnishes an ab¬
solute proof that the co-ordinated action of all the
parts of the vocal instrument is the true and only
sure foundation for artistic singing.

GOOD SONGS.
As stated in the June issue, we begin herewith the
series of articles on “Songs,” the specific object of
which is to suggest good and possibly unfamiliar
songs to teachers and students who are readers of
The Etude. In the succeeding numbers of the series
we may mention more than one composer’s works.
This month we will occupy space by commenting upon
songs from the above standpoint.
“Good Songs” are such as worthily fulfil the pur¬
pose for which they are written. This is not an
academic definition of a good song; it is one that
enables us to arrive at precisely the point we wish
to emphasize, which is, that songs of any grade may
be called good if they are good examples of writing
for that grade. It is as absurd as it is unjust to
sneer at a song because it is simple or sentimental,
because it does not compare favorably with another
song, or because it does not answer to preconceived
ideas as to how that particular subject should be
presented.
In the hands of a good composer a very simple
text consistently treated may as fully answer to our
definition of a good song as any of the most elaborate
Richard Strauss numbers.
A musician never condemns a song because it is
easy, simple, or short, but because it is not good.
The work that goes out from the hand of the song
writer carries with it an index of the quality of
workmanship of the composer, absolutely unmistak¬
able to the musician. The majority of those who buy
the song are not musicians, in the critical sense, but
belong to the larger group of music-lovers who are
with gratifying rapidity learning to choose their
music wisely. Persons of this class enjoy songs of
all grades and of wide variety; they do not tolerate
weak texts or trashy settings in any grade; they
quickly recognize the composer who is trying to strike
twelve before his machinery is even sufficiently ad¬
justed to strike one; they cannot be deceived by
unique titles, beautiful printing, or showy adver¬
tising; they are generally able to select songs best
adapted to their attainments; they are constantly
improving themselves and are on the alert to find
good songs. Many readers of The Etude belong to
this class and it is to their encouragement and profit
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that we dedicate our efforts in this series on vocal
repertoire.
Mr. R. Huntingdon Woodman was born in Brook¬
lyn, 44 years ago. He was musically precocious and
so fortunate in having a father who wisely guided
his early studies that he was able to take an organ
position, at the age of fourteen, in Flushing, Long
Island, a position which he retained for four years.
Four years’ study of composition with Dudley Buck,
followed by study in Paris with organ and composi¬
tion as his principal subjects, mark his special prep¬
aration for the work in which we are interested. He
has just completed twenty-five years of continuous
service as organist of the First Presbyterian Church
in Brooklyn, and enjoys a large clientele of pupils;
hence, he has not been a prolific writer. He is better
known by professional choir singers than by vocalists
in general, as the preponderance of his writing has
been high-class anthems for church use. Among his
secular compositions for the voice we recommend a
group of five slumber songs, which are: “A Mother’s
Song,” “Mr. Dream-Maker,” “Indian Cradle Song,”
“Rim, Little Brooks,’f “Good-Night.” A group of five
Flower Songs for medium voice: “Violets,” “A
Morning-Glory Song,” “The Pine: A Slight Mistake,”
“The Forget-Me-Not,” “The Seed’s Song,” in addition
to which we mention: “April Rain,” medium voice;
“Dove Wings,” medium voice; “The Highwaymen’s
Song,” baritone; “Morning,” tenor; “An Open
Secret,” soprano; “The Road to Yesterday,” “ToDay,” soprano; “Light of Love,” medium voice;
“Sing, 0 Heart,” tenor; “Old Winter Comes,” bari¬
tone.
In answer to my question as to which of his songs
he liked best, he said: “Open Secret,” “April Rain,”
“The Road to Yesterday,” and “Morning.” Any of
the above compositions can be had by addressing the
publisher of The Etude.
AN AMERICAN GIRL’S SIEGE OF PARIS.
BY FREDERIC S. LAW.
H.
The next morning, at eleven, Helena Hunter was
standing before the door of Madame Duchesi’s apart¬
ment in the Rue de J—. She had finally promised
Mrs. Mason to make the trial and determined to lose
no time in seeing the famous singing teacher. Her
worldly Mentor had superintended her toilette that
morning with jealous care. She knew that Madame
Duchesi was exigeante not only with her pupils’ vocal
shortcomings, but with everything in them that might
offend an observant eye. She had heard the story of
the young girl whom the teacher had obliged to
throw away a beautiful flower because in her opinion
it did not harmonize with her costume; and while
adjusting Helena’s veil she told her of another one
of her pupils who had come for a lesson on a rainy
day, wearing a hat very much out of style. Madame
Duchesi had reproved the offender sharply for her
lack of taste and had ordered her not to wear such
antiquated headgear again before her, but to present
it to some old lady to whom it might be appropriate.
“And quite right, too. One never knows what
harm an unbecoming hat may do,” concluded Mrs.
Mason, impressively. “But I don’t think that even
she could object to yours,” eying the effect of her
practiced touch with an admiring glance. “Still, I
do think that she sometimes goes too far and inter¬
feres in things that really do not concern her at all.
One day she was railing at her class for their igno¬
rance in general affairs—as if that had anything to
do with singing.” Helena bit her lip to prevent a
smile. Mrs. Mason never could understand why a
singer should bother her head with more than look¬
ing pretty and singing well; on this point the two
never agreed. Reaching up to fasten a hat-pin more
securely, she continued:
“They were nearly all Americans, and she had a
great deal to say about their ignorance and indo¬
lence—that they cared for nothing but to have a
‘good time’ and knew nothing of their own country.
Then she turned to one and asked her point-blank,
if she could tell her what was the capital of Nebraska!
It seems that the girl didn’t know—though any
child could have told her that it was Omaha,” pur¬
sued Mrs. Mason, with a well-informed air, not
noticing the twinkle of amusement in her friend’s
eye. “However, she had spirit enough to say: ‘Oh,
madaine, I came her to study singing and not geog¬
raphy! ’ Then Duchesi scolded more than ever_
she said that American girls were lazy, that they
had no idea of what work or study meant; all they

feet over a register, reading novels and eating canX
All this was in Helena Hunter’s mind as shTrl,
the bell and waited for the door to open She kn
that she was not of the rocking, novel-reading twT
it was as obnoxious to her as it could be to Madam
Duchesi. None could find fault with her on the scot
of indolence or indifference; she would show thi*
critical singing teacher that there was at least on!
American girl who was sincere and earnest—but th
door swung open; she awoke from her revery with!
start and saw that a servant, a man not in livery but
in neat morning costume, was confronting her
“Est—ce que Madame Duchesi est A la maiion!"
she inquired, giving him her card.
“0«i, mademoiselle; mais madame est A present
bien occiipee—elle ne pent coir personae,” the man
replied.
From a door at the right of the entrance which
was slightly ajar came the sound of voices and an
occasional chord on the piano. Miss Hunter listened
a moment. There were evidently a number of persons
in the room but no regular lesson appeared to be in
progress; it seemed more like the breaking up of a
class. She therefore asked the man to ascertain if
his mistress could not see her, excusing her urgency
on the ground of an approaching departure from
Paris. But the domestic politely yet firmly refused
to announce her; he explained that madame saw no
one without a rendezvous—he would give her the
card of mademoiselle, who would doubtless receive
an early appointment for an interview.
This by no means suited the energetic temperament
of the singer. She had now put her hand to the
plough and looked forward with but ill grace to
the loss of two or three days from the short time at
her disposal. She observed that the sound of voices
in the room beyond had ceased; she felt that some
one within was listening to the colloquy without, and
was shrewd enough to conjecture that if she could
prolong the' situation a little she might gain her
point in spite of the man’s fidelity to his instruc¬
tions. She was not mistaken. As she began a sec¬
ond expostulation, the door opened widely and
Madame Duchesi appeared on the threshold.
“Qui parlet” she inquired sharply, fixing a pene¬
trating glance on the unknown visitor. Helena ad¬
vanced; the man bowed respectfully and giving his
mistress the stranger’s card retreated, leaving her to
deal with the newcomer as she thought fit.
Madame Duchesi was then in the early seventies;
of rather more than medium height and of command¬
ing presence. Despite her years, her figure was erect,
her step elastic; her movements, though dignified,
were vivacious; the eyes which peered questioningly
over the tortoise-shell eye-glasses, so well known to
the present generation of her pupils, were still keen
and piercing. Gowned in an artistically devised cos¬
tume of soft, cunningly intermingled lavenders and
grays, her almost snowy hair arranged in irreproach¬
able coiffure, she was the grande dame to the tips of
her fingers.
Helena Hunter recognized that she was in the
presence of a woman of power—a woman whose un¬
bending will and unflagging energy would have as¬
sured her distinction in any career she might have
chosen. The daughter of a wealthy German mer¬
chant, music had been a tradition in her family for
generations. Part of her youth had been spent with
an aunt, the intimate friend and pupil of Beethoven,
to whom he had dedicated one of his sonatas, and
this aunt’s playing of the master’s great works was
one of the ineffaceable memories of her early lifeWhile yet a young woman, family reverses had
forced her to have recourse for subsistence to the art
which had up to that time been merely an admired
accomplishment in the petted daughter of indulgent
parents. Though she sang in concert and made a
fleeting appearance on the stage, she was more
strongly attracted to the vocation of a teacher than
to the comparatively empty life of a public singer.
Studying with the famous teacher of a still more
famous singer, she gained such a grasp of his method
and developed such tact and ability as instructor
that at his request she assisted him in his lessonsHer romantic marriage to a young Italian nobleman,
who was a political exile and also a singer, did no
interrupt the career thus begun. She soon became
known as one of the most successful voice-trainers
in Europe; her pupils were heard on all the opera 1
stages there and in America. Singers flocked to «
from all parts of the world; to be accepted
Duchesi meant in the eyes of many the next thing 0
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questions and answers.

Duchesi looked at the little book as though curious,
after all, to see its contents. “No,” thought Miss
The Vocal Editor urges all correspondents who de¬
Hunter; “you W’ould none of it when I offered it—
sire to use the Question and Answer Column of the
and now you shall not see it at all.” She drew back
Vocal Department of The Etude to sign communica¬
slightly and placed the hand which held it, as if by
tions with full name and address. It frequently oc¬
chance, behind her. The significance of the action
curs that it is important that some questions be
was not lost upon the other, who at once dropped the
answered immediately, and it is often one and two
subject and reverted to the singer’s request for a
months before questions can be answered through the
short course of lessons. This, in view of the cir¬
columns of The Etude.
cumstances, she haughtily declared absurd and gave
C. C.—The explicitness and care with which you
her visitor to understand that the interview was at an
put your question almost, if not quite, frames its
end. Helena, feeling with Francis I. that, all was lost
answer. Since the tones of your pupil’s voice, that
save honor, withdrew; and on her way home re¬
llSJBsshHmiterP now left' in possession of the field,
you say is correctly placed, are mournful, there is
flected that it was some consolation to know that if
explained her errand. Madame Duchesi listened with
probably a perfectly logical, physical cause for it.
she had suffered shipwreck, she had at least gone
evident impatience.
That being the case, it must be natural. While some
down with flying colors.
“Then as I understand, Miss—ah, yes—Miss
modification may follow special effort, it is a ques¬
Great was Mrs. Mason’s indignation when she heard
Hunter ” she said, referring to the card in her hand,
tion whether the effect will be permanent or as de¬
the story which Helena had to tell on her return.
fyou Wish to study with me-for the very short
sirable as the mournful tone of which you speak.
“Oh,
don’t
tell
me
that
she
was
right
from
her
period of three weeks?” She spoke in English—
B. P. D.—1. While your problem is difficult to
point
of
view,”
she
cried
impatiently,
piqued
to
the
Madame Duchesi spoke all languages.
solve at this distance and only from a description, it
utmost that the step she had advised so warmly had
‘Yes, Madame Duchesi.”
seems to me that you are not clear enough in your
failed. “She might have known from your very
‘‘Impossible! I never take a pupil for so short a
distinction between your head voice and that part
appearance that you were an artist,” gazing ruefully
time It is entirely out of the question.”
below it which you call medium. I think your E, F,
at the toilette which had been the object of so much
‘‘But, Madame Duchesi,” urged the would-be pupil,
and F-sharp if sung very lightly on “00” will reveal
care on her part. “I am sure that she has no one in
“I sail on the 28th, and it will be a great disappoint¬
her classes who can sing half so well. The—the old to you the tendency to make the last two notes with
ment to leave Paris without having had some lessons
the quality of your D and E, which is unsafe.
thing! She has just got to hear you—but how shall
from you.”
2. If instead of using the word high-soprano you
we manage it?” She knit her brow and pursed her
“It is a pitv, then, that you did not come to me
had said lyric, I could answer, “no,” because the
lips; it was even worse than choosing a new hat,
earlier,” replied the other, with a glance of surprise
name indicates the quality; a word describing its
she thought—but there must be some way out; what
at this persistent American who was evidently dis¬
compass does not. Many rich medium tones can be
should it be?
inclined to accept her dismissal quietly—very well,
carried high even by mezzo-sopranos and contraltos.
Helena was essentially fair-minded. She had had
she would speak plainly to her. Madame Duchesi was
3. I am quite unable to explain why your voice
time to recover from her disappointment and saw the
bv no means averse to plain speaking when occasion
varies so. It must have something to do with the use*
justice
of
Madame
Duchesi’s
position,
though
she
required—indeed, the enemies she had made by her
you make of it in the preceding practice.
still thought that she should have been more con¬
plain speech called it by another name and declared
siderate in her manner of refusal. But she could
H. S.—Your critics are not very complimentary—
that she went out of her way to bestow it on occa¬
not bring Mrs. Mason to see it in that light. The lat¬
possibly you are over-criticising yourself.
I can
sions when it was neither required nor desired.
ter still pondered, her usually placid forehead fur¬
give you very little satisfaction except by an inter¬
“As I said before,” she continued, “it is impossible,
rowed
by
unaccustomed
lines
of
deep
thought.
Sud
view. Will be glad to help clear up your uncertain¬
out of regard for my artistic reputation. I know
ties if you null call at my office. Room 504 Cjarnegie
denly her face cleared.
nothing about you; I do not know how you sing.”
“Oh, Helena,” she exclaimed. “I have it!
Her
Hall, New York City, any Tuesday or Friday.
measuring her visitor with a cold, critical glance.
friend turned, wondering what Eureka! had flashed
‘You may sing very badly, and then when you go
C. E. B.—You have no right to select your own
upon this feminine Archimedes. “I shall get Charles
home and announce yourself as my pupil”—with a
routine of study. Your teacher must do it for you.
to write to her. She will be sure to pay attention
wave of the hand toward herself—*‘J get the blame
What do you imagine the head vocal teacher of the
to him—that sort of woman always does think more
Belgium Conservatory of Music would say to you, if
of your poor singing.”
of what a man says than of what women say, in
“She is right in that,” thought the girl, who was,
you announced to him that for five years you were
which category the speaker might have truthfully
to study on scales, trills, groups, etc.? When you
however, prepared for the situation.
included herself. “I shall have him tell her that she
‘You are quite right, Madame Duchesi,” she re¬
get ready to begin the study of singing select your
will do well to hear you sing,” she continued con¬
turned, “but I have here some criticisms that may
teacher and carry out his plans.
fidently; “that you are no beginner, but an artist.
give you an idea of my singing and show’ you that I
H. B. Y.—I believe there is a famous physician in
You will see, Helena, that will bring her round.
am not exactly a novice.” As she spoke, she brought
Boston who is said to cure catarrh. If this is true
And it did. In spite of Helena’s expostulations—
out a little book. one. made up of various appreciative
and you are cured, I do not see why you cannot go
for she feared a fresh rebuff-Mrs. Mason carried
notices of her singing in the church and in the con¬
through her scheme. Her husband entered into it on with your work.
cert-room.
heart and soul; indeed, it would have been almost
E. H. M.—You are very impatient. If your tones
Madame Duchesi drew back. The presumption of
as much as his life was worth to go counter to his
have a velvety smoothness and you sing them softly,
this no doubt half-fledged singer irritated her. To
wife’s will at such a juncture; at least, she assured
after six months of lessons you should be quite satis¬
argue with her—the teacher of the most noted sing¬
him that she would consider it ground for divorce
fied. I certainly should not force them to the point
ers of the last quarter-century! She needed repres¬
if he failed to follow her wishes in the matter. Just
of their becoming throaty. Your best plan will be
sion—and repression she should have.
what he wrote, the singer never discovered; lie
to extend your compass by light scale work or until
“Oh, no! ” she said frigidly, refusing the pamphlet
laughinglv refused to show her the note, saying that you again find a teacher. I cannot advise you about
with a disdainful gesture. “You must excuse me.
lavished to spare her blushes. Whether it was the
the Toronto people. My only advice is be careful
Then, with emphasis: “In Europe we attach no im¬
weieht of Mr. Mason’s position; whether Madame
not to force your voice.
portance to such notices.”
Duchesi’s curiosity was piqued by her interview with
Helena Hunter’s temper rose at the contemptuous
Cicebo.—It is generally conceded that the study of
an American girl of an unfamiliar type-m either
tone of this answer. She merely wanted a hearing
elocution is beneficial to the student of singing or,
case, his note brought an appointment from her the
but this imperious woman was not only unwilling to
perhaps better expressed, should be beneficial. The
next evening for the day following when Madame
gTant her even that, but, without seeing them, sneered
phrasing, diction, contrasting stresses, and accent em¬
Duchesi would be pleased to receive Miss Hunter and
at comments on her singing which the singer knew
ployed in bringing out the thought of the text, are
hear her sing, with a view to accepting her as a
to be fair and just. Very well—she should meet her
just as important in one case as in the other. Au¬
on her own ground. It was clearly hopeless to suc¬
thorities seem to differ as to the identity of the
PU“Didn’t I tell you so, Helena?” cried Mrs. Mason
speaking and singing tone. It is my impression that
ceed in the object of her visit, but Madame Duchesi
triumphantlv; and when the fateful hour drew near
they are identical, with the exception of the prolonga¬
should at least know’ that this time she had to do
she dismissed the aspirant with an air that reminded
tion of vowels by the singer; and to the extent that
with no silly, aimless American girl addicted to
her of the Spartan mother bidding her_ son^return
prolonging vowels would enhance the oratorical ef¬
novels and candy, but with one who knew something
with his shield or upon it, saying:
Now go-and
fect. I should think the study of singing would be
of the world in which she lived. She was not un¬
show her that you can sing! ”
aware of the intrigues and plots and counterplots of
of value to the orator.
[The final instalment of this story will appear in
artistic life in Europe, and determined to use her
A Subscriber.—In the first place, you cannot
The Etude for August.]
knowledge the better to cope with her antagonist.
train your voice yourself. It has never been done
’I can very well understand, Madame Duchesi,” she
Mental ability consists in being quick to establish
successfully and is sure to invite disaster. You sing
said nonchalantly, “that you attach but little im¬
relationships between various facts or to recognize
your vowels precisely as you speak them. If you
portance to the opinions of European critics. It is
dtfferences between similar facts. The stupid one
speak them correctly, the tongue will be in the cor¬
known that many of them are influenced by
rect position. If when you sing them you change the
tads that the yellow primrose-“a ve“°J pr"nl°^
financial considerations in their criticisms of artists.
tongue from the position which it normally takes in
to him and it is nothing more ; whereas the rate
And your artists themselves often make the mistake
speaking vowels, the tongue will be in the wrong
ligent one sees the phenomena of life, development,
°f trying to influence our critics in a similar manposition for singing them. In other words, take your
color, form, attraction, composition of forces; and
“er. But I am glad to say that they arc. as a gen¬
the artist sees beauty, which is the result of the per
tongue model from your spoken vowels.
eral thing, too honest and fair-minded for such dealfeet combination of the other qualities so disposed
jAp.—I have never seen or heard of the book of
‘“8s- And for that reason I value these criticisms.”
tat They excite pleasure. Training ... music aids
which you speak, but I venture to say that if the
glancing at the book in her hand, and speaking in her
usTin seeing relations between music and ourselves
author has the temerity to claim that it is the only
orn with emphasis, “because I know that they have
ttat arTTot apparent to all others. It enables us
true and complete theory for the production and
n°t been bought.”
tl, derive pleasure from certain forms of music that
training of the voice that it is of doubtful value.
Surprised to see the gage that she had thrown down
otherwise would be closed to us.
80 carelessly taken up with such spirit, Madame

x. relation to the rank of a fully-fledged prima
ft trans
ural]j. she aid not lack detractors; but
d°2Da;„rhed bv all that was said against her, she
* w wav, turning out artist after artist until
"'ent w enemies were forced to admit that Duchesi
fa the roost remarkable good fortune in securing the
^voices to be found, amiably intimating that the
be®
w pupils was due to natural endowment
than to their teacher's skill. Several great
^tals had been in turn her home, until about
twenty years before our story opens she had estab-
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64.
65.
66.

and^HOI il
EDITED by EVERETT E. TRUETTEf.
A large four-manual
NEW ORGAN IN THE
organ has recently been
DOM, BERLIN.
erected in the new Dow,
the most important
church in Berlin, by Wilhelm Sauer, of Frankfort.
This fine instrument is the largest in Germany and
cost about $25,000. It is located in a spacious gallery
in the north transept and has a very good position.
The specification is as follows:
1st Great Organ.
1. Principal .16 feet.
2. Major Bass.
16 feet.
3. Principal . 8 feet.
4. Doppelfloete . 8 feet.
5. Principal Amabile ... 8 feet.
6. Flute Harmonique. 8 feet.
7. Viola da Gamba. 8 feet.
8. Bordon. 8 feet.
9. Gemshorn . 8 feet.
10. Quintaton . 8 feet.
11. Harmonika . 8 feet.
12. Gedacktquinte .5 ‘/3 feet.
13. Octave . 4 feet.
14. Flute Octaviante . 4 feet.
15. Fugara . 4 feet.
16. Rohrfloete . 4 feet.
17. Rauschquinte . 2 Rks.
18. Gross Cymbel . 3 Rks.
19. Octave . 2 feet.
20. Scharf .3 to 5 Rks.
21. Cornett .3 to 4 Rks.
22. Bombarde .16 feet.
23. Trompete .
8 feet.
24. Clarion
. 4 feet.

46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

1st Swell Organ.
Salicional .t.16
Bordon .16
Principal . 8
Hohlfloete . 8
Gemshorn . 8
Schalmei . 8
Koncertfloete . 8
Dolce . 8

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

There has been a great awakening, during the last few years, in
everything pertaining to worshipmusic. Various religious bodies
have taken steps looking to the betterment of musical
conditions in our churches, and at least one great
organization, the American Guild of Organists—to
say nothing of the newly-developed Religious Art
and Music Department of the Religious Education
Association—has been created during that period for
the same purpose. A great deal of attention has
been directed, among other things, to the proper
character and place, strangely enough—of what is
commonly called the opening voluntary.
The earliest forms of opening voluntaries were al¬
most entirely improvisations upon hymn-tunes, or
chorales. In Germany, especially, it was required that
every organist be able to improvise skilfully upon
the chorales, presumably those that were to be sung
in the service. This custom still survives in large
measure, and it is quite the usual thing to hear
THE OPENING
VOLUNTARY.

*
.r ®t>-

67. Lieblich Gedackt
.16 feet.
68. Principal .
. 8 feet.
69. Traversfloete .
. 8 feet.
70. Spitzfloete .
. 8 feet.
71. Lieblich Gedackt .
. 8 feet.
72. Quintaton .
. 8 feet.
73. Aeoline .
. 8 feet.
74. Voix Celeste .
.8 feet.
75. Prestant .
. 4 feet.
76. Fernfloete .
. 4 feet.
77. Violina
. 4 f Apf
'8. Gemshornquinte ....
2V f »
'9. Flautino ..'. . . . 2* fat
10. Harmonia Aetheria .
3 Ri,

777

«-? nw
82.
Oboe
83. Vox Humana

.8feet'
■ 8 feet.
• 8 feet.
Choir Organ.

(Played from the 1st Swell organ keyboard.)
84. Floetenprincipal . g feet
85. Floete . 8 feet'
86. Gedackt . g feet'
87. Dulciana
. 8 feet.
88. Zartfloete . 4 fM^
Pedal Organ.
89. Principal .32 feet.
90. Untersatz .. feet,
91. Principal .
16 feet
92. Offenbass .J6 feet.
93. Violone .. feet.
94. Subbass .jg feet,
95. Gemshorn .16 feet.
96. Lieblich Gedackt .16 feet
97. Quintbass .10 V, feet.
98. Principal .3 feet.
99. Floetenbass .8 feet.
100. Violoncello .8 feet
101. Gedackt .8 feet.
102. Dulciana .8 feet.
103. Quinte.5’/, feet
104. Octave . 4 feet
105. Terz .3 */, feet
106. Quinte .2 ’/, feet.
107. Septime .21/, feet.
108. Octave .2 feet.
109. Contrapesaune .32 feet
110. Posaune .16 feet.
111. Fagott .16 feet.
112. Trompete .8 feet.
113. Clarion .4 feet.

7

2nd Great Organ.
25. Principal .
26. Quintaton .
27. Principal .
28. Doppelfloete
29. Geigenprincipal
30. Spitzfloete .
31. Salicional .
32. Solofloete .
33. Dulciana .
34. Rohrfloete .
35. Octave .
36. Spitzfloete .
37. Salicional .
38. Flauto Dolce . ..
39. Quinte .
40. Piccolo .
41. Mixture .
42. Cymbel .
43. Cornet .

Mixtur.
Trompete .
Cor-anglais .
Glokenspiel.

Organ in the New Dom, Berlin.
54.
55.
56.
. 57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Gedackt . 8
Undamaris . g
Octave . 4
Gemshorn . 4
Quintaton . ' 4
Traversfloete . 4
Nasard .
2 V.
Waldfloete .. 4

62‘ Terz

feet.
feet
feet‘
feet’
feet‘
feet’
feet"
feet!

.1 V. feet.

organists who have been trained in the German school
using chorale arrangements—either Bach’s, or the
simpler ones that succeeded his, or their own im¬
provisations. In England arose a similar class of
compositions, some in the Variation-form, or the
chorale-prelude form, others in the free style, though
all are marked more or less by the musical charac¬
teristics of the time, being pleasing or brilliant, as
the case might be, rather than worshipful or medita•> —tiaos ui compositions—v
untaries—at once indicates the difficulty in deali
with the problem. The rest of the service (exceptii
of course, the closing voluntary and offertory) is p
scribed in the ritualistic churches strictly, in t
others not so strictly-. . but in all there is at lei
an ecclesiastical tradition whieh has approved certs
forms and materials and created a standard.
Protestant church music, especially the instrumeni
part, there is absolutely no standard, nor has the
been until lately, any attempt at uniformity.

There are 6 unison manual-couplers, 3 pedal-coup¬
lers. The Great organ has 3 adjustable combination
pistons and 2 fixed combination pistons. These pis¬
tons exclude the stops which have been drawn by
hand. There are several pistons of a like nature for
the Pedal organ and Swell organ. The Grand Cres¬
cendo is operated by means of a wheel which is
worked by the foot, and excludes the stops which
have already been drawn by hand. There is also a
piston to exclude the Grand Crescendo if it happens
to be on, or partly on.

That there is much room for a discussion upon this
subject there can be no question, when it is remem¬
bered that organists of respectable reputations have
been known to play excerpts from the popular operasboth as opening and closing voluntaries. If the writer
were to append even a partial list of the unsuitable
(to put it mildly) organ-music that he has heard or
seen upon service programs, it would certainly pro¬
voke a smile, to say the least. This is largely true
because every organist is a law unto himself; hence,
if he is an ardent Wagnerite, it is the most natura
thing in the world that the “Evening Star” song
should find its way to his organ-program, or the
“Tannhauser” march, or even the “Liebestod” from
“Tristan and Isolde." Or an ardent admirer of
“Faust” may play the “Dio Possente” or a part of
the Garden Scene, or the swinging “Soldiers’ Chorus.
The “Toreador Song” from “Carmen” is not un¬
known as a Postlude, or such selections as the ‘ Ber
ceuse” from “Jocelyn” as opening voluntaries, or 0
fertories. But enough! It is unnecessary to dwell

non this aspect of the question at greater length,
U ’t is only too evident that the musician whose sole
■Vrest is in his music does not always see clearly in
matter, and needs some outside assistance, either
thoritative, if from the music committee, or sug^tive if froin his professional brethren.
Unquestionably, the freedom of choice which cliarterizes our American organists in particular has
Ln productive of much good. The brilliant per¬
former or the thorough musician is able to demon¬
strate at the keyboard his superiority and desirability
to a much greater extent than if confined to strictly
service music, with the result, it is to be hoped, that
the emolument will be proportioned to the merit.
Salaries are not so large but that any means tending
to increase them is to be welcomed. Then again, the
organ music of the church service is often the only
good instrumental music that many people hear, and
is for that reason a valuable educational agency.
Some organists realizing this have been so taken up
with the educational aspects of the case that they
have subordinated the devotional to the artistic—and
rehgious—impairment of the service. Therein, and
in the over-display of virtuosity for selfish ends, lies
the greatest weakness of the system.
The proper function of the opening voluntary is,
undoubtedly, to prepare the congregation, by in¬
ducing in them the proper frame of mind, for the
service which follows. As has frequently been pointed
out by writers upon musical subjects, there is no
such thing as sacred music, per se. Not even associa¬
tion is able to remove the sense of incongruity when
music that is improper in character is introduced into
the service. That is what is the matter with many
of the so-called Gospel Hymns. In most cases written
for the words to which they are sung, they are as
thoroughly associated with the church and worship
as it is possible for music to be. Yet, because they
are inherently trivial or worse, there is always that
feeling of incongruity, almost of sacrilege, which
rises In the mind of every understanding listener.
In like manner it is not every organ selection which
has been habitually associated with the sanctuary
which has a right there. In fact, there is room here
for a thorough shaking-up in the programs of many
organists. Not that any music can be essentially
bad any more than it can in itself jie sacred. But
any music which by its character or associations
awakens emotions which are not in keeping with
divine worship should be ruled out, no matter what
its intrinsic merit. And, per contra, frequently music
which may not be of much intrinsic worth may, by
its character and appropriateness, be perfectly suited
to the church service.
In this connection arises the question of transcrip¬
tions—a question which, like the poor, we have al¬
ways with us. Whether or not there is ever any
necessity (or justification) for transcriptions, there
is certainly none for the wholesale “lifting” of selec¬
tions from eveiy conceivable source, which is so com¬
monly met with in the catalogs of publishers of organ
music. It might be stated, as a fundamental rule,
that nothing should be used in the church-service
which in its original form has been intimately as¬
sociated with anything else, especially with the stage
or the parade-ground. There has been much adopt¬
ing from operas of “Prayers” and “Marches,” a prac¬
tice which can only be condemned. For, while in
strictly rural communities there may be no general
acquaintance with even the better-known operatic
selections, certainly in the urban and suburban com¬
munities, representing the majority of our people,
there is no such ignorance. So that it is scarcely in
pood taste to use excerpts from the operas as volun¬
taries, both because the associations are foreign to the
sanctuary and because dramatic music is by its very
nature not, as a rule, of the quiet, contemplative
character which is most suitable for opening volun¬
taries.
Usage has, how-ever, made a few exceptions allowsble, notably the famous Handel “Largo.” This is
largely due to the fact that it has been so long since
*he “Largo” has been heard in its original form and
setting that to the listener of our day and generation
its associations are entirely ehurchlv. In the mean¬
time, the “Largo” is typical of so small a class
hat it is hardly to be taken into account in dealing
"•'th the problem as a whole.
"ith transcriptions from instrumental sources
re s
citer liberty; first, because, as has been
ief°re stated, music in itself is neither sacred nor
**cmar, and, secondly, because tlie associations, it
ere are any, are, at the most, simply those of the
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concert-room, with its sedate, intellectual atmosphere.
In the case of such music, fitness must be the deter¬
mining factor, not much account being taken of as¬
sociations. In this realm one is at once brought face
to face with the greatest instrumental masterpieces,
very few of which, in later times especially, were
written originally' for the organ or dedicated to re¬
ligious uses. By using the blue pencil liberally,
many movements from Beethoven and other instru¬
mental composers may, in part at least, be utilized
for opening voluntaries. In making adaptations it
is always safer to err on the side of too great severity,
rather than to be lenient.
Of the music written originally for the organ, not
much need be said except that, while there is a great
deal of organ-music in circulation, here as elsewhere
the yard-stick must bd applied. Simply because a
composition has been written for the organ rather
than for the piano or the orchestra does not guarantee
in the slightest degree that the composition Is fitted
for church use. In fact, considering that it has been
produced entirely by church musicians it is surpris¬
ing to see how much of it is actually unfitted for
such use. Even collections of organ music that are
avowedly for church use are generally selected with
less regard to their value as church music than
simply as show pieces, or else they are so dull and
uninteresting that they are of little value except as
lullabies. At the best, such collections represent the
taste of an individual, which may be or may not be
good, and never can be comprehensive.
Inasmuch as there is no standard of excellence or
of usage to which new candidates for favor may be
compared, it would seem a good idea for some rep¬
resentative body, such as the American Guild of
Organists, to pass upon a number of voluntaries from
time to time, selecting them by majority vote of the
entire body, strictly upon their merits as church
music. This or some similar manner would seem to
be the only method available in this country for the
creation of a collection of standard voluntaries, which
is so much needed if church music is to be purified.
Let us hope that the near future will see such a col¬
lection, in good, clear print, durable binding, and
at a reasonable price (to fit the organists’ pocketbooks.)—J. Lawrence Erh.
Ix most branches of human
activity, a lower position is nssigned to the mere rule-ofthumb practitioner than to the
more completely equipped man
who, to the possession of practical skill, adds a
knowledge of those laws of nature by which, in his
particular department, practice is necessarily con¬
ditioned. A surgeon is distinguished from a mere
bone-setter by his knowledge of anatomy and physi¬
ology; a dentist from a “golden-chariot” extractor
by his acquaintance with the dental departments of
those two sciences; an engineer from an ordinary
mechanic by his grasp of theoretical and applied
physics. In short, the man who knows both the prac¬
tical and the theoretical sides of his subject ranks
jove the man who knows only one of them.
Acoustics stands to practical music in much the
ime relation which the sciences named above occupy
,ward the arts on which they bear. The sounds
liich form the materials of the musician are as comletelv subject to acoustical law ns are the “mairials” with whose “strength” it is an essential part
f an architect’s studv to acquaint himself. These
msiderations constitute, I think, at least a prima
icie reason for holding that musicians who have
aid some attention to those portions of acoustics
hicli bear most directly on their own object, will
a rewarded by a permanent consciousness that their
rnsical knowledge and practice have foundations as
table as nature herself, and in no wise resemble the
impositions of some ambitious amateurs, in which
taking melo.lv is associated with a driveling bass.
The sensation of sound, perceived by the ear, is
spited by vibratory movements, lying within paicular limits of rapidity, which are communicated o
through the air or through some other medium,
lutlide the ear there is only vibration, which that
-onderful organ translates into sound. When equal
ibrations are continuously executed, a musical sound,

THE VALUE OF
ACOUSTICS TO
ORGANISTS.
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,ent of such vibrations corresponds an element in
ae sound. Extent of vibration determines its him ess. rapidity of vibration its pitch, mode of vibr. on its quality. Thus, when an organist is vocifer.it!
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paths of relatively considerable extent; when he
puts down a pedal thirty-two, he sets them into
relatively slow vibration; when he begins with a
mild flute and ends with a brilliant oboe, he first ex¬
cites what we call “simple” and then what we call
“complex” modes of vibration. A study of “quality”
reveals the—by most persons wholly unsuspected—
fact that what we call the single notes of nearly all
musical instruments are really composite sounds con¬
taining from two or three up to eight or ten, or. in
some cases from twenty to fifty or. more, tones of dif¬
ferent pitch, all belonging to a fixed series, and dis¬
tinctly recognizable by the help of suitable instru¬
ments.— Sedley Taylor, M.A., in The Organist and
Choirmaster.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

Nevada.—W7ill you kindly
answer the following questions,
which will greatly assist us in
settling on a specification for

our new organ?
1. Our organ is to have three stops on the Great,
four on the Swell, and two on the Pedal. WTiich
would be the most useful in the Great, Open Diapason,
Dulciana, and Octave, or Open Diapason, Melodia, and
Dulciana ?
2. In the Swell we are undecided whether to have
Salicional, St. Diapason, Flute 4 feet, and Open
Diapason, or Salicional, St. Diapason, Flute 4 feet,
and Violina.
3. Which is preferable in the Pedal, Bourdon and
Flute or Bourdon and Cello?
.4 ns.—1. Open Diapason, Melodia, and Dulciana
will be much more useful than with the Octave in
place of the Melodia. The Octave would make the
Great more brilliant, but there would be 110 stop be¬
tween the soft Dulciana and the loud Open Diapason.
The Melodia is five times as useful as the Octave. It
would, of course, be better to have both, but if that is
impossible the Melodia is preferable.
2. In the Swell, the Open Diapason would give more
power and fullness to that manual, but the Violina
would give at least four more soft and desirable com¬
binations which would be more serviceable than the
power gained by the substitution of the Open Diapa¬
son. Such combinations as St. Diapason and Violina.
Salicional, and Violina; St. Diapason, Salicional,
and Violina; St. Diapason, Flute, and Violina, to
say nothing of the use which could be made of the
Violina alone (played an octave lower), are more
useful in a small organ than power gained at the ex¬
pense of a fair variety of combinations.
3. Bourdon and Flute would lie more satisfactory
than Bourdon and Cello. It is somewhat uncommon
to have two pedal stops in such a small organ though
it is commendable, as the Bourdon can then lie voiced
soft enough to lie used with soft combinations (which
is rarely the case when it is the only pedal stop) and
the Flute would add the power necessary for the loud
combinations.

New Anthems, Hymns, Etc.
Turn Thy Far* from my
Ope Thou Mine Eyes .
Berwald, W.
T« Peum In D . . . •
Decevee.E. J.

Fink, W.
Gracious Spirit. Lot*
Dirine.
Foote, Arthur.
I rannot find Thee . . .
II thoo but suffer God
to guide thee . . . .
Hosmcr, E- S.
The dawn of God'* Dear
Salihiith. (Hymn-

Lansing, A. W.
Who ia ilk* unto Tlieo,
O Lord.
Lynet, Frank.
Th* Earth is the Lord's
Send out Thy Light . . .
Scott. Charles P.
Children of Light . .
God Our Protector . . .
Shockley, F. N.
Alleluia ! sing In Jesus . .
God he Merciful . . . .

Special Attention Given to Selection!
Complete Catalogue of Octavo Music, containing Anthem
Ivmin Slid Part Pongs for Mixed, Men's and Women'
fail Order* Solicited and Filled promptly to All Part* of th*
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COMDUCTCO •» OCONOC LEHMANN.
Tha artlala* that Intaranlnl a* pwrtiruUrly wrrr
liana that rrlatad to tha aara which I>a4araw»ltl take*
«| hi. Kami* ami ftngar*. ami hi. ahrawd ynwautloa
In Ifwnrtng aaah wjaril. .liglt againal |awuniary
Inm in tha raanl of aiihaf temporary or partnanml
•lUaldamml. Thrwa art Ml*, aartainly inlUmml thr
Imaglnwliow of lhair muiara. If Ibay aMomplUhrd
aolhlag mora; for thay nwntionmi. la all aariotMuna.
a art ... in. of moway whUh aori4ant Ifuuranfw compwairw Ha4 «*otnra4 t« rUk on |>a4*mwnki * phv-ieml
awiblltioa .luring hi. r-rant cworwrt lour through tha
I nil..I Ml air.
Without quart inning tha rrrnrity an4 accuracy of
thaw naompafiar artlelrw, nr wiah to rail our rra4er»‘.
attrntioa to a .ubjart of rawl Intaraat to all playar*:
nanwly. tha earn rtf tha Kami*.
Hy tha rara r4 tha hami* wa maun not only tha
quartfofi. involva.l In guarding tha hamla againat
Injury, hut »l«n tha apparantly alTrotiva matbod* of
>n. r*«.ing tha amclam-y of I ha flagera for rlolinplaying
Aa to tha formrr, llttla naad ba .aid. It muat appaal to tha romnam wnm of arary playrr that U. am
ploy tha hand* In any wny or in any occupation in
which I la* tha lUngar of diMiblamaat. would ba worna
than fardiah. Thar* ara aotna outdoor aporU, for inihaatH dettomt
Sm. awl aaah Uttar* ara melly pwlhrtU. for lhair
rtanaa. *hoaa haalthy. invigorating asarriaa may ba
WtMara ara ntlffl la 4w|> tUfw*. ami they I Buy I a*1
inditlgMl In without tha alightert ri.k of injuring the
that all lhair sorrow* an.) tribulation. will awwia la
hand*; othar*, again, ara of auch a nature that to
•a a*4 a ha a tha tlllla la ha I hawriac tha mwgtn newt*
anjoy thawi almo*t lwrilal.lv mrnna aithcr tamporary
at htradir.riiM U «*|wwa.| l» tha world. Thatf faith
dMahlaiwnt or diaaatar. Tha playrr. tharaforc. naad
ta that Uhal la rtwp.ml.na. They fonh upon it wrth
hardly ha warnad againat dallbarataly mdangaring
m*araw*, tens* tug *?*«. ami regard tha routtes saw's
hi. hand* try «uch gnmaw or occupation* aa ara obWftw aa downright blasphemy Mow* dsy I ha truth
ifou.ly un.uite.1 to a vUlinUt. It U tha rare of tha
war <fc»*U >»je»* th*n». but far tha |.f«a»l lhair In
hami* in tha «nwa of inaraaaing thair affleimry for
-IlfMtaa haww. aw laatt* whan that at* If nth
aiolln.playing that Intemta u. and ahoiild intaraat
tally 1*44 that thair instrument ami K* Uhal ara
all our rmilar*
*p*l r i« '• t*
Tina and again wa hanr of aotna .1 niggling a Indent
for tha hanatt at thaaa who hat* an information iwt
who. mad* da.|wr*ta by tha diffirultia. of violin
thla suhjwt. ww wiah ta my that Uhala hara IHtla
technic, raawrt. to aorna wdurtiva bat dlaaatroua
warth. at hart. aa4 Hurt Want Uhal. ara mUahUrma*
mat»v«l <4 tncraa.lng digital facility. Occaaionally
frawl*. Thay «tialr*4 am I deceive only thaaa who ara
wa haar of wmta amldtioua but mUguhlad playrr who
wwiaturM.Nl ..n thlh mat for*
I’m tar wr> *tmm
ha* .ought rallaf from hi. parplanltic hy mean, of
rtamwa ara thay ta ha trusted an evidauro 4 tha
tha .urgaon’a knlfo. To all auch playar* na awmaatly
worth ami origin *4 an Inatrnmawt. Kvan whan in
my /**•'(. Illatory and rxparianca point a menacing
tUyrtaMr genuine. lhair nnrth la limlgwiiewrt. for
hngrt to all auch atparimrnla. Tha fate of Hchuthay may aricianlly horn rrparil In »croe athar in
mann. aa w (dayar, ahouhl aarc aa n Warning to all
rtrwmam
In o» nu* wan thay tamar InprUto
rtwdanta who *aah othar than lagitlmala technical
aa rrrtrm* ot tha Irm worth of a alalia, lor. ana
iwathrrta <4 inrramdag thair aklll. Aa to the employ
though hnth Inhal an4 tnrtrnmant ara genuine, tha
mart of anrgary aa a manna of aithor obviating
Uttar« owMlItien. in tha maltar .4 yramranthm. may
ptiyafcw! da fart, or amlrting In tha acquirement of
ha rnah *• to itayrMa It *4 aigwlfiarort rammuniwl
trahniawl .hill, wa know of no rwaa whar* trot hrnaSt
tthk
hwa U*u darlvad or whara phydeal ohetwclm hava
Ihrt nhnan *11 thing*, w* wiah If* fern pesos a yaw anr
thw* hen ramovnd.
render* ‘ m.mia mm yartirwUr M. naamly: Urn nr
Tha iwah of raring for and proparly developing tha
jwr.tr <4 Uhal* laarltc Mmlhatlm’i aama am
hamla legitimately mate with the teacher and tha
printed by tha thmmaa4*. nowaday*. Ttey ora not
player hhwartf. The reqwi.ite muwilUr growth of tha
orally mw4a In ramaaMa tha geawiro Inhal—which la
hood depend* naturally and entirely on tha kind of
tart*inly ao difficult arhUmMant «m yrinUra <4 tha
•wairwamwfal work that La d«n». Ami that th>a work
prose*! eg*mart to of w purely ifi.trumental rharadar to inThay hwva ahwdaVly a» ralwa. aithor fun# n ro**•wra tha hert cult. M ahvlow to oil who bora given
omrrial ar a history rtwmtyrtnt. ami tha aMMw
tha aubjrrt awrnaat thought. Tha right arm, for In
whUh thay Kn4nm* may .rdtrortly In hwaght for
eta ore. w amployad In teeing. Tha art at bowing
a hon« 6 flora or twanty . Ini lor*
n rtrlmird inatnirmrrt make peculiar demand, on tho
arm amt tha hami Tha muaawlor davrlopmrnt reTat rrraat illume <4 Ntwam
qnirad of tha ana i« a difarvut kind of development
THE CA tUS
*hi aara*4 I ha daily newspaper*
from that raquicd for nay rthrr nmpwtiow of tha
W THE lum with am opportunity tn present
arm and tha (kill and ftaiihiiity of tha wriat differ
to tha landtag ynMir tha yarn!
wholly in kind from that required of tha kaud in any
Ur rarirty «l Altttb oHrlt newspaper man mam aagar
rdhar oaawprtioa in IHt. Tha rnUla and intricate
to writ* *ml Urn gaaoral yrnhiU art row* aagar la
tewing* in rial in-playing require on asirmna degtua
r*mi him IVd*to«*bi*« roriou* malilaa haawtaa
*4 what might te termed aevwdtrva maaedar drreiopgenerally known Itrwgh tha yrmw. a»*ry man ami
nwmt. Item it art tharaforc fallow that tho nkill
woman la whom tho grew* artist’. mama ww* known,
ol tho vfoiteiat * arm drpanda upon the purely in
msnoed tha paper* Ur itama at lotrrart hanriag am
atnuaartal matterta rbowm te aakiaca thia object T
tha pforoef. wawfllio* | sod tha pro*. >4 tha whnU
Amt te It art equally ctewr that if otter method, are
nnamtrr amt marw especially tha proro rt Nror York,
'tel. Ite rewrite rtta.nrd mart nmunmrtly differ
could hardly ha arranol 4 aiggwrHthww* In fnraahUg
trvan thnea tequirwl for tiolimpteyiag* The *uw>
Pmlarrwali* otlmirar* »ml a foliar r* with all aartn *4
prinrlpte apfdha te the foft Kami.
in format law. hath Utagiawry ami itIUHa
Tha athlete poawemng tha mw. rater itnrngth to
No m*»V Inquiries regard
|a« Mr*ii«»rlw violin. am
rnmivml I* ». «**ry ywr.
that e* regard It as dm
nary la publish from tin* to lua, »*» llUmlnaiing
tart* la wmaertlro with It* roUfo.id Italian awUr
**4 A** »efW.s JtaMf a ouml»i uf trtltla on this
a*jNt «M ti« iffMitd la the miaows. of Tux
tnM. wa »«<-all a«nl thlrk dMtl with I ha <)UM
Iron *1 letei. (ad (halt worth
At tha lima thaaa
•rthh* (Wf* a fit tan. w» rwa Unity hlUnl that
what •* had to roy on thla «ub|aai w..ul.| proto la
*tr**uva I* some dagrr* It »*«ma that wr ••»• mis
taaan UlUn arotinwe tf> mock aa frtaw all |alt<
•4 tha ewwntry -heart throbbing Irttiw * Milan by
gesso no whw »f* lff*r>lHlf natUMwl that tha violin*
whh*h they yeasrs. afa ut grawioe .•MradivwriUn amir,
teroaoe tha Uhala which l hay rwatala hawr I ha
na» 4 tha yrawt wiaatar. Thaaa mrraafiiMwivai* g»m•rally eonewU a* regarding tha dleproitiro at I half
**tfH." amt. la taoal awaaa, t.,«ah.n«ly proclaim I hair
willingness |« roll (or ftvs. or sight. wr tan ttemwmi
*4Ur.. «r«.w4iac. aw It aaawa. la aa. ta thslr financial
WMh *« tha lime. Ant la an raaa hwra ww rtat hm
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etude
■trike n terrific blow, will find himaelf oni^
or even ateurdly weak if he attempt lo hold
in partition for one hoar. The arm that wna
to expand a forcible blow i« .ingularly wank aaf la
capable it callcl upon to give avl.lan.v- of the klat g
■trangth and rndurancp which arc rv.|uiaita la vrtfc
playing. And «• it i» with tho finger*. TV
training of n pianl.t ra.ult. in atrangtb am] dfcfoi
facility for pianoforte playing.
But atich .trv^a
and facility, however greatly developed, an- l~,|
he inapplicable to the technical nenU of a
inatrument.
Briefly, in everything appertaining to thr tan 4
the hand, for violin-playing, it la om-Icm. often 4arimentnl. to adopt form* of phyaical rxcrctm rtter
than thoae which the technic* of the in.trunwM 4maad.
We have a Miiperahundance of technical rtudin tm
the development of the left hand; an-I Kreulmrabm
ha. ahown u« mo.t condu.ively bow thr aklll *f u*
right arm may be developed to the utinoat powAk

At the doer of a Kmart
Quartet Concert, wveral ymn
ago, the prnwnt writer «aw
hoard an elderly Indy exclaim to one of her w
qunintancr.: "Well, ray dear, .lid you -gt te
keep awake T ” The younger Indy, to whom thia yamtion won addre*M>d, profemed, in thr mart anthndm
tie terma, that the concert had given her pm
plea.lire, and that ahe id way. awaited them drligktM
evening* of chamlwr muaic with the grratmt inp*
lienee.
Not m> many yearn ago, the nudiencm at a Kmart
Quartet Concert conal.td of a handful of devout art
intelligent li.tener*. To-day it la not an aaay mater
to procure a deairable neat if one’, ticket in not pm
chaiuvl .ome day* in advance of the concert; art
often, indeed. It i. impoaaiblc to procure aay tort
of M-at on the evening of theae now cdebrated guana
performance.
Thua the tlmea have changed. An orgaalmtkn.
and tl»e mu*ie which it preaented, that twelve yarn
ago found few nppredative li.tener*. today te w
garded a* truly representative of what ia te«t art
noble.t in our muaicn! life. Ojiera ha. iu eothuatertb
devotee*, among the poorer clna*e* a* well a* *a*Ut
the opulent; hut the auapicion that among tte liter
an operatic performance ia not enjoyed for Ita ro
■ake i. more than ju.tified by facte. Chamber mmm.
on I he other hand, offer, more of tl
which attract the majority of enlhu.iarta 1*
Opera Ilouwo. It ia an carnet appeal to nmi
nature*, offer, no pomprouiiw. of any kind, and m
the highc.t demand, on the attention and intrthg
of an audience. In a word, the obviously •**
low of niuaie which prevail* among the
audience i* practicnIJy eliminated where
mu*ie ia concerned. Not that we wUh *"
that all people who attend chamber
v
pamionatel.v devoted to thi* form of mute. Tim
indeed, ia far from our belief. Hut it to
a fact that the audience* which regularly attend te
Kneieel concert, are largely ompowd of pn* **
really enjoy, or are learning to enjoy and
■land, the quartet, of our hot martem. “ "* *
not ao. there i> every probability that
ft rut are attracted to chamber mwde wdrty
example w-t by other*, would ««* wennr of thia te*
of muucnl offering.
The .licreva of the Kneiwl Qiwrtet l«
proof, in our ertimatioa. of a general
in the United Stole*. Thi.
CHAMBER Ml’SIO.

|h>l
offered excellent rourtc aoorna to
-**M,it or give »t financial support, but rather
HA_|L| B^thod. cb.«-n to cultivate love and
U best in music are ill calculated to
”72. the daoirol result It i. u.ircu«malde. for exZlL ta expert •• inexperienced audience to enjoy
u-riuu* musical work, played in .ucmf rooeert
Yet thia i. the fatal error
^ m,nv of our -piartet organixatiocM;
.ndtewer*. inability U» li.tcn with something
***
rtj^metH and intelligence U dc|»iriagly
player* as the .ure.t sign of Iodif
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like ports, am tent, art Mods Feu tew tte teem
instinct, tte Mama wane, and tte tvqntsila knowl¬
edge worthily tn te termed fin* uteewcuw* flow am
u-uijsmawwUlly fitted fur the arduous Ufa of •

l, «e rejieat. to expect admiration
tlist ha. had no opportunities to
r rliamls-r mu.ie, and *hw chief
have always been derived from
•a popular music. Y«*t quartet players
making thr mistake of exacting too much
audience* They ...Mime that what give.
H* must neee**anly gratify their li.teners.
tag oi * program they are delighted with
, of plating three entire work., absolutely
thr fort that their untrained listeners will
the gi*nte-t diffirulty in enjoying or dimMnrtrm nor- They per«i.t in «ueli irrati-mnl
odnewting tie- untutored, that even a
mterate degree of .ueces* is more than they Have
anv rtoht to expect. For a season or two. such audi
1<ir ,,|V,— to enjoy and understand; but in llw
^ itey ah rug their .houldcrs and withdraw their
tffe rtfongly urge all good muaiclans in our smaller
lo,,, fo nmke every jmssible effort to establish a
bom o( chamber concert*. In no other way. by
mam at M> rtber form of music, can they hope to
mmU s lev* for all that »• best in music. But ww
•MW thrvn againat the extravagant measures that
tovv to Widely been adopted in the past. Improve
awnt in this respect will show proportionately Inr,-- f appaawiation on the part of the audiem*. A
grain at nwnwc sum- will prove more fruitful than
a jvtort.nt display of musical wisdom.
Tiirm! ore many parvnte. at
this time of year, planning »«
plane sane little member of the
toily in the band* of a violin instructor when the
wrt dava of autumn come round oner morr. Th»»«
rurt. arv probably a.king tbeUMelvee. aa well na
thatf frtrtrt*. many anxious question, which admit
4 aw inwelillr solution ehirf etnong which It la aafe
ta my am tba two that follow : f 1» Ha. my boy
ter girt) gronine talent for the violin? (2) "bo is
• V'fwfor tMlrwetor and safe musical guide’
Tba tot quest km time alone can solve It U proe
towny wMUwwvrwtde .luring the period when anxkwm
ystswt. am most rwger to learn something deftnM*
-w-rvs.sg tWii cbild’a real aptitude and muslcwl
|4?a Mem aptitude too frequently i» mirtaken for
sdml toted and often, too. the aptitude prove* to
tom wwk who*, limitation* that after thr ground
Sort ha. *.C, laid R muse, to be a factor of any
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‘Art tew 4rn reel talent manifest Itself In »
foteg <bM? “ a«k. the anxious parent To attempt
to mwr .wrh a question wonld I* folly
It b**
tersrdingty dlArult matter to differentiate twtwvew
igitak and genuine musical gift* without a
•rtalu «—wat of training and experience The child
tort •*strum m a hundred different way* IU ««»*
Um for tha vkdin toforr actual work ha. been tegun.
••f prom, to the end. to ba wholly, unfitted lor •
••total mmwr. And. on tte other hand, where H to
tortrttow. 4itocv.it. in tte legion in*, to dtoenver a
"*tort»y rtrung leaning toward, tte instrument to
mrmwi the leather
designating tte temVwey as
tote tabwt wttrbfnlnes. and careful training fM*r
t»* alarm, of unsuspected talent.
A ** thrmfem te «ww that tte earty stages *4 a
ftoK‘ development nrwMoarily throw no ctowr Hffkt
m ’tort lie* dormant within him
Tte «r*t yvwm
“*• •• • tela, purotr experimroUl owes; ttewgfb R
•froffwartlr tejqwn that a pupil giro* wm|«ww
IjteAfta rvkVwcs nf .high order of talent b-to **
te tea ted tte opportunity to demon* rate
E—4 it ly nUww |..t,«mmtal ddH,
rt tto* kw»d. bowemr. are rot? ram. at
‘to* to Ite IW4 Mam.; and few of our tewtem
ma tetunou ewmch lo find owe «wb giNcd cbdhl
***** tbs pan 4 tteir |wdagogie struggle*
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***** Ay rtten a. wvdl a* by ounrlws. Tmtek

I kings wsaosy times am dal
Idnywig tneecatew* tar eUa
hat sad mw list* bam fflm
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struct km ptorwroWe; nor m item wrte fvs«#urt*ua
of tte fart that tte tanrterts wow. U. tte hngia»ei
am suck that te would te jwrtited worn te to demand
from him a higher mto for tut mu tha* from •» ad
vanned stwdrnt Mart parswts •• tte sanuwey te
agine that tte lnguutr may safirty te pteesd to tte
tend, of slnowt any pfoym of tte iurtrvumut
and
that *• kigbprxned tooeber” steuld nrt te tteuffM
of till tte pupil w far advwnrod m tte art Every
41; and par»*d. d

m, 4tu to. late, tte u
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That good musicians and music teachers are by
no means confined to the great cities, but that there
are many such in the smaller towns has been stoutly
maintained by the Round Tabije. Although in rural
communities the ear must of necessity be closed to
the concerts of great players and singers, it does not
follow from this that the brain need be closed also.
The thoughts of the great composers are easily ac¬
cessible, and by means of this published music all
enthusiasts, whether teachers or not, can keep their
contact with music.
Mrs. Sarah V. Heaton, of
Pennsylvania, has sent a letter to the Round Table
detailing some of her methods of work:
“All over our land, far from the railway and its
bustle, are people of refinement and culture, who de¬
plore the lack of concerts and other musical advan¬
tages, whose boys and girls love music, and are
anxious to become musicians in the broadest sense of
the word. Although I have been a teacher in such a
rural community for several years, yet my pupils
have gone out from our quiet valley to college and
normal; and as they have taken high rank, I note
a few of my methods.
“For my younger pupils I prepare a neat blank
book. On the title page I write: ‘What I know about
music,’ and the name of the pupil. In this book they
write just what they learn, the act of writing it im¬
pressing it upon their memories. Thus:
“ ‘Expression—p stands for piano, and means to
play softly; pp, pianissimo, means very softly; rtf.
stands for ritardando, and means to play slower and
slower, etc., etc.’
“These definitions are given in short simple words
that any child can understand. Another page de¬
scribes the scales, and later, one with bars of music
neatly drawn helps to impress them with notes and
their values. Pupils seem to delight to turn to their
own books, rather than to scan several pages of the
instruction book, when we wish to look up something.
Then, too, it brings out their ideas, and always seems
new, something very desirable in teaching children,
for we dare not be dry or prosy with them.
“Harmonic treatment has much to do with the
esthetic value of music, and hence the importance of
early training in chord effects. I find it a good plan
to teach pupils to form the chords or triads by
naming the interval tones, 1—3—5, of the Tonic,
Dominant, and Subdominant chords, and then show¬
ing how the scale is derived from these. Then come
exercises in forming chords on each of the seven tones
of the scale. At first I play these and the pupil
learns to distinguish between the major.and minor;
then the pupil plays them, thus helping to lay the
foundation for a musical car. This is what I term
hearing with the head. Next comes hearing with the
heart, or, in other words, feeling what is played, and
learning to follow the thought of the composer. I
find a little sketch or story will aid pupils in form¬
ing the habit of looking into the inner meaning of
the music. As a simple illustration, let us take two
of the best-known hymns, ‘Nearer, My God to Thee’
and ‘Rock of Ages.’ In the former, how natural to
play the melody in a smooth, gliding manner. I
describe it as angels passing up and down before a
quiet sleeper and beckoning him to come. One can¬
not picture angels but as light, soft, and gentle in
their movements, and in this manner I teach the
rendering of the tune. ‘Rock of Ages’ calls for an
entirely different tone, strong, clear, ringing chords,
so that we may see the wind and stormy waves of
life beating vainly against, the ‘Rock’ that never
fails, every note a song of victory.
“Again, take Schumann’s ‘Happy Farmer.’ How
it seems to suggest the early morn, the dew on the
green grass, the cool spring, the robins pouring
forth their songs, while the bass sounds like the voice
of a sturdy, sun-browned man who feels he is mon¬
arch of all he surveys. By beginning with these
simple melodies, pupils will develop and form the
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habit of interpretation, which will give their playing
individuality and coloring. I recall how in the song,
‘The Lost Chord,’ the author says: ‘It came from the
soul of the organ, and entered into mine.’ This is the
idea I strive to inculcate in the hearts and lives of
those entrusted to my care. I know of no nobler
calling than to make life sweet with melody, to uplift,
to help, to inspire; this is trying to be a ben¬
efactor, and is the experience of a ‘Country Music
Teacher.’ ”
The influence of The Etude is by no means con¬
fined to the United States. In the same line as the
foregoing letter the following lias been received from
Dundas, Ontario:
“May I add a little to the many excellent sugges¬
tions of this department ? I have been for over a year
using record-books, as mentioned in a recent number.
I had been in the habit of using reports, but found
that these conveniently disappeared if not satisfac_ tory. The books being larger cannot be so easily dis¬
posed of. Of course, lessons are not always good.
One little girl tore the tell-tale leaf out, and another
pasted it up, but these are exceptional. The reports
1 write in ink, somewhat as follows:
“‘Scale—perfect; Chords—perfect; Diction—per¬
fect; Study—one measure, time wrong; Piece—per¬
fect. Excellent.
“ ‘Play C major scale in triplets for right hand, and
broken chords of same key. Memorize piece more per¬
fectly.’
“No mistakes are allowed in scales, chords, wrist
exercises, or whatever of a technical nature is as¬
signed; but one slight mistake in an otherwise per¬
fect lesson does not spoil the report, ‘excellent.’
Everything perfect makes a ‘double excellent.’ At
the end of the half-year, the pupil who has, in pro¬
portion to the lessons, the highest number of ‘excellents,’ receives a prize. I have had better work
from junior pupils through this system than I ever
had before, and I no longer have the excuse that they
had forgotten what they had to do. It is before them
in black and white. I have the books made to order
of a good quality of fine white paper, sufficient to
last for one year’s lessons. As a reward for each
lesson perfectly learned, I put in their books a col¬
ored seal for each kind of work, red for scales, green
for dictation, gilt for pieces, two gilt for a perfect
lesson. Here is an example of the written work I
give, taken from the book of a second year pupil.
“ ‘Write the second position of the Dominant Sev¬
enth in F in the bass; the third position of the same
in the treble; and the fourth position with two notes
in the treble and two notes in the bass. Write the
chords that naturally follow these positions.’ (They
do this instinctively by ear, not by rule.) ‘State in
which positions the chords are in the first brace of
your study. How many parts has your new piece?
In what key is it written and what is its time-sig¬
nature? In what tempo should it be played, and
what touches are indicated?’
“I find that such questions sharpen up the pupils’
musical brains and make them think. Anything that
will do this is of value, and more can be taught to
small children than is usually considered possible, if
very little be taught at a time.—Sellic .1/. Hamm.”
The influence of Tiie Etude does not stop at His
Majesty’s Dominions in Canada. It will be interest¬
ing to the menders of the Round Table to know that
it is also read on the other side of the globe, and not
only read but profit taken from its' suggestions. The
Round Table has received a letter and Practice Rook
from a teacher in far-away India. The Practice Book,
which was compiled “from hints in The Etude,” is
most excellent.
It is made from ordinary ruled
writing paper, six by nine inches in size, and inexpensively though neatly bound. There are enough
pages for a year, one month to each page, with one
or two left over. On the first page is a “Pledge” to be
signed by the pupil—“I agree to practice.hours

daily, and if I lose time, to make it up later." At
top of each page is space for the month.' ti..double line, and under it the inscription, “Time11 *
quired.hours daily.” The pages are then ruki
with thirty-one lines, corresponding to the luimb(,
of days in the month. Five columns are providtl
by means of perpendicular lines. At the ton f
first column the word “Date” is printed, and the
figures one to thirty-one on the lines. At the head
of the second column is printed,—A. M.; the third
P. M.; the fourth,—“Practice Mark”; the fifth’"
“Lesson Mark.” A double line at the bottom, a’^d
under it the monthly averages as follows, each on
separate line, “Monthly Practice Grade," “Monthly
Piano Grade,” “Harmony,” “General Average.” This
teacher is evidently very business-like and systematic
and presents an example well worth following. Her
business card is very explicit. After the address
terms are stated, and follow a plan that I have often
thought would be much better than the one at present
in vogue in this country. Instead of a stated sum for
a term of twenty lessons, tuition is so much a month
according to the number of lessons a week, and pay¬
able in advance at the beginning of each month. This
is much more satisfactory than asking a patron to
pay for twenty lessons in advance, especially if only
one lesson a week is taken. It is often a hardship for
pupils of limited means to provide funds for twenti
weeks in advance. Many patrons resent it, especially
if they are strangers. They say, and justly: “Why
should the teacher question my honesty any more
' than I should his? Requiring me to pay in advance
looks like a reflection on my honesty. But how do
I know that the teacher will give me my twenty les¬
sons?” The shorter period of one month is' less
likely to be questioned, and as many persons are paid
by the month, it is easier for them to handle their
own payments in that way. With this arrangement
there are certain months in which there will be five
instead of four weekly lessons. This happens once
in each quarter, or four times a year, but it may be
provided for in the monthly fee.
Two other stipulations are given on this India
teacher’s business card, which it would be well to
practice more universally in America. “No reduc¬
tion for lost lessons or holidays.” This would offset
the free lesson mentioned in the previous paragraph.
The last stipulation is especially important, "k
month’s notice, or if notice is not given, a month's
fees are required to terminate the engagement.” This
is business-like, and on the monthly system could be
adopted by all teachers. It could not be adopted on
the twenty lessons a term plan. Teachers should en¬
deavor to make all their transactions business-like.
At present, too many of them transact their affairs
in a manner that never would be tolerated for an in¬
stant by any business concern or private enterprise.
So long as musicians permit their affairs to be
transacted in the loose way they are prevalently
reported to be at present, so long will they carry the
reputation of being poor business people.
I think the most common question that comes in to
the Round Table is,—what to do to obviate the
“missed lesson nuisance.” Not long ago we asked
members to send in suggestions, if they had finin'
any means of solving the problem. We have received
one letter from a successful teacher, in which be
presents his manner of dealing with the problem. Un¬
fortunately, the letter is so long that it will be im¬
possible to find space for it all, but I will quote such
portions as are of direct bearing on the question.
This teacher suggests that perhaps many teachers
would hesitate to put in practice such independent
rules as he has laid down to guide him in his busi¬
ness relations with his pupils, lest they drive away
prospective patrons. He finds, however, that they
have worked well in his own case, and in order to
show how he came to adopt them gives at length »
considerable personal history, the gist of which «
that during his early life he had the advantages o
a thorough business training, lasting through a num¬
ber of years, and from this he has formulated a fe*
business principles, which he adheres to rigidly, an
to his own advantage and comfort. They are:
“First.—Never by word or action allow prospective
patrons to know that they are desired as pupils unu
the subject is broached by them.
“When a teacher begins to peddle and solicit, e
elicits from the prospective pupil about the same
respect as a wringer or rug canvasser, or the sn
string man, as compared with the bank cashier
railroad manager. In short, the teacher starts *
(Continued on page 298.J
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NEW HISTORY Of MUSIC FOR CLASSES AND PRIVATE READING.
COMPREHENSIVE, CONCISE, PRACTICAL.
THE MOST VALUABLE TEXT BOOK OF HISTORY IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

The Etude fob tiibee months for 26 cents is
surely a tempting proposition to anyone who is intertedin music. It means 120 pages of reading matter,
“ „es 0f new and standard music, sheet music size,
including piano solos and duets and songs, easy and
moderately difficult, about 33 pieces. Every teacher
«-ho reads this should encourage all of his or her
nuoils to take advantage of our Summer Subscription
Offer to send any three of the numbers from May to
September for 25 cents. It will give pupils plenty of
Jmod new music for the summer months. Just ask
^our pupils to make this trial subscription.
Standabd Gbaded Songs, Book I, is about ready
for customers. Book'll will be ready during this
month. These books contain just what the title calls
for songs of a standard character, suitable for a
teacher to use with pupils in the first and second
vears of vocal study. Each book contains about
thirty-five pieces, suitable for use by any medium or
high voice. As a number of the songs are published
in other keys, the books will be very helpful to teach¬
ers in selecting songs for different voices. These songs
are particularly well suited to accompany the course
in vocal technic, by Mr. F. W. Root, “Technic and
Art of Singing,” and the comprehensive vocal work
“Standard Graded Course,” by H. W. Greene. Our
“Special Offer” price is 40 cents per volume, postage
paid, if the cash accompanies the order; if the price
is to be charged, postage is additional.
A Song Cycle fob Childben’s Voices. We have
now in press a beautiful set of songs for children by
the popular composer, Mrs. E. L. Ashford. It con¬
sists of five melodious songs, connected with inter¬
ludes, so as to be made a continuous performance, or
they can be given separately. The titles are “Voice
of the South Wind,” “Two Robins,” “Buttercups and
Daisies,” “The Bigothy Bumble Bee,” “Away to the
Woods.” They are in solo form, intended to be sung
in unison by a chorus of children; full directions are
given for staging, for costuming, and actions to illus¬
trate the songs. Our “Special Offer” price is 35
cents, postage paid, if cash accompanies the order;
otherwise, postage is additional.
Up to the time of going to press we can note few
indications in our “Order Department” that the teach¬
ing season is in any sense over; we are almost as
busy as in winter, and, judging from present condi¬
tions, the summer months will materially increase
this year’s already large lead over the amount of
business transacted in any previous year. It is very
gratifying to us to note this growing appreciation of
our efforts to serve our patrons promptly and to sup¬
ply the best of everything in teaching material; our
business has been built up exclusively on these lines,
and each year strengthens our determination not only
to be but to remain the quickest, best, and largest
mail order music house in the world.
Me have recently acquired and are now making a
Special Offer upon the “Flower Ballads” by Caro
Scnour. This is a collection of children’s songs, plays
and pictures for use in kindergarten and primary
schools. There are twelve songs, together with six
illustrations made from original water colors, and
directions for the production of five little plays or
tableaux based upon some of the songs. All kindergartners and teachers of children should be interested
to see the valuable and useful collection. The songs
are named from familiar flowers, and are intended to
«>nvey the idea of the children and flowers holding
converse. The music is very easy and at the same
time very pretty and within the compass of children’s
roices. It is intended to be sung in unison. The ac¬
companiments are easv and afford good sup]»ort to the
roioes. The text is 'poetic, bright, and interesting.
The complete and practical directions given for the
aeting out of the five little plays add much to the
?alue and general usefulness of* the collection.
The work is gotten up in handsome style, bound in
doth. The introductory price for this month only

A History of Music brought up to date, with the lessons arranged in convenient shape, both for
teaching and studying, with helps for teachers and for students, with outline questions, review sug¬
gestions, research lines, illustrations, etc., will make the ideal text book for use by conservatories,
schools of music, and private teachers throughout the English speaking world.
The work we have in hand, under the editorial direction of Mr. W. J. Baltzell, of The Etude staff, con¬
tains the above and other admirable pedagogic ideas, making it the best and most practical history of
music for class and private study in the English language. The contributors are: Dr. H. A. Clarke, Mr.
Arthur Elson, Mr. C. G. Hamilton, Mr. E. B. Hill. Mr. A. L. Judson, Mr. F. S. Law, Mr. Preston Ware
Orem, and the Editor, all teachers and writers of experience in historical work. The book will con in
about 500 pages, will be fully illustrated, and will be ready for the fall trade.
Every reader of The Etude should take advantage of the offer we make to introduce this new work.
It is recognized that every pupil of music needs a knowledge of the history of music. This book w
enable any teacher to conduct a class with successful results.
Special Introductory Offer.—We will send the book, when published, postage paid, to any address on
receipt of 65 cents. If a charge is to be made on our books, postage (about 10 cents) will be additional.
There is no restriction as to the number of copies ordered.

will be 35 cents per copy, postpaid, if cash accom¬
panies the order.
Czerny’s 100 Progressive Studies, Op. 139, is
about to be issued complete. This is one of the best
known and most widely used of all elementary works.
Our new edition has been carefully revised and cor¬
rected, together with the addition of fingering, phras¬
ing, and metronome marks. Teachers who are using
Op. 139 in their work, and others who are in search
of short and interesting elementary studies, will find
this edition satisfactory from every standpoint, as
well as economical. The Special Introductory Price
for the current month will lie 15 cents per copy, post¬
paid, if cash accompanies the order.

We have in press “Bcrtini’s 25 Studies” for the
piano, Op. 29. These celebrated studies will be pub
lished complete in a new revised edition. Bertim »
Op 29 has been held in wide esteem by teachers for
many years as a useful teaching work for the early
grades! It still retains its popularity.
We can
highly recommend our edition. The Special Intro¬
ductory Price for the current month will be 15 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.

In no BRANCn of our business has there been a
reater growth in the past season than in our “New
Iusic ON Sale” department. Teachers near and far
ave availed themselves of this convenient plan to
eep supplied with new and practical teaching materul P Throughout the teaching season the “New Music
. sent out monthly, billed at our usual liberal disount and what is not sold is returnable for credit.
The results are eminently satisfactory in all cases
nd we receive many letters warmly commending this
dan which saves teachers the trouble of writing us
very time a few teaching pieces are wanted. Any
f our patrons may take advantage of tins arrangenent- we will be more than pleased to answer inTi, <™i to »pp'j- »">»
Vrite now and make our “New Music a part
our plans for the coming season.
The above plan has been so much appreeiatol t at
■e now send out several small packages of choice
elections during tl.e summer. Tim
or especially by those who desire it. A postal
o it, piano, vocal, or both.

-bing July and August we close our business at
o’clock on Saturdays, other days at five, and as
risli to avoid disappointing those who may have
ediate need of music or books ordered from us, we
etliate 13
to ^t their orders posted early
r^each u^ H p^Tble. in the morning mails;
ttend to all orders^ the day received, but orders

7r,ning: U

The music in this issue comprises eleven pieces,
well graded, interesting, and varied in character. It
is a well-balanced selection.
“Little Sprites Waltz,” by De Reef, is a very pleas¬
ing, first-grade teaching piece. “Morning Song,” by
Rougnon, is a bright and snappy, second-grade piece
by a well-known modern French composer. “The
Dream Fairy,” by Seeboeck, is a highly artistic and
melodious little piece, suitable for the beginning of
the third grade. It is one of a sat of four, bearing a
general title “In Fancy Costume.” These are charac¬
teristic and poetic pieces. “Heart’s Springtide,” by
Ganne. is a modern French waltz, with a haunting
melody, suitable cither for dancing or drawing-room
purposes. “Gavotte Pastorale,” by Aletter, is a clever
and entertaining drawing-room piece. Wachs’ “Story
of a Linnet,” is a characteristic bit of writing in the
French style. The Trio section is particularly ef¬
fective. and requires delicacy of touch and interpreta¬
tion. Rubinstein’s “Romance” is one of the finest
examples among the short pieces of this great pianist
and composer. It deserves almost to rank with the
well-known “Melody in F,” and requires a fine singing
tone. The four hand number, Van Raalte’s “At Full
Tilt” is a brilliant polkn, full of dash and swing.
The vocal numbers consist of a fine new and expres¬
sive song by Cadniun, entitled “Absent”; also a set¬
ting by Sudds of Swinburne’s “If I>ove Were Like the
Rose Is,” very dainty and singable; and Bertha
Metzler’s “Welcome, Merry Springtime,” which may
be used either as a solo, duet or two-part chorus, or
as a little piano piece for children.
The Popular Parlob Album is now off the press
and copies are ready for distribution. The Special
Offer on this work is hereby withdrawn. We consider
it to be, without exception, the best balanced and
most interesting collection of pieces largely in the
third grade. We will be glad to send the “Popular
Parlor Album” on selection to any who arc interested.
The volume retails for only 50 cents.
OUB new handsome volume entitled "Modem Draw¬
ing-Room Pieces” is now off the press; the S)>ecial
Offer is hereby withdrawn, and copies are ready for
distribution. This is a larger work than the "Pop¬
ular Parlor Album,” nnd the pieces range about one
grade higher in difliculty. This volume is made up
exclusively of the very best class of brilliant and
entertaining drawing-room pieces. It will be sent
for examination to those interested.
The Special Offer on tlie “Monarch Collection”
for mandolins and banjos with guitar or piano accom¬
paniment is now withdrawn. The work will be ready
in a few weeks. We anticipate great popularity for
this collection. The entire collection or separate
parts may be ordered for examination.
A year ago we made perhaps the first announce¬
ment that we carried a complete line of strings for
all instruments, and recommended particularly the
use of a very fine brand of violin strings suitable for
the summer season. From the responses that we re¬
ceived it did not seem to have been known that we
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Chicago’s largest music house, Lyon & Healy,
announce a Clearing Sale of Kanos. Several hun¬
dred splendid instruments are offered without reserve
until all are sold. In this stock are a number of
Steinway and Weber pianos, and new and second¬
hand pianos, including instruments of the following
well-known makes: Sterling, Huntington, Vose,
Fischer, Weber, Chickering, etc., etc. In square
pianos here are fine-toned instruments at $25, $40,
$60, and upwards. In Upright pianos neat instru¬
ment at $100, $120, $140, $150, $65, $190, $200, and
upwards. This is an opportunity that will not occur
again. Any piano not proving entirely satisfactory
may be returned at their expense, Address Lyon &
Healy, 77 Adams St., Chicago. Distance is no ob¬
stacle, for in proportion to the saving to he made
the freight charges are insigniffcant. Any banker will
assure you of the entire responsibility of Lyon & Healy.

ra»,c
Relieves Nervousness

musical

"ZLeacbers’ IDetps”
.PAMPHLETS Of.
Rules, Methods, Examination Questions, Etc.
A GRADED COURSE OF INSTRUCTION FOR THE
CABINET ORGAN. By M. S. Mokbis. 10 cents.
HABIT IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING. By Cam,
Hoffman. 25 cents.
ADVICE TO YOUNG STUDENTS OF THE PIANO¬
FORTE. By A. W. Bobst. 10 cento.
SIXTY-EIGHT RULES FOR YOUNO MUSICIANS.
By Robebt Schumann. 10 cento.
THIRTY HOME RULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
By Hebmann Mohb. 5 cento.
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE MUSICAL YOUTH. By
Cabl Relnecke. 10 cento.
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF MUSICAL
EVENTS, 1380 TO 1894. By C. E. Lowe.
25 cents.
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY? or, MUSIC IN THE
HOME. By Cabl Rkinecke. 25 cento.
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR PIANO¬
FORTE STUDENTS. By A. W. Bobst. 6 cento.

deTHsns”xthVeCommencemeiTt Concert of the American

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

min

Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and
confused condition of the brain, and increases
the capacity for mental and physical labor.

JUVENILE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR
YOUNO PIANOFORTE PUPILS. By L. R.
Chubch. 10 cento.
METHOD OF STUDY. By C. A. Macibone. 10 cento.

Using a Kegrize Fountain Pen is a

TEACHING AND TEACH1NO REFORM. LEC¬
TURES. By Pabsons and Stebnbebq. 25 cents.

PLEASURE

ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUCTOR; or,
THOUGHTS FOR TEACHERS AND PUPILS.
By Aloys Hennes. 25 cento.
The whole series will be sent, postpaid, on receipt
of 7a cents cash with order, by the Publisher,

G U A R A N

HEP

Ink will not drop from Pen while writing.
Manufactured by the
KEGRIZE PEN CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Price, $2.QO-Reg»»tered mall, 8C. e:
“AROUND the world AND NEVERJHJl OFJNK"

SaLKiss™

b’ “*

THE0. PRESSER. Philadelphia, Pa., Station A.

PIANO

AND

ORGAN

FIFTY CENTS EACH

COLLECTIONS
Music of the better class, although popular;
nothing more difficult than the second grade

Attractive — Substa.ntia.1 — Useful

100,000 MR 4ft£SSWiSi!j£jSa

Stf-ASAT* Mas?. USSTSJf:
certificate; send tor it now to
... „ v
BLAIR FOUNTAIN PEN Cflfr.jMl’wy. Selfe 104. W.T.

['PAGE S PHOTO PASTE

IN JARS AND TUBES
For photo or general use. Dries quickly- neTe
discolors print. Very rtronf._,i0™!” ,hv
curl. Largest bottle now sold for be.(by nun
10c). In bulk for large users, carton wort, etc.
Le PAG E ’ MUCILAGE

FIRST PARLOR. PIECES
For ih* Tiano
composers as Geibcl,
A collection of thirty-four pieces froi
Gurlitt, Schmoll, Kngelmann, barton
posers.
Not a poor selection in the work; all intended for use
nd second grade. but interesting and p easing toany piano student.
Nicely published in an attractive and substantial style.

LITTLE HOME PLAYER.
'bATwotohyVoU^ISlii'r’':3''The Gsily Chantlng Waltz,'' Ahe

fcr

I ' HaytMk^re'1 Wch.’’C ThepubuSttonoAhUworkls fim-ctosa
I in every way.

[VIOdern Dance
ty is an easy
and patience,
the contact behis public can only proceed from
n artist, and cannot be acquired.
' '
irk, and fan
The teacher can awaken this divine
spark,
it to brightest flame if he has the fine giftt of <the born
and none
teacher. Undoubtedly very few possess it,., a
refore both
in the same measure ns Franz Liszt. Therefi
_ „auuiu
HU_more to this
10 influence the soul-life of the pupil and guide him
into the right paths, not by crushing it with an ex¬
cess of dry unnecessary neda>'oaics that clip the
w>ngs of hi8 genius- the pupil, by taking as his
®odel the unselfishness of Liszt’s life and his ideal
conception of art. Let him keep himself free from
--uwiuvraess of mind!* and pro c living,
e piano. Let
Mam”’ ”0t limit his know,edSe.to t,letake an inter¬
est in everything, in the fine arts and in literature.—
E«S«, d’Albert.

ir.T:r.r,[ Album
Price, 50 Cents
■w'HIS book has been made to fill a demand
jT

for a collection of good dances more
difficult than those contained in “The

irst Dance Album.”
Every piece is a gem-the choice of our whole
ttalogue between the grades of 2 and 4The book has been expressly designed to meet
ie demands of the modern ball-room, being rich
1 captivating waltzes and dashing two-steps, as
ell as a number of various other dances.

HEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phila.

MUSICAL PICTURES
For Tiano or Organ
A most select collection of musical gems All
adapted for the organ as the piano, and are the choicest Medium
! Grade Pieces of over thirty of the greatest composers. The comwith it. A book that is within the reach of. and should be owned
bv every music student. This volume was made to follow the
" Little Home Player " collection.

24 PIECES FOR. SMALL HANDS
By H. ENGELMANN
For ihm Tiano
As a writer who mingles the pleasing with the educational, none
can he compared with Mr. Kngelmann. Several of the pieces he
has written especially tor this work, and all arc mended for
students in the first and second grade, though it is Invaluable as
an addition to any collection.
If bought separately these compositions would cost over $5x0;
at 50 cents no beginner can afford to be without them.

THE CHILDREN’S FRIEND
By LOUIS KOHLER.
Op. 243. Two Books. 50 Cents each
These two books are a collection of easy pieces by noted com¬
posers and teachers. They include the favorite airs from the
classic operas, and the titles are calculated to catch and stimulate
the fancy of the child. Kohler s works have always been the
-K rail rnmnlplp mils'll' fitlldv COUFSCS haVC DC®
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.. Station A
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GOOD MUSIC LIVES FOREVER.

HERE’S A RICH FIELD
Be

Back Numbers of “ 1904 ”

Independent

a.nd Your Own Employer
—

WE successfully teach
TT the profession of
Piano Tuning

The Etude

BY MAIL

The reading matter as good to-day as the day of issue.
We have these issues done up in bundles at

S Played in Berlin

25 CENTS PER BUNDLE.
More than 30 Pieces of Music in each Package.

Address THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE COOKE-KELLER COMBINATION MUSIC STAFF RULER

The Biennial Meeting of the National FedemHs. .
Musical Clubs was held at Denver, June 6th-loth 00 *
The New York State Music Teachers' Association
,resFdingeSter' JU“e 27th-29Ul- «S&S?
Two NEW wonder children are reported from BudanestJosef Sjugeti, eleven years old, and Paul IIorowltz.Tvm
Giessen, Germany, with a population of lew h...
30.000. has voted nehrly $100,000 for a town theatre
concert hall.
Only Roman Catholic singers are to be emnlnved i.
the choirs of that church hereafter, according to the
Pope’s decree.
* " tne
lx the preliminary competition for “Roman Prise” at
Paris, three women presented themselves among the nine,
teen candidates

student. We ate the original teachers of Piano
T „!mr bv mail, and inventors of the TVNE-A-PHONE, an

^ttaiSte^^M"n,5e2'l5l5ig|
SrS5' .r,XseMdaanys M
SmKtition and uncertainty it is wise to fortify one’s self by
nrofession which can be turned into money any time or
“Enlace in the civilized world at an hour’s notice. Write to-day
for our illustrated prospectus.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TVNING
20} Music Hall_Badtle Creek, Mich.
10,000
People Have Read

StudlO

NOtCS

By D. A. CLIPPINGER
A May Music Festival was git
- . -Chicago. May 20th,
under the direction of H. W. Fa
1 alrbank; the chorus nun¬
bered 1000 voices.

Brilliant Piano Music for Social and Recital Use

MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES
Contains exclusively brilliant and attractive drawing-room compositions of a
and showy in the hands of the average player. Modern pieces of striking
popularity, every one sure to be appreciated by the general musical listener.
No further suggestion as to the high value of this work is needed than a
the composers represented : Borowski, Paul Wachs, MacDowell, Reinecke and

high order, melodious
character and proven
mention of a few of
Rolling.

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ZABEL BROTHERS

Music Printers

Columbia Ave. and Randolph St.
Philadelphia, Pa.

AND ENGRAVER5

uurmg i
musical compositions,
European correspondence savs that the Pope Intends
to have a large hall in the Vatican to be devoted to the
performance of oratorio.
The Minnesota State Music Teachers’ Association met
at Winona, .Tune 7th-9th, under the presidency of David
F. Colville, of St. Paul.
At a sale of old violins in London In May, $4500 was
paid for a Guarnerlus. The highest price previously paid
at an auction was $4300.
A citizen of Vienna has presented to the Haydn
Museum a large collection of Haydn relics, original manu¬
scripts, letters and household objects.
The Twenty-third Annual Convention of the Ohio
Music Teachers' Association, John S. Van Cleve, presi¬
dent, was held in Columbus, June 21st-23d.
The Easter and Ascension Festival of the Bach Choir
of Bethlehem, Pa., was held June lst-3d. The chorus
numbered 120 voices, the orchestra 70 players.
Mr. T. Brigham Bishop, writer of the war-songs
“When Johnnie Comes Marching Home" and "Joha
Brown's Body,” died in Philadelphia, May loth.

Studio Notes No.

FOREST RY

MARCH and TWO-STEP

oraves & co-naKaasr*

A Better Location
than Yours
would be in the Land of Manatee, in Vir¬
ginia, the Carolinas, Georgia or Florida<
AND WE CAN PROVE IT
jjlRITE for a copy of the special SouthI Magazine, which is superbly illus¬

Dudley €. LimeiricfczEj

COMPOSERS AUTHORS TEACHERS
Write For Prices
Plats making. Printing of Sheet Music and Books
Titles All Styles. Copyrights Secured,

POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM
FOR THE PIANO. PRICE, SO CENTS.
Our “First Parlor Pieces’’ has perhaps bad
the largest sale of any fifty-cent collection. The
Popular Parlor Album may be regarded as a contin¬
uation of that volume, and of equal excellence.
It contains pieces in or about Grade III. Not
the stock standard pieces found in various collec¬
tions, but a wealth of new, pleasing pieces of light
and attractive character and only moderate diffi¬
culty. Many well-known and popular composers
are represented—Schnecker, Read, Petrie, Lack,
Elgar and Reinhold are among them.
Every piece is selected with the greatest care for
some intrinsic worth; not a dull number in the
book. Every music lover will find many occasions
when this volume will be available for their own
or others’ recreation and pleasure.

Theodore Presser, Publisher.
1712 Chestnut St.

PHILADELPHIA PA.

25c

n edition of the Seaboard Air Line

Music Printing

Recreation Pieces of Character and Merit.

Price,

Address D. A. CLIPPINGER, Kimball Hall, Chicago, 111.

JMlusic Typography in all Its Branches

E. A. Stege Go., 252 W. 47th St., New York

2 ready!

trated and contains

hundreds

of

I specific opportunities for profitable
investment in the South, and points
JN0. io South Flicks Street, Philadelphia
(Market above Fifteenth )

•YOVR MVS1C IS TOR-N!!
It will take one minute to repair it by using
Multum In Parvo Binding Tape.

5 yards

roll of white linen or 10 yards roll of paper—
25 cents each, postpaid. If your music dealer
does not carry it send to THEO. PRESSER,
Philadelphia, or MULTUM IN PARVO
BINDER CO., 624 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sample copy

f()r Yi0lin

“Love Song” “” E|d”‘‘r<lB
THE VIOLINIST, 2155 CLAIMS A VEUVE, CHICAGO

out a desirable location for you, it matters not what
The contest for the best musical setting of the Ode to
Col. W. C. I*. Breckenridge, offered in Lexington, Ks.,
brought in a number of manuscripts which are now in tM
hands of the judges.
A course in ‘Tiano Athletics” is announced to be
given in the High School for Music in Mannheim, under
the direction of A. Krizek, author of a book bearing tne
" "e given to the course.
L committee has been formed in Venice to publish
hitherto inaccessible manuscripts, in the possession «
libraries and societies, of works by Monteverde, Cavam.
Cesti, and the Gabrieli's.
The Illinois State Music Teachers' Association held
its seventeenth convention at Peoria, June 6th-9th.
officers were Wm. F. Bentley, Galesburg, President,
Florence French, Sec.-Treas., Chicago.
A revival of one of the mediaeval Mystery PJfJ’?
loted in Newcastle. England, when "Kesurrexio Domini
was given. The scenery represented the chancel
transepts of an early Norman Church.
June is the month for meetings of music teacberf
associations. The National Association, and the'
organizations of New York, Ohio, Illinois, India
Michigan, and Minnesota held meetings last montn.
It looks as if there will be no Cincinnati May Musk
Festival in li)0(j, owing to trouble between the aw
tion and the Chorus. It is to be hoped that me «
ferences may be adjusted and work be resumed in

your occupation.
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At a sale of old violins «u London, in May, a 'cello by
Andreas Guarnerius brought $250. d violin by Nicolo
Amati $490, one by Stainer, $300, a ’cello by Gael
Gag "
violin by Stradivarius, dated 1723, $375
violin by Ruggeri, $600.

A list of orange groves, banana

i„™Sw1S % note of Interest on music in Germany. An
Inventory of 87 typical German workmens homes was
taken m Dresden. Only 11 families owned some kind of
musical instrument. Philadelphia would likelv make a
better showing than that.
The “Unione Magistrate Ligure” of Italv, announces
an international competition for compositions for the
mandolin with guitar or piano accompaniment. For
particulars, apply to the Unione Magistrate Ligure,
Stradone S. Agosti, No. 29, Genoa, Italy.
Mme. Lillian Blauvelt has signed a contract to sing
in opera for six years. The first work in which she is to
appear is called “The Rose of the Alhambra,” music by
Lucius Hosmer; it is described as a romantic comic
opera, scenes laid in Seville and Granada.
A musical institute will be held at the Waterloo, Iowa.
Chautauqua, July llth-August 2nd. Mr. Scott B. Prowell
will have charge of the classes in Violin, Musical Theory,
and Pedagogics; Mr. Hiram J. Lloyd. Singing and Con¬
ducting; Mr. F. W. Wimberly, Piano and History of

dition that fifteen concerts be included in its season, _.
which the price of admission is to be 30 pfennige (8
cents). Two other orchestras receive money for free
concerts.
The Annual May Music Festival of Yankton. S. D„
was given May 21st-23d. The program consisted of an
orchestra concert, a vocal recital by Gustaf Holmqnist.
of Chicago; and Gounod’s oratorio. "The Redemption"
by the Choral Union. The festival was directed by Mr.
Lee N. Dailey.
Julius Kniese, director of the Wagner “Style" School
at Bayreuth, died April 24th, at Dresden. He was con¬
nected with the Wagner movement at Bayreuth for more
than twenty years. He was considered an authority on
the interpretation of the Wagner dramas and coached
many great singers.
Mr. Paul David, son of Ferdinand David, the great
violinist who was Mendelssohn's ally in Leipzig, cele¬
brated the fortieth anniversary of his professional activity
in England, recently. Mr. David is the author of the
article bearing on the violin and stringed instruments
in Grove's Dictionary.
The Michigan State Music Teachers' Association met
at Ann Arbor, June 14tb-10th, in its nineteenth annual
meeting, under the presidency of Mr. Charles S. Joslyn,
of Lansing. The program consisted of addresses and re¬
citals by members of the Association and artists from
cities outside the State.
The Tenth Annual Meeting of the Missouri State
Music Teachers' Association was held at Carthage, Ji*"*
20th-23d. The president for 1904-1905 ” Mr. T. Carl
the time of
Whitmer; secretary, H. E. Rice. Up
note of the
going to press The Etude had not rcc
names of the officers for 1905-1906.
A syndicate in Lyons, France, has guaranteed a rev¬
enue of $2000 a year for fifteen years for a series of
symphony concerts In that city. It Is the expectation
that the* choral organization of the “bcliola Cantorim
(School for Singers) will Join with the orchestra in the
production of cantatas and oratorios.
A Chamber Music Festival was given at Bonn. May
osth-June 1st. The Joachim Quartet, the pianists Busoni
and Dohnanyi. the Society of Wind Instruments from the
Paris Conservatory, and the “Society of Ancient Instru¬
ments,” also of Paris, assisted,
played compositions of the 17th
The Theodore Spiering String Quartet of Chicago 1
been disbanded,_as_Mn ^erli^has ^arranged to^o
Europe for a two-years’ stay, concertizing and
lemu »s his headquarters Some of
will eo with him to continue their studies. Mr.
WiUi'a

plantations, truck and fruit farms for sale, will also
be forwarded if desired.

J.

W.
WHITE
General Industrial Agent
PORTSMOUTH, VA.

Seaboard -Air Line* Railway

no*Government!*Xrvant ^TTllscuIs'ml^r^X^policy
aSd dofngs of the Government It must be remembered
that the Conservatoire received a subvention
discipline to the
Government.
THE ritual of the

free

iSFS’SCfe

_.
imiO words FREE.
9,ent8 buys the five pieces; you sell to your pupils
« one-half price and make $1.50 clear by answering this
*• " e guarantee our goods satisfactory.
ALERT MUSIC CO.. Norwood Park. Chicago.

tiie cTthedTaT lesi ^should *shout.
of fifty men and boys.

8

This choir consist,

ChasVSheTdon, Jr. Atianta, G.„ Tress.
A Gregorian C0ngress(h.sxbeen

TEACHING teachers
HOW TO TEACH PIANO
T«rh-r*® Ten Lessons in Modern Ideas of Touch,
c’#P'dsl, etc., and How to Apply Thera
jjOHN ORTH, 146 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

here.m nVn of "the^Plaln Chsnt mstead of the operatic
and**elaborete -^“Xby mixed voices, must be
obeyed within a short space of time.

as the leading American composer in the large f
His works rank high, equal with the majority of con¬
temporary European composers.
B. I. C.—1. The musical phrase is a succession which
expresses a complete musical thought. The smallest
melodic division is the motive, which may contain as
few as two notes, generally the equivalent of one measure
(two If the tempo be very rapid; two motives or two
repetitions of one motive usually make a phrase). We
judge from your query that you have confused the mu¬
sical phrase.' an element of form in music, with “phras’ lg” as applied in playing.
______
generally used, consists in
2. Phrasing, i
indicating the relation the various musical Ideas bear
to each other and to the entire work. A phrase is like
a clause in a sentence, and phrasing Is the parallel in
playing of the method whereby a speaker or a reader
makes clear the relation of the clause to the entire
sentence. An example may be taken from the text of a
very popular song. It runs thus;
And let me sit beside you. In your eyes
Seeing the vision of our Paradise.
As generally sung this becomes:
And let me sit beside you in your eyes.
A manifest absurdity. Proper phrasing requires a break
at the comma after you, the end of a phrase, and the
momentary break made there is the parallel of punctua¬
tion in the sentence.
3. The slur so-called is used very loosely by composers
and musical editors. It is commonly employed to indl—- legato execution. At other times, and by the ir"*
i —u— -i-- m indlcr*—’ —
needs of expression.
Two excellent articles on' this question appeared in The
Etude for October and November. 1903, by Dr. Percy
Goetschius, the well-known theoretician.
R. H. D.—1. It is not an infrequent occurrence that
pupils have difficulty in controlling the action of the
thumb-joint next to the hand, due to what is usually
called double-jolntedness. The remedy Is patience and
continued effort to keep the joint from yielding inwardly.
This trouble can be overcome.
~ ~
position to say that all parties who
will fl
cards of competent musicians who do tills kind of work.
It may be that there are publishing firms who will take
advantage of composers who send manuscripts to them;
we can say, without any qualification, that no reputable
firm, such as those well-known in the music trade, will
publish compositions entrusted to them for examination
without first making proper legal arrangements with the
composer.
BUSINESS WOMEN
A Lunch Fit For a King.
An active and successful young lady tells her food
experience:
“Some three years ago I suffered from nervous
prostration, induced by continuous brain strain and
improper food, added to a great grief.
“I was ordered to give up my work, as there was
great danger of my mind failing me altogether. My
stomach was in bad condition I nervous dyspepsia, I
think now) and when Grape-Nuts food was recom¬
mended to me, I had no faith in it. However, I tried
it, and soon found a marked improvement in my con¬
dition as the result. I had been troubled with deathly
faint spells, and had been compiled to use a stimu¬
lant to revive me. I found, however, that by eating
Grape-Nuts at such times I was relieved as satis¬
factorily as by the use of stimulants, and suffered no
bad effects, which was a great gain. As to my other
troubles—nervous prostration, dyspepsia, etc.—the
Grape-Nuts diet soon cured them.
“I wish especially to call the attention of office
girls to the great benefit I derived from the use of
Grape-Nuts as a noon luncheon. I was thoroughly
tired of cheap restaurants and ordinary lunches, and
so made the experiment of taking a package of GrapeNuts food with me, and then slipping out at noon and
getting a nickel's worth of sweet cream to add to it.
I found that this simple dish, finished off with an
apple, peach, orange, or a bunch of grapes made a
lunch fit for a king, and one that agreed with me per¬
fectly.
“I throve so on my Grape-Nuts diet that I did not
have to give up my work at all, and in the two year*
have had only four lost days charged up against me.
“Let me add that your suggestions in the little
book, ‘Road to Wellville,’ are, in my opinion, inval¬
uable. especially to women.” Name given by Postum
Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
“The Road to Wellville” in each pkg.
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RECITA1 PROGRAMS.
TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.
Danse Cubaine (4 hds. 1. Gottacjmlk; vlftrgtierite, Kern;
May Has Come, Wittman: AjSlypsy Maiden I (song),
Ifenry Parker; Les Myites, -Sachs; The Blacksmith
(U hds.), Jungmanu; To the Spring, Grieg; Valse Briliante (4 hds.), Moszkowski; County Dance (4 lids.).
Nevin; Amaryllis 14 hds.), Lehrman: Queen of the
Night, Itenard; Valse in E-llat, Durand: Bubbling
Spring, Spindler; Second Mazurka, Godard: l’uleinella
(8 hds.), Missa; Poet and Peasant (4 hds.). Von SuppC,
Pupils of Jessie C.McUregor.

(Continued from page 292.)
once to work for, rather than with, the pupil (Pa
chologieal, yet practical.) A pupil who is too mid!,
to ask for instruction, does not need it. Barren soil
‘‘Secondly. Never encourage pupils to look for re¬
sults that were not reasonably apparent.

Lustspiel (4 hds.), Keler Bela ; La Coquette, Borowski:
Simple Aveu, Thome; Hungarian Dance. Keler-Bela;
Hunting Song, Mendelssohn; Valse in E-flat. Durand;
Invitation to the Dance, Weber; Nocturne in G. MeyerUelmund; Spring Song, Mendelssohn; Peer Gynt (4
hds.), Grieg.

“I think that too many teachers are too enl|lu
siastic about the possibilities of pupils. Remember
that the pupil, not you, has the possibilities in 1,1,
hands. Be conservative—better to lose a pupil now
and then to the more enthusiastic ( ?) teacher, than
to be unable to fulfil your early predictions.
“Thirdly,—Take no pupil (except an experienced
singer for coaching) for less than a term of twenty
lessons.
'
“If the pupil has not twenty half-hours, or hours
as the case may Ire, to give to you,- (with the exeep-’
tion mentioned) he has not enough to sacrifice at the
altar of music, and you can do him no good, and you
have no right to his money. If lie is too poor to
look ahead to the outlay involved in a course of
twenty lessons, but is honest, in earnest, and lias
talent, the teacher is indeed poor, too poor to be con¬
sidered if he cannot wait for his money, and then—
forget it if need be.

Key Desk of the Organ Selected by

Theodore Thomas
FOR

ORCHESTRA HALL
CHICAGO
BUILT BY

“Fourthly.—Make a distinctly understood stipula¬
tion that the time allotted to pupils was sold to them
and belongs to no one else, not even yourself, and
must be paid for by them.

BOYS' BOYS! BOYS!
THE ETUDE will start any boy in a profitable busi¬
ness at no expense to him.
Use your leisure time and your vacation to learn some¬
thing of business and earn pocket money for yourself.
How many neighbors, friends and acquaintances have you and
your family who own pianos, and would appreciate a monthly visit
of a lot of good, new and popular music at a very small cost?
In addition to the profit you will earn regularly we offer
Special Prizes, watches, knives, etc., for persistent and intelligent
work, without which no business ever succeeded.
Simply send THE ETUDE a postal card saying you are interested and we will do the rest.
Address BOYS’ DEPARTMENT,

THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa!

Sell Etudes and Earn Pocket Money
" DO IT NOW ”
Fo«DIhe/‘Kinder ” Adjustable Foot for t„e
Rest and Pedal Extenders
p,aN0
^niraafw^lSou/^PEDAL’1EXTFNnFoi
"
,h*
Metronome,
but one?
they
cannoi
peaal without the FtuAL EXTENDERS.PT’5™"
Used-by co,Vnt
all up-to-date
teachers.
Are you
Foot Rest, $3.00.
Pedal Extenders, $2.00 per set of two.
Special discount to teachers and trade. Sold by all first-class music houses.
Agmts Want'd.
Illustrat'd Catalogue for the asking.
•

^5AR.KS,

Harmony and Counterpoint
TAUCHT

BY

MAIL

NEWELL L. WILBUR
511 Butler Exchanqc. Papyipcnct. R. l.

145 West 84th Street, New York

rTULrH A. L.LARKE

"us DOC

223

South 38th Str
Philadelphia

—^ M ' r I* HARMONY, COUNTERPOINT,
COMPOSITION

“When a pupil comes to a teacher for instruction
he is, if honest, willing to agree to this rule. If
he is not honest, you do not want him, for in the end
he will be a bad asset. When a pupil begins to hedge
at the start on the possibilities of missed lessons,
then is the time to use the knife before the disease
gets into his system. Use an amesthetic if you wish,
but make it plain, don’t smooth it out for today
but for all time. Of course, they will not all do as
they agree, there are some who cannot, and others
who will not, but see that you keep your agreement
and figure loss at the end of the year, as does any
business man, as the logical outcome of the frailty
of human nature. My own loss for the past two
years has been less than two per cent, on the gross
receipts. Remember, too, that each pupil sees your
business from his side only; if you are late to his
lesson or iniss it for any slight reason, you lose; for
he won’t forget about it, though you may. I believe
the teacher owes it to himself, as well as "to the pnpil,
to make up missed lessons, for after all it is result,
not money alone, that makes the teacher’s success.
Let the pupils understand that any cause that would
oblige them to miss their lessons can generally be
known the day before and due notice given, thus let¬
ting the dead bury the dead by filling up the time
with a missed one.
“Fifthly.—Have no favorites, musically, but push
every pupil to the limit of his or her powers, and
your own, regardless of wealth, social position, or
personal attributes. Favoritism is sure in the long
run to work disaster to your business and to your
own conscience.
“Sixthly.—Have a distinct understanding, that as
you possess no supernatural powers, the pupil’s ob¬
ligation must not end with the payment of the
tuition, but that he must give his earnest co-opera¬
tion as long as he studies under your direction.
“L’nless a pupil is willing to co-operate with you
in every, way, you can better afford to borrow money
with which to pay expenses, than to take his for
study which he docs not do. If it is laziness that
hinders his progress, prod the germ. If the pupil
comes because compelled to do so by fond parents,
send him to your strongest competitor, that the lat¬
ter, not you, may suffer from the indifference. If the
lack of application is because of-yahr failure (?) ^
discover the wonderful ability ( !) which the pup1
knows he, possesses, and you can’t show him where
he is- lame,—exchange -places—let’ hitrf~teach y011''
oij discharge Uimr-iWvpu -cannot have-his'Kelp. A"
when Ins lesson tim^comes around again.vou
not filled it., put on vour lint and go out and wa
This will do you go<s( and will not cause you to to*
the respect of yourself..and the .pupil, as retaining
him in your class surely would.”

Lyon & Healy
Chicago

M. P. MOLLER
PIPE ORGANS
Have been endorsed by the me
eminent organists and clergymen
America. More than 700 now
use in churches in all parts of t
country. Specifications and es
mates furnished free on applicati
and satisfaction guaranteed.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Pupils of Mrs. X. M. Perkins.
Naila Valse <4 hds.), Leo Delibes; Fantasie in C
Minor, Mozart; What the Swallow Sang. Bohm; Ser¬
enade. Koelling: The First Violet. Behr: A Curious
Story, Triiumerei. Robert Schumann: Mazurka In F
Sharp Minor. W*hz in D-flnt. Chopin: Chant d Av-ril.
Lack; Minuet from Sonata in E-llat. Beethoven; Saltarello. Schmoil; Grandmother’s Minuet. Grieg: The
Spinning Wheel, Schmoil; Valse Lente, Sehutt; Spanish
Dance (4 lids.). Moszkowski; Waltz In G-flat, Op. iO,
No. 1. Chopin; To a Wild Rose, Macdowell; Hondo
Capriccioso, Mendelssohn.
Pupils of John If. Simonds.
.
Festival Procession March (4 hds ) Rathbun : Sol¬
diers’ March. Schumann; Venetian Gondellied. Mendels¬
sohn: Mazovia. iJick: Norwegian Pastorale. I’etre ;
Swond Mazurka. Godard; March Militatre (4 Mi),
Schubert: Callirhoe. Chamlnade; 2nd Hungarian Hhap6otlIe (4 hds.), Liszt.

Pupils of Linda 8. Diets.
Fanfare, Rondo-Militaire (4 hds.), Bohm: Simplicity
Waltz, Suter; In the Boat. Scheel; The Dancing Lesson,
Franklin ; Evening Nocturne, Read ; Dance of the Sylphs,
Lege; A Twilight Idyl, Schnecker; Au Revoir. I.ichner;
The Dance on the Green, Bohm ; Flowers of Memory,
Goerdeler: Barcarolle, Ehrlich; Idilio, Lack; Spring
Song, Mendelssohn ; La Chasse au Lion, KolHng; Fifth
Nocturne, Leybach; Valse Arabesque, Lack; La Gazelle,
Hoffman.
Pupils of Mrs. Nellie P. Drake.
Andante from Fifth Symphony (4 hds.), Beethoven;
Largo from Op. 10, No. 3, Beethoven; Rustle of Spring,
Sinding; Prelude Nos. f> and 10, Chopin; Funeral March
from Op. 35, Chopin : Nocturne from Nachtstilcke, Schu¬
mann ; Prelude, No. 20, Chopin; Impromptu, Lack;
Scottish Tone Picture, Macdowell; Lullaby, Schumann ;
Extract from Carnival Scenes in Vienna. Schumann:
Under the Lindens, Thome; Gondoliers (Venice). Nevin;
Good-Night, Nevin; Allegretto from Seventh Symphony
(4 hds.), Beethoven.
Pupils of Miss Pearl McBpadden.
With Wind and Tide 14 hds. 1, Hewitt; A Call to Arms,
Metzler; Shepherd's Evening Song. Blake: Festival
March (4 hds.), Tellman: Fairy Whispers, Krogmann;
The Answer, Newcomb: The Clock, Ellsworth: Alpine
Song, Nlta, Ducelle: Leola Waltz, Krogmann; Qui Vive
(4 hds.), Ganz; Viola Waltz, Ducelle; Queen of Drowsyland, Ducelle; Santa Claus March, Krogmann: Mer¬
maid’s Lullaby, Krogmann ; To the Playground (4 hds.),
Margstein: Ambassador March (4 hds.), Klammer ,
Bubbling Spring. Rive-King; Little Curly Head, Hol¬
combe; Gaily Chanting (4 hds.). Behr; Sounds ^
AIDS Engelmann ; Processional March 14 hds. 1. Ringuet .
Spanish Dance, Rathlum : Tristesse Waltz, Tcixeira ; The
Haymakers (4 hds.), Zimmerinann.

Tarantelle, Op. So. no.
u™
Op. 71 (6 hds.), Wollenhaupt.
„

v-n
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M. P. MOLLER, Hagerstown, Maryland.

ELECTRIC. TUBULAR PNEUMATIC
OR MECHANICAL ACTIONS
WRITE FOR ESTIMATES
Emmons Howard

-

-

Westfield, Mass.

u4UJTIN-0RQrtN'(P-

#

HARTFORD,

COHAZ.

RUILDERJ7 OF-TUBUL^R-PNEUNlrtTlC
jrfNDELECTRICPlPEORQrtNJ*

~

Qf/tfiL /TY.

Choir and Chorus Conducting

Farmer. K?nigbt Rupert: Schumann; Waltz, Op. o4 (4
hds.), Reinecke.
Pupils of the Lexcistoun CojuwnMg*
of
Drfe (^Sn^te J«aDri
Dio'ngf, ^eU^fnlbe Organ Doft
Spring Song. >1Te“^°'mI5anIi ”“ong)f ParkJr ; Over the
trio). Smart; I Know1Lit. When the Lights are Low

* fA®>* r.a.r*«-u

asr=

•Stt:

S3

ssr&irPWSS

Bobolink. Krogman . In Maj
Margstein; Summer
Soldier, Bich . To
I
Moderne. Ltebllng . Funeral
Breezes, Battman. Gavotte * jjllasner; polish Dance,
Scharwenka*: *La
hds.,. Lysberg.

Pupils of the f'’’r'JI„/,’]r)ancer<^4 ^dsfff VVeber; Valse,
Invitation to -thvwTdow Lichner; Triiumerei. SchuDenn6e; On the
Fxile Ooneon**; In the
mann* The Mill. Jensen ’.The
Murmuring

tSSi “«S“- L *****

By F. W. WODELL

Bound in Cloth, Price >1-50
In this work the author gives practical directions covering
ejery point of difficulty connected with the organization ol
chdtrs and choral societies, their-management, training, music
Uni?
the giving of, concerts, makl..g a-5'°*Jc abs?'
-2J.1?! *sable to a choir director or choral conductor. In ,
Coition, the book contains many very useful hintstoall singers
~on accent, -enunciation, interpretation, phrasing, breathing.
mn,« ^^nt..conditions show a, widespread interest in choral
a demand for trained choral bodies.
^ .
Laht ih 5mLnent Professional critics as’Philip Hale. IB. J.
L-^?Pu3sell..F. H.-Tubbs,-A. -L.- Manchester, W. L.
wumenscheln. F. W. Root. H. W. Greene and F. H.Torrington
1 v® written strong commendations of this book.

& We'Go" U

gfe‘biSJ»Ti JOB. *-—•

Philadelphia,. Pa-

•John Baker-

h t.

Waltz, Engelmann. ^“XBponfesslon. Tliome:

Juvenile
Sha>p-

Schubert: In the Lovely Month 01
^ No 2 Chopin.
^hVoyageurrd
bA. OP„tn28 0^ijS’
Valse Chromatique.
_ . . impromptu. < *P.

THEODORE PRESSER
>7-12 Chestnut Street

=a SmBing

S&i’s a.°Fan^iendels«)hn

Pupils of Mrs.

hdsAysLack.

P“{lose °I^af' WaBz”* -f hds'). Brunner : Spooks, Christmas
Tree Dance. Eyer: Dome's Dream and Awakening,
Oesten; Dance on the Lawn, Fox and Geese, Biel 1,
Dance of the Nymphs, Fischer; Slmplette < \ alse
Lyrlqne). Brown; Dancing Butterflies, Kern: Avalanche,
Etude On 45. No. 18, Heller: The Forest Brooklet,
Wernv; Minuet, Paderewski; Bird’s Morning Greeting,
Schmeldler: Le Papillon (Etude de Concert), Lavall4e;
Polacca Bril lante, Bohm.
Pupils of Mrs. Fay Simmons Davis.
_
Valse Impromptu, Lack; Intermezzo,
j Im¬
promptu, Op. 00, Schubert; Cauzonetta. Schfltt, V alws,
Poldlni • Bv the Genfer Sea, Op. 139. Bendel; I relude
in C. Bach ; Fantasie in A Minor. Mendelssohn ; Concert
Etude, Reinhold ; The Rainbow-Denned; ,■*°"sttln85,un(^'
Denned; Caprice, Raff; 1st Movement to Sonata Op.
10, No. 1, Beethoven: PapiUons d Amour, Schlltt. ' » “
d’ Amour. Moszkowski: Scottish lz-gend MacDoweil .
Rondeau BrlUant, Weber; Valse in A-flat, Butterfly
Etude, Scherzo, Chopin.
Pupils of vruiiam Erhart Snyder.
CorlolanuB (2 pianos). Beethoven; Trelude In C Sharp
Minor. Ra chmanl noff; Spanish Dances(4
kowski - Danse Macabre, Symphonic Poem (2 pianos),
St. Saens ; Sweet Souvenir VAlse Martin : Polka Ke Con¬
cert, Bartlett; Nocturne In F Sharp, Chopin. Scherzo
(Fairy Trumpets). Mendelssohn; lnyenOon No. 8, h
Major. Bach: Nocturne A Major. Field. Callirhoe, Air
de Ballet. Chamlnade: Maidens Blush Wa <* <- 1 an'!s,
Moonliuht Sonata, Beethoven; ImprompUl, Dp. 1
No. 4.KSchubert; Fantasie Pieces, Op. 1L fs* UumRnn;
(a) At Evening, (b) Soaring, (c) "’by?, <d) W^lms,
Ballade, G Minor, Chopin; Polonaise, L Major, Liszt.

MENTAL ACCURACY

Pupils of Rosa F. Chiron.

For catalogues and full particulars, address

|frjie (JDrgattB of l^igbpat (Srabe

Barcarolle, r. nr lie 11; i rauie ooug.
Sweet Home. Mason: Simple Confess on. Thom«; With
Castanets. Reinecke: Nocturne Hold: Scarf Dance,
Chamlnade: illustrations in Music Thinking (two jot
«.tn ----pupils will
transpose melodies, folk songs, l_ 1 'i-lmrS
— progressions into any key suggested by the audience I .
Duetto, Mendelssohn; Butterflies. Impromptu, lhome.
By the Brook. Karganoff; Second Mazurka Godard
Etude, Wollenhaupt: From an Indian Lodge, To a Waterlily, Macdowell; Invitation to the Dance, Weber.

Greatly Improved by Leaving off Coffee.
The manager of an extensive creamery in VVis.
states that while a regular coffee drinker, he found
it injurious to his health and a hindrance to the per¬
formance of his business duties.
“I cannot say,” he continues, “that I ever used
coffee to excess*, but I know that it did me harm,
especially during the past few years.
“It impaired my digestion, gave me a distressing
sense of fullness in the region of the stomach, causing
a most painful and disquieting palpitation of the
heart, and what is worse, it muddled my mental
faculties so as to seriously injure my business effi¬
ciency.
“I concluded, about 8 months ago, that something
would have to be done. I quit the use of the old
kind of coffee, short off. and lagan to drink 1 ostum
Food Coffee. The cook didn’t make it right at first
—she didn’t boil it long enough, and I did not find
it palatable and quit using it and went back to the
ola kind of coffee nml to the stomach troub e again.
Then my wife took the matter in hand, and by fol¬
lowing the directions on the Imx, faithfully she had
me drinking l’ostum for several days before I knew it.
When I happened to remark that 1 was feeling much
twitter than 1 had for a long time, she told me that I
had been drinking Postum. and that accounted for it.
Now we have no other kind of coffee on our table.
“MV digestion has been perfectly restored, and with
this improvement has*come relict from the oppressive
sense of fullness and palpitation of the heart that
used to bother me so, and f note such a gam m mental
strength aUd acuteness that 1 can attend to ray office
work with ease, and pleasure and without making the
mistakes that wfli? so annoying to me while I was
using the Old kind of coffee.
“Postum Food CofUe is the greatest -table drink
erfhethnesrhi iiry‘ liuins'e estimation:” -Name given
by Postum Co., Battle C* ?ek, Mich.
There’s a«reasun.
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of Testimonials

SWEET=
WHITNEY

From Prominent Teacher* Everywhere,
Attest to the Practical Value of the

Standard Oraded
Course of Studies
for.
By

the

w.

THE

IN

MUSICAL

NORMAL

training
SCHOOL

KINDERGARTEN.

You can come to us and enter the
regular training school or take our
Complete Correspondence Course
of sixty lessons - - - . . .

pianoforte

S. B. MATHEWS

The leading: musical writer and educator of the present time.

10 Grades

10 Volumes

This course is the most perfect in application and
execution of any course of its kind ever offered. Any
music teacher can take this course by correspondence
and teach it at once.
Our method has never failed
to give immediate results to the many who have taken
it.
The value of the kindergarten work is beyond
question ; it is no longer a theory but an accepted fact
that its training is essential to the perfect development
of the human mind. With the Correspondence Course
we furnish materials and most minute instructions for
sixty lessons.
Write at once for our free illustrated
booklet.

Si .OO Each

Sheet Music Form. Our usual Discount allowed.
Standard studies, arranged in progressive order, selected from the
best composers, for the cultivation of
TECHNIC,

TASTE

and

SIGHT

READING

carefully edited, fingered, phrased and annotated, with complete
directions for the application of Mason's “System of Touch and
Technic” for the production of a modern style of playing.
SEND FOR ANY OR ALL OF THE VOLUMES ON INSPECTION
When ordering, mention tho FRESSER edition, as
there are other works with similar names on the market.

SWEET'WHITNEY CO.
999 The

THEO. PRESSER PMUS"B»’ Phila., Pa.

Gilbert,

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

A SELECT LIST OF FIRST GRADE PIANO PIECE:
The pieces can be supplied by the publisher of THE ETUDE and
ref"en“-

” w“

» »«

to

a
Wi"

P"“"" “

POPULAR
OURLITT, C„
BECHTER, KARL, Bicycle Galop.
Festive Dance, Op. 140, No. 7
1359 j SCHUMANN, R„
Melodie and Soldiers' March, Op.
Jolly Darkies.j ]
Slumber Song, Op. sat. No. 6
. 5003
BEHR, FRANZ,
Gaily Chanting Waltz . .
TSCHAIKOWSKY ,V., DoUy' s^Funcralfop. 39, No. j. .’
°f thf Little Soldiers, 1
. 3152
Juvenile Waltz.
.
4235
1 The Jolly Trumpeter,Op Jo,Nojj *
ENOEL, HEINRICH Flying Sparks Galop . . .
FOUR HANDS
. 4185
A Little Son?.
..
Little Drum Major
ENCKHAUSEN, H„ Melodious Studies, Op. yJ, No. I .
4184
Ride on the Merry-Go-Round
ENQELMANN, H., Little Miss Pride Scholtische . . 4099
ORA1NGER, A..
Sunshine on the Prairie Walts . .
Winter, Op. 237, No. 4
- - .he Dinner March
OOERDELER, R„
Young America March.<
I At Eventide, Op. 22S
NURNBERO, H.,
FOREST, EDWIN D Little Recruit March .
HILLER, P.,
Meadow Play, Op. 82, No. 2 ... •
.5011
XValsetle, Op. 228, No
QEIBEL, ADAM,
Hip-Scop Scholtische.
,ua
“
“
Secret
Wishes, Op. 3/, No. 6. . . I
Hobgoblin, Op. 228, No.
HAMER. O. F.,
Brier Rose Waltz.4306 PARLOW, EDMUND ' In Measured Tread
KINROSS, JOHN,
Melody.'
HOLCOMBE, L. V., Little Curly Head March,Op.6,JVo.s 3216 RATHBUN, F. G.,
PRESSER, THEO., School of Four-Hand Playing, Vol. I
Youthful Joy, Rondo
KERN, C. W.,
SARTORIO,
A.,
Boy
at
Play, Op. 222, No. 8 . ■ ■ 1
The Song of the Katydid,Op.i9,No.2 4320 REINHOLD, HUGO, / Shadow Picture.
Pi,
06 ,2
The Tin Soldiers' Parade, Op.i9,No^ 4323
SCHLESINGER. S., Hunters' March.*
. The Brownies, Op. 58, No. 8
MARTIN, QEO. D., Lillie Lovers’ Waltz. 4347 , RUMMEL, J„
SMALLWOOD. W., Little Haymakers.1
RATHBUN, F. Q.t
SARTORIO,
A.,
Danse Semplice.2215
On the Plains, Op. '360, 'No. 8
RENARD, PIERRE, Morning Glory Polka.
STUDIES
’ 4297 j SWIFT, NEWTON E„• The Tally-Ho, Op. 7, r
ENOELMANN, H„ Students' Selected Primary studies.
Pleasures of Youth Waltz .... 4296 THOME, F„
First Melody.
WEBER,
RICKABY, T. L..
Book ..J
Invitation to a Waltz .
WellKnownandFav.Mel.,up.i9,Mo.i23\2
RUMMEL, J.,
LOESCHHORN,
A„
Selected
Studies for the Pianoforte,
WHITE,
OTIS
R.
Hand in Hand March.
1226
Petit Barcarolle .
SALOME, TH„
Book ..*
Flying the Kite, Op. 4, No. 1 . . 4164
SCHYTTE,
LUDWIG,
Short
and Melodious Studies,
SUTER. RUFUS O.. Simplicity Waltz. 4357
CLASSICAL
TING, ONKEL,
Op. 108. • • ■ *
Cuckoo's Waltz.
BEETHOVEN, L.van
ZEISBERG, F. J„
< AJleerell°, from 7th Symphony . . U83 WOLFF,BERNHARD, 20 Short Exercises for the Equal
Children's Festival March .... J225
Op /'””
Kreutzer Sonata,
Training of the Hands, Op. IF.4
ENCKHAUSEN, H„ Sonatina, Op. 76, No. ', ..2809
semi-popular
COLLECTIONS
BASSFORD, WM. K. . Bagatelle, Op. ,/s. No. 4
CADE, N. W„
2261
STANDARD FIRST AND SECOND GRADE PIECES,
BECHTER. KARL. Sweet Bess Gavotte .
handel, a. p
.
5001
piled by W. S. B. Mathews: 41 Pieces, 77 Ml
EHRMANN, a„
Sleep. My Child.
. 2372 HAYDN. FR. JOS..
Classical and Popular.
FERBER, RICHARD > In the Hammock . . . .
. 2784 MENDELSSOHN, F„ TmTh/'T Surprise S>mPh°ny 1183 SIGHT READING ALBUM, Vol. I, C. W. Landon.
With the Caravan . .
. 2785
THE DUET HOUR (Easy Duets), Various Composers.
GEIBEL, ADAM,
Balm for the Weary .
. . 3892
LITTLE
*-*1
ILL HOME PLAYER, Various Composers.
Comp<
GURLITT, C.,
REINECKB. CARL,
TWENTY-FOUR PIECES FOR SMALL KHANDS, H.
Under the Linden Tree '. \ .' j . |£7
PIECES, Various Composers.
Tllm
nn
..L
-"
1097 FIRST PARLOR PIECES.

IHE°

PR-ESSER~ -rausher.
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SnM.TfuSTRATE THIS WE ADVERTISE
ISJfoll OWING COMPOSITIONS
Imply WITH THE STATEMENT THAT
?hey ARE all good

SONGS FOR ALL VOICES
By GEO. L. TRACY
BARITONE SONGS

A Soldier of Fortune.
F; a to F. . $0.50
Columbia's Glory.
(Patriotic) . . .40
The Arab's Dream.
(Descriptive).
E minor; b to E. .60
The King's Own.
Bb; a to g . . .50
The Song of the
Bugle. F; c to
F !.50
The Song of the Hunter. E; b to F . .
.60
BASS SONGS
A Soldier of Fortune. D; f to D.50
A Son of Mar^Eb; c to e. (Bass Clef). .50
TheBoU Dragoon. Eb; e to e. (BassClef) .50
The Boys in the Lincoln Green. C; e to d.
The^Ktog’sOwn. G;‘ftoe. (Bass CHef)
The Laugh of a Jolly Good Fellow. Eb; e
toe. (Bass Clef).. ■
The Merry Monks. Db;etod. (Bass Clef)

.50
-40
.50
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Since so many have evidently found THEIR
reasons for teaching music, we feel justified in
•presenting OUR reasons for feeling entitled to
their music patronage. In our way of reason¬
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should prove attractive to teachers, if YOU can
write us about it.
REJ1SONS
First—A clean store, quiet and well kept.
Second—Courteous salesmen, PROMPT,
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wants receive IMMEDIATE attention.
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VOCAL COMPOSITIONS

Sweet Rosebud Mine.. ■ ■■
’'’j’jordon
Are Ye Cornin’ frae the Fair?.J)( wed
Little Paraders March.H. Wetl

By FRANK H. BRACKETT
SECULAR SONG
Love is a Sta-.
High and medium
voice . . . $0.60
SACRED SONGS
There is a Blessed
Home. High and
low voice ... .50

SACRED DUET
Pleasant Are Thy
Courts Above.
Soprano and Bari¬
tone in G, Alto and
Baritone in D. • .50
ANTHEMS FOR
GENERAL USE
Bless Us To-night.
(Evening Hymn). .10
Earth is the
Lord’s, The . .12
Emanuel’s Land.
(Hymn Anthem). .10
God That Madest
Earth and Heav-

..08

Light and Life Immortal. (Hymn Anthem) .
•{»
Love Divine. All Love Excelling . ..9
There is a Blessed home. (Hymn Anthem) .
'i
ANTHEMS FOR EPISCOPAL SERVICE
Jubilate In D . . $0.12 Cantate Domino In
Te Deum in A .
.16
P.
Deus Misereatur. . .16
Bonum Est In E .
Send fora
Choir Leaders’ Guide,” containingTheWmd
lor a copy ol“
ol “Choir
contain!
malic Extracts from new anthems for mixed, male ai
ladies’voices, with explanations regarding solos, duets, etc
in each anthem. SENT FREE.
Discounts to Organists and Choirmasters.
Mail Orders Filled to Any Part ot the Country.

WHITE- SMITH
MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
BOSTON
62-64 Stanhope
Street.

NEW YORK
6 E. 17;h St.

CHICAGO
259 Wabash
Avenue.

Fourth—Prompt and efficient attention to
MAIL ORDERS. Ordeis SHIPPED the day
they are received.
_
Fifth—Exceptional facilities f o r selecting
music to meet your requirements if you will
state your needs. This department proves a
great help to out-of-town teachers.
Sixth—A rate of discount that is most ac¬
ceptable to teachers and schools and thorough¬
ly protects them. Write to us about this.
Catalogues and teachers' aids sent on application

MUSIC
.75
A Lament. B; d to F
A Lullaby. Ab; E to E . /
Thy Voice. A; E to a.
Ting Ling Foo. D; d to E.
These Songs Will be Sent on Selection.
Thematic Vocal Catalogues Free.

Secular and Sacred

Third—A stock ample for the prompt supply
of all who need the better class of music. Our
own publications are chosen with much care and
our catalogue furnishes a splendid lot ot
material for teachers. All of the better class of
new music in stock as soon as published.

}

CLAYTON T. SUMMY CO.
220 Wabaxh Ave.. Chicago
Publishers and Importers
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MUSIC SUPPLIES
BY MAIL TO

Just Published
$1.00 Postpaid

Teachers, Schools, Convents
and Conservatories of Music

We will send any of the music in
this list, or any of our other publi¬
cations, “On Selection.” Complete
catalogue mailed to any address
upon request.

WE SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC
PROMPTLY, ECONOMICALLY,

and

Music Teachers’ National

INSTRUMENTAL

OV'R SYSTEM OF 'DEALING
Is worthy the attention of every buyer of music supplies In
quantity.

We grade all piano music from
1 (easy) to 7 (difficult).
.•

SATISFACTORILY

ENQELMANN, H.
In My Boat—Idylie.. .25
A catalogue of our own, made up principally of works of educational value;
every piece receives the closest editing.

Charming, undulating theme, that is extremely characteristic. Very pretty solo for the left hand.

One of the largest and best-selected stocks of other publishers' works.

So Long Ago—Reverie.
The dreamy character of the melody t
to " long ago." The short bass solo le

The most liberal "On Sale” plan obtainable, conducted by capable musicians.
(Send for special circular.)

NAVARRO, F. J.
March of the Patriots.

Satisfaction is guaranteed.

One of the brilliant, dashing kind,
ody in the trio.

Correspondence is solicited on any subject in Music.
PROMPTNESS.—Every order is filled on the day it is received.

system, togetker

witk

equip

in

country with

the

us to

the

all

everything

schools
they

.40

Striking: and unique example of the popular synco¬
pated style. It might be termed dignified rag-time. It
certainly is catchy.

Le Pantomime, March Scherz.3 .50

largest discounts and best

supply

.2
ringing mei-

PABST, H.
Momas—Intermezzo.3 .40

A large stock,—many efficient clerks,—a well organized

terms,

A musical novelty; bright and chirpy, with the swing
of a Sousa two-step.

and teachers

need

in

FOUR HANDS

music

BLUM, O. R.
Pet of the Household Waltz.3 -5°
‘Hide IDesfre lDout tEtabe. ,ar*e or smaI1*or even a portion of lt- An On Sale package of our latest com¬
positions will be cheerfully sent, to be kept during the entire teaching season, at
our usual large discount given on sheet music of our own publication. This alone
will be a great convenience to any teacher.

A pleasingly interesting duet that is easy for both
players, between whom the work Is equally divided.

MUTTER, C. F.
Jolly Guardsmen March.3 >5°
This very popular march will be greeted with In¬
creased favor in its duet form. The effect is most
decidedly striking.

ORTLEPP, L.
To Arms March.3 -5°

PUBLISHERS of many well-known and widely used works—
Standard Graded Course of Studies, by W. S. B. Mathews.

This stirring march is fine In duet form. The parts
are about equal, but neither Is difficult.

Touch and Technic, by Dr. Wm. Mason.

SARTORIO, A.
Dreams of Youth Polka Mazurka ....2 -5°

Works on Harmony, Counterpoint, and Theory, by Dr. H. A. Clarke.
Foundation Materials for the Piano, Reed Organ Method and Studies,
by Chas. W. Landon.

For players in the second grade, this graceful C0J,P?"
sition possesses many attractions. Each part Is of the
same degree of difficulty.

The Technic and Art of Singing, by F. W. Root.
First Steps in Piano Playing, by Theo. Presser.

rf'
these most excellent com
0
positions QUICKLY, we
will fill all orders received prior to September
10th for the ENTIRE LIST (10 pieces) for

School of Four-Hand Playing, by Theo. Presser.

1

Thomas Tapper, E. B. Perry, A. J. Goodrich, J. C. Fillmore, and many
other equally well-known educators are represented on our lists.
Send for any or all of the following catalogues, free for the asking:
Sheet Music by Authors. Sheet Music Descriptive. Bocks Descriptive. Modern Methods and
Studies.
Piano Collections, giving Index. Metronomes, Satchels, etc.
Busts and Portraits of
Musicians. Violins, Bows, and Strings.

THEO. PRESSER. Publisher, Dealer, and Importer
1712

Chestnut

Street.

Philadelphia.,

Pa.

Association

Convention

-usual melodious a.._
ing writer. The title gives
of the composition.

We ask consideration of the following:

Addressed postal card order blanks, thus prepaying your order to us.

at New York, June 20-23

BLUM, 0. R.
Fluttering Birds .3 _j0

Introduce

$1.00 Postpaid

Hatch Music

Company

PUBLISHERS AND IMPORTERS OF MUSIC

Eighth and Locust Streets, Philadelphia
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF SCHOOL AND TEACHER TRADE

TnERE was great contrast between the meeting this
Tear at New York and the 1904 meeting at the
World’s Fair, St. Louis; the latter was in the midst
of a thousand distracting scenes and numberless
counter-attractions of all kinds and descriptions,
while the former was held in the midst of quiet, rest¬
ful surroundings, with the noise and bustle of a
great city, the metropolis of the country all around
it, yet never penetrat¬
ing the section given
over to educational
work, on beautiful
Momingside Heights.
It was a fortunate
thing for the Associa¬
tion that it was pos¬
sible for an educational
meeting to be held in a
place where everything
tells of devotion to edu¬
cational ideals. Colum¬
bia University, under
the direction of Presi¬
dent Butler, is disotinctly and consistently
a an educational force,
and this is shown
strongly in the splendid
equipment given to the
Teachers’ College, one
department of the Uni¬
versity that closely a
fects the welfare of the
public, for it is here
that those who w
may get the principles
education, and tin*
(' training for educational
-.work that must result
!-in much good. It is a
' - matter of interest to
^musicians and those
y who love music that the
.,Teachers’ College au'thorities recognize the
l-Aalue and the place
music has in a well-rounded scheme of education that
“ to make for true culture. In the training of practical educators they offer opportunity for those who
wish to make music a specialty, so far as concerns
Public school music, or for those who would add an
understanding of music and its pedagogy to their
other training.
It is not an exaggeration, then, to say that the
teachers’ College of Columbia University offered an
1 . P'aw for the meeting of the Music Teachers’ Assoemlion to consider the details of a program which
^aa distinctively educational in character, which was
mended to get at the root of things which are of
1
importance to general musical work, the broad
Pttnciples which the many can accept and use. not
rrow specialties and methods suited to purely local
n ions. While a pedagogic basis was undoubtedly

present in the program, the actual carrying out and
the underlying tendency of every paper and address
was strongly for the cultural side of musical work;
the professional aspect was held somewhat in the
background, while emphasis was laid on ways and
means to develop and maintain a musical public.
The festival idea was abandoned—is it a permanent
departure?—and those who were present expressed no

!

rret for the change. Recitals. concerts, programs
American composers, etc., will not draw aut icnccs.
d are of little or no benefit to musicians who are
en the peer of any of those represented on the proWe do not condemn a demonstration, instru■ntal or vocal, that might be made in eonnec ion
th a program; but such a demonstration should be
r purely educational purposes not for
M
>nt should he practical not esthetic.
nothing out of the way for some distinguished
anist or singer to give a true lecture rental not
an artist to an ,
"nnScnlTat.nes are to be brought back into pro-

eiated with musical work in our colleges and other
institutions of higher education, and the program
drew largely on men of this stamp. Among those
present were Messrs. Parker and Owen, of the School
of Music, University of Wisconsin; Mr. W. D. Arm¬
strong, Shurtleff College, Ill.; Mr. George C. Gow, of
Vassar; Mr. H. D. Sleeper, of Smith; Prof. Waldo
S. Pratt, of Hartford Theological Seminary; Mr.
Wade Brown, of the Baptist Female University,
Raleigh, N. C.; Mr. L. B. McYVhood, School of Music,
Columbia University; Mr. W. H. Dana, of Dana’s
Musical Institute, Warren, O., and Mr. Charles Farns¬
worth, Professor of Music in the Teachers’ College,
who, as Chairman of the Executive Committee, did
more than anyone else to make the meeting an inter¬
esting and a helpful one, and who w'as always at hand
when needed in program or executive detail. The
Association is to be
congratulated that Pro¬
fessor Farnsworth is
one of the officers for
the year 1905 1900. In
addition to those men¬
tioned, there were pres¬
ent delegates from var¬
ious Stales, east, south
and west, representa¬
tives from leading
schools and conserva¬
tories. and a number of
prominent teachers
from New York and
other cities near-by.
And yet the number
present, when we con¬
sider the interest and
the value of the pro¬
gram, might well have
been tenfold greater.
The opening session
of the Convention, Mr.
Farnsworth in the
chair in the absence of
Mr. E. M. Bowman,
acting president, was
held at the residence of
Mr. N. Coe Stewart, for
many years associated
with musical work in
Cleveland, 0. Mr.
Stewart's home is at
Fort Washington, a
suburb of New York
City. The meeting in¬
cluded n lunch and re¬
ception to the delegates ns well as a business meeting
to consider items of interest to the Convention.
Among other things, tlie character of the program was
discussed, the opinion of those present being that the
educational and pedagogic features in reality rep¬
resented the ideas of the founders of the Associa¬
tion. Tliis was expressed clearly and forcibly by Mr.
Dunn, of Ohio, who was in attendance at the first
meeting at Delaware, O., and aided in preparing the
program for that occasion. Mr. Farnsworth, rep¬
resenting the officers of the Assoeiation. called atten¬
tion to the fact that with the change in musical con¬
ditions and the growth of State organizations, as
well as local bodies, it was impossible as well as
unnecessary that the National Association should un¬
dertake to cover the whole field of musical work. He
endorsed most strongly the idea that the proper work

